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A neutral gas mass spectromoter was flown to Venus as part
of the Pioneer Venus MultJprobe to measure the composition of its
• lower atmosphere. On December 9, 1979, the probe entered the Venus
atmosphere and descended slowly to its surface (part way on a
parachute) producing data for nearly one hour below an altitude
of 62 kin. The instrument measured the composition of the gases
relative to C02, the dominant gas, that it sampled from the atmos-
phere through a special leak. Mass range extended from i to 208
ainuwith a sensitivity of the order of I ppm relative to CO2. The
interest in studying the atmospheric composition of Venus stems
largely from the fact that there are marked differences in pressure,
temperature and composition between the atmospheres of Venus and earth,
yet these two planets are so similar in size, mass, and distance from
the sun. The Venus surface pressure and temperature are 90 bars and
750K, respectively, compared to i bar and 285K (average) on earth.
It has been known for some time that C02 is the dominant atmospheric
constituent and that nitrogen is present to _ relatively small per-
centage ( I0 percent). It was also thought :hat sulfuric acid is a
major contributor to the composition of the clouds but was unclear
just how the sulfur cycle, the transport of sulfur between the lower
atmosphere and the cloud levels, operatad. Th: contents of the noble
gases had been estimated to be similar to that on earth.
Analysis of t"e flight data has shown that the abundance of
nitrogen in the lower atmosphere is approximate.%y 3.5 percent, 40Ar
is a factor of 4 les_ abundant than on earth, and the isotopic ratio
_, of argon is significantly altered. On earth prlmord_al argon (36At)
¢
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is only 0.34 percent (i part in 300) of 40Ar, the radiogenic
component, whereas on Venus it is 85 percent of the 4OAr. Even
though the 40At is less abundant on Venus, the 36At is more than
75 times as large as on earth. This was quite an unexpected result.
The ratio of the primordial argon isotopes, 36Ar/38Ar, is about the
same as on earth. Isotopic composition of carbon, nitrogen, and
oxygen are, within the limit of errors, also the same as on earth.
It appears that sulfur does not exist in the cloud regions in
the form COS, as was thought pre-Pioneer Venus, but most likely is
found in the oxidized state, SO2. There exists a change in the .r
sulfur form below 24 km where COS does appear, but may be the result
of the leak blockage that is described below. •
One of the major problems that the mass spectrometer had to
address _-as the sampling of the atmosphere over a pressure range of
0.i-i00 bars while measuring concentrations of the order of i ppm of
the dominant gas (C02).
Sampling of the Venus atmosphere occurred through two small
microleaks, each consisting of a 3.2 mm diameter passivated tantalum
tube whose outer end was forged to a flat plate configuration having
a conductance of the order of 10-7 cm3/s for the primary leak and
10-6 cm3/s for the secondary leak (Hoffman et al., 1980). These
leaks protruded from the sounder probe into the atmosphere. Analysis
i through was performed by a magnetic
of the inflow the leaks miniature
i sector field mass spectrometer. Removal of the atmospheric samples was
i accomplished by a combination of chemical getters and sputtering ion
t
| pumping. To preserve the wide dynamic range of the instrument, that is,
!
I =o enable measurement of substances in the Venus atmosphere at the 1 ppm
l
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level of C02, as the atmospheric pressure varied over the 3 decade
range while the probe descended to the surface, the larger conductance
leak was closed at 47 km. A variable conductance valve, installed
between the instrument ion source and the primary getter pump, was opened
pneumatically by the increasing atmospheric pressure, causing the con-
ductance from the ion source to the getter pump to be increased at a
rate that approximated the increased throughput of the atmospheric
sampling leak, thereby maintaining a nearly constant pressure in the
ion source of the instrument. Preflight laboratory simulation of a
descent, with pressure varying from 0.5 to i00 bar and temperature from
300 to 750 K, showed the CO2 signal to vary by only a factor of 5
(Hoffman et al., i979c). Data were taken from 62 km down to the surface
of Venus.
From approximately 50 co 28 km altitude the leaks were blocked by
an overcoacing of cloud particle materials, presumably by droplets of
sulfuric acid. During this time the in-flow of atmospheric gases
was stopped and mainly background or residual gases in the mass
spectrometer were seen, except for SO2 and H20 which appeared to
originate from the blocking materials. Below 30 km the primary leak
reopened (the seccndary leak had been valved off by this time), and
the atmespheric gas flow returned to normal.
Data obtained during the period of blockage was long regarded
as useless. However, recently it was realized that while the leaks
were coated the instrument was sampling Venus water in the form of
the sulfuric acid solution. During the rest of the mission the water
: entering the spectrometer consisted of a mixture of water from the
Venus atmosphere and terrestrial water outgasslng from the walls of
•_, r_
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!the inlet tubing. The strong signals associated with the sulphuric
acid incident allowed disentanglement of the contributions of Venus
and Earth water to the observations and the determination of the
' ratio of deuterium to hydrogen in the Venus component. The result
was 1.6 x 10-2 compared to a terrestrial value of 1.6 x 10-4 •
t
The planet Venus may have possessed the equivalent of a
terrestrial ocean and enjoyed a benign climate several billion
years ago. At present the surface of Venus i- very hot and dry.
The atmosphere consists mostly of carbon dioxide gas with a little
nitrogen and contains very little water vapor. There has been
speculation that Venus might once have had an ocean since most
theories for the origin of the planet call for Venus and Earth to
have been almost identical twins. According to these models the sun
• would have been cooler and less luminous four and half billion years
ago just after the planets were formed and the temperature on Venus
low enough for liquid water to exist on its surface. Sometime later
as the sun grew brighter the rising temperature drove water into the
atmosphere as steam and released carbon dioxide from limestone on the
surface. The water and carbon dioxide would have prevented the escape
of infrared radiation from the lower layers of the atmosphere
and caused it to grow still warmer. The result would have been the
evaporation of even more water and production of more carbon dioxide
in a paroxysm called a "runaway greenhouse." Finally the oceans would
_ have evaporated completely and the surface temperature may have
r
become as high as 1300 K.
" i
%i
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tAt this point the outermost portions of the planet's atmosphere
would have consisted mostly of hydrogen gas evolved from the water
by reactions with not surface rocks or resulting from dissociation
of the hydrogen and oxygen in water by solar ultra violet radiation.
Hydrogen is so light that it would readily have escaped from the
gravitational field of Venus leaving the oxygen behind to oxidize
iron and other substances on the planet.
A small fraction (3.2 x 10-4 ) of the water on Earth is heavy
water (HDO) containing deuterium. It is reasonable to assume that
originally the ratio of HDO to H20 was the same on both Venus and
Earth. During the early phases of the escape process the flow of
hydroge-, would have been so strong that it would have swept deuterium
along with it. Later, when the flow rate dropped sufficiently low,
, much of the deuterium would have been retained by the planet. The
result would have been an enrichment of deuterium in the residual
water left on the planet. The discovery that the ratio of heavy
water to normal water on Venus is one hundred times greater than it
is in sea water on Earth is clear evidence that Venus once had at
least ohe hundred times as much water as it does today. If that
water were liquid it would have covered the planet to an aveuage
depth of 9 meters. But because escape of most of the hydrogen
associated with a_ ocean would not have resulted in deuterium en-
richment this value is only a lower limit. The result is quite
consistent with the possible existence of the equivalent of a full
=_, terrestrial ocean_ or a major fraction of one.
T
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As stated above, the abundances of primordial Ne and Ar on
Venus are two orders of magnitude greater than on earth. Kr and
Xe abundances are also greater.
x
The significance of these results emerges from a comparison of
Cytherean and terrestrial abundances of Kr and Xe with those of Ne
and Ar. In the atmosphere of Venus the latter two gases exceed
terrestrial abundances by factors of 40 and 75 respectively. In
contrast, abundances of the heavier inert gases in the Cytherean
atmospheres exceed terrestrial values by factors of only 3.5 to
less than 30. Thus, models for the formation of the terrestrial
planets in which the inert gases are accumulated by the accretion
of planetary material with characteristic "planetary" ratios similar
to those found in meteorites are difficult to defend. In particular,
these results present a serious problem for the proposal that a
large pressure gradient existed in the solar nebula so that grains
that condensed to form Venus absorbed about two orders of magnitude
more inert gases =ban did those that formed the earth. In such a model
there is no reason to expect less enhancement of ktTpton and xenon
in the Venus atmosphere than neon and argon. Indeed, in view of the
large amount of xenon perhaps sequestered in terrestrial shales the i
opposite might be true in the case of that gas. The large excess _
in Ne and 36Ar in the atmosphere of Venus also creates problems for i
\
models of terrestrial planet genesis in which volatiles are outgassed
from late accretlng veneers of similar material. In fact, with the
>
conspicuous exception of neon the inert gases seem to become more and
more "solar" in character the closer the planet sampled is to the sun.
/
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IThus, it appears that the noble gases on Venus have a large solar
component comparf-d to Earth and Mars.
The Venus exosphere has a peculiar distribution of atomic
hydrogen that has provoked considerable discussion since 1967 when
"- the ultraviolet photometer on Mariner 5 detected anomalous Lyman
' emissions several thousand km above the planet's surface. Subsequent
analysis of the Mariner 5 bright llmb data revealed an increase in
the scale height of Lyma_ a scatterers at about 104 km from the center
of the planet, suggesting a two component exosphere that could be
fitted by exDspheric distributions of H2 and H at 650 + 50 K, with
H2 being the dominant constituent. The possibility of an atomic
hydrogen-deuterlum exosphere was also considered.
The Monte Carlo calculation of the global distribution of
hydrogen in the exosphere of Venus, with hot hydrogen produced by
charge exchange of H+ ions with both atomic hydrogen and oxygen, has
yielded a result that is in reasonable agreement with altitude dis-
tributions of H based on Lyman s measurements. This confirms the
hypothesis that ex_spheric charge exchange reactions are sources of
sufficient hot hydrogen to explain the two-temperature exosphere of
Venus. Uncertainties in model parameters and in data on the Venus
exosphere presently allow a source of similar magnitude of nonthermal
hydrogen due to exothermlc chemical reactions invoh, ing H2. Present
model results indicate that H2 chemistry could be the dominant cause
of hydrogen escape while being a secondary source of the nonescaplng
_. hot hydrogen on Venus.
J
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It has also een shown from the Monte Carlo calculations that it
is necessary to include a thermospheric wind system in global models
of the hydrogen exosphere of Venus to account for the large diurnal
variation of H near the exobase that was deduced from charge exchange
equilibrium calculations from the Pioneer Venus data. A wind system
consisting of a solar diurnal tide with a cross-termlnator day to
night speed of 200 m/s superimposed on a retrograde global rotation
with equatorial speed of 100 m/s provides a good fit to the Dhase and
amplitude of the.exobase diurnal variation.
Attached is a set of reprints of papers referred to in the
Bib llography.
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Abstract.Probablevaluesofthemixingratiosofkryptonandits inertgaso_seemtobecomemoreandmore"solar"incharacterthe
isotopesonVenusbythePioneerVenuslargeprobeneutralmass closertheplanetsampledistothesun.
spectrometera ereported.An upperlimitomostofthexenon The PioneerVenus LNMS has been describedpreviously
isotopermxingratiosisalsoset.Basedona)6Armixingratioof30 (Hoffman,eta_.._l.,1979a)and resultsobtainedby itreported
ppm thekryptonmixingratioisprobably47 ppband itsupper (Hoffman,etal.,1979b,cand1980).The instrumentwasa rain(a-
limit69ppb.Theupperlim,tforXeis120ppbbutthereisprobably turemagneticsector-fieldmass spectrometerthatcovered_.he
considerablylessthan40ppb.Atmospherickryptonaldxenonon massrange".208ainuin232stepsatselectedmass numbers.A
Venusexceedterrestrialv uesbyfactorsof3.5andnomorethan tableshowingthemassessampledhasbeenpublished(Hoffman,
30,rruchlessthantheratiosforneonand argon.Itappearsthat eta.__l.,1980).Gases were admittedtotheionizationchamber
thenoblegasesonVenushavealargesolczcomponentcomparedto thzoughmicroleaksand thepressureinthechamberregulatedby
Earthand Mars. twopairsofchemicalgetterand ionsputterpumps,onepumping
thechamberthrougha variableconductancevalve,the other
The purposeofthisletteristoreporta determinationby the pumpingtheregionofthemass analyzer.The ._urposeofthe
PioneerVenusSounderProbeNeutralMassSpectrometer(LNMS) variableconductancevalvewas tomaintaina relativelyconstant
ofupperlimitstotheconcentrationofkryp.tonand xenonalong pressursofCO--intheionsource.The resultwasaslowincreasein
withmostoftheirisotopesintheatmosphereofVenus.Inthecase thecountingrateforCO_.atlowaltitudesa wasshowninFig.Iof
ofthekryptonisotopes_°Kr,S_Kr,S3Kr,84Krand _6Krpossible HotTman,eta__.l.(1980).Inertgaseswerepumpedduringperiodsof
measurementsoftheirconcentrationswillbereportedaswell.The datacollectionlyby thesputterpump attachedtothemass
upperlimitothekryptonmixingratioisprobably47ppb(v/v) analyzer.Becausethepumpingspeedforinertgaseswas essen.
withaquiteconservativevalue5_c larger,or69ppb.Infact,itis tiallyconstant,he countingrateatthe3_Armass settingin-
likelythat47ppb representsa measuredconcentratioa,withthe creasedwithdecreasingaltitudemorerapidlythanthatat"CO*-.
correspondingvaluesforseparateisotopesbeing3.6,12o7,25and The ratiofthecGuntingrateforJ6Axand CO, correctedforthe
4.2ppb.Theprobableupperlimitothesum ,fthemixingratiosof differencesingaspumpingspeedswas referredtopreflightcall-
theisotopes'-"Xe,'2'Xe,'_°Xe,'3'Xeand _nXe is40 ppb by brationdatatoobtaintheJ6ArandCO, mixingratios.Themixing
volume.A veryconservativeupperlimitisavaluethreetimesthis ratiofor)6Atis30"__ppm byvolume(Hoffman,etal.,1980).With
large.Theupperlimitsfortheindividualisotopesare1.5,9.5,4,14 thehelpoflaboratorycalibrationdatathemixingratiosforany
and10ppb,_espectively,or,conservatively,largervaluesbyafactor noblegascanbeobtainedbycomparingthecountingrateatthe
o!about3.Actuallymeasuredweretheratiosofcountingratesfor appropriatemasssettingtothatfor_6Ax.
theKr and Xe isotopesrelativeto_6Ar.The mixingra_iosand Ionaccelerationvoltagesduringeachmasssweepweresetby
upperli,.,_squotedarebasedonuseofthemostprobablevaluefor referencetothevaluesappropriatefor136('3_Xe ìx 68(_36Xe"*)
the3_Arconcentrationf30 ppm v/v asdeterminedfromthe and 15(CH,')ainu.Methaneand xenoncontainingmainly'3_Xe,
LNMS measurementstH,ffman,eta_._!.,1980). about5% '34Xeandtracesofotherisotopeswereusedasmarker
The sigmficanceoftheseresultsemergesfromacomparisonof gases.Mass resolutionvariedfrom1partin440 near40ainuto
CythereanandterrestrialabundancesofKrand Xe withthoseof ipartin200near136ainu.
Ne andAt.IntheatmosphereofVenusthelattertwogasesexceed Atmosphericompositiondatabeganafteropeningthemicro
tsrre._trialabundancesby factorsof40 and 75 respectively.In leakswhen theprobewasat62kin.Atabout51km theleakswere
contrast,abundancesoftheheavierinertgasesintheCytherean blockedbyclouddroplets.At 30km theyreopened.Duringan_
atmospheresexceedterrestrialv uesbyfactorsofonly3.5toless afterthetimeofleakblockagevariousubstanceswereproduced
than30.Thus,modelsfortheformationoftheterrestrialplanetsinwithinthemass spectrometer,probablyby interactionsofCO,,
whichtheinertgasesareaccumulatedbytheaccretionfplane'. H,SO,productsandavacuumsealantsubstance.Mostprominent
arymaterialwithcharacteristic"planetary"ratioss,milartothose among thesewasahydrogeniccompound(perhapsaformofC611s)
foundinmeteorites(Signerand Suess,1963)willbedifficultto at78.052ainu.The countingrateatanalyzersettingscorrespond-
defend.Inparticular,theseresultspr_.senta seriousproblemfor ingtothesecontazmnantsincreasedbetween30km and 13-kin
theproposal(PollackandBlack,1979)thata largepressaregra- (31,000ctsat78 ainu)and thendecreasedtowardthesurface
dientexistedinthesolarnebulasothatgrainsthatcondensedto (I0,000ctsat78 ainu).A usefulcriterionfordistinguishinga
formVenusabsorbedabouttwoordersofmagnitudemore inert contaminantfroma potentialtmosphe_cspeciesiswhetherthe
gaseethandidthosethatformedtheearth.Insuchamodelthereis signalata givenmasssettingincreaseswithdecreasingaltitude
noreasontoexpectlessenhancementofkryptonand xenonm the likeCO= orargonorpassesthroughamaximum likethesubstance
Venusatmospherethanneonand argon.Indeed,inviewofthe at78ainu.
_, large amount of xenon perhaps sequeste,'ed in terrestrial shales Because xenon was used as a marker gas an apprec,_,_ e back.
theoppositemightbetrueinthecaseofth.,tgas.Thelargexcess groundcountingrateinthechannelsbelongingtoallXL "_topos,
inNeand_QAxintheat_ncephereofVenusalsocreate_problen_for butparticularlythosefor'_4Xeand _tXe was observe__.high
modelsofterres_.,-ialplanetgenesisinwhichvolatilesaxeou_as- altitudebothbeforeandaRerentry.Forthisreasonlittleattention
fromlateaccretingveneerofsimilarmaterial(Andersand was paidtothosedatauntilG.Wetherill(1980) suggestedtothe
Ow-n,19"/7).Infact,withthecomq)icuousexceptionofneonthe author=thata usefulupperlimitotheXe mixingratiomightbe
determinedfromthem.Inspectionfthedatashowedinfactthat
Copyright 1981 by the American Geophysical Union. thecountingratesforallXe isotopesxcept Xe and Xe were
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appreciablyhigheratlow altitudesthannear60 km, orbefore _ ___ 'sara f [
entry. T:, ". _houldbe a_ least three contributions to the counting [ / xe _,m°_
rate ,, _.. ",de"a background, roughly eqval to the average
l:r,' _.,T or h altitude counting rate, and a "residual" corn- _zo ",
pf .' ,2in p rt of_, r_ • ,butions from atmospheric xenon and in part L ._rs
fr'JmImpo ,ties.'_:._impuritiescouldbeeitherxenonliberated If_
fromtheionpumpsbysomeoftheexoticompoundsformedaRer _- '"_...... _:_
leakblockageorthesesamecompoundswithmassesclosetothose ,_io
ofxenoni:_:r,pes.The backgroundcountingrateforeachisotope a
was determined by averaging 6 readings taken before leak lock- - -, "_"_,'_" .._-_"
age and multiplying this average by the ratio of the counting rate
at 136ainu _.oth_ h_ghaltitude average at 136amy. The correction
wasnecessarybecausethecountingratesat136amu and134ainu o _ '_o iso ' ' 'zoo
increased on the order of 30_ below 16 km, probably due to de- COUNTS
creasing efficiency in the ion pump with increasing CO_. load. Fig. 1.Countingrates as functions ofaltitude forfiveXe isotopes,128 132.
There were variations in the counting rates at 136 amu and 134
ainu below 16 km probably because of changes in the pumping
speed for xenon. Some ten closely spaced mass numb_.rs were upper limit, however, only if the Ar mixing ratio is 50 ppm. All
sampled near 134 and 136 ainu. Comparison of mass channels values and limits for Kr and Xe quoted hencefo_h will assume that
above and below 1'3km support the _nterpretation that the changes 3_Ar mixing rat.o is 30 vpm. To summarize: the most probable
below 16km involve xenon and not some impurity. Presumably the mixing ratio of the sum of the 5 Xe is_,topes is 0 ppb, the largest
background of all xenon isotopes should be varying in the same value allowed by curve b is 40 ppb and the extreme upper limit
way because of these effects, where the residual count rate in the lowest 3.5 km is ass. xned to be
The background thus obtained was subtracted from the total entirely due to atmospheric Xe is 120 ppb v/v.
counting rate at each altitude to obtain a residual. Residuals Similar analysis applied to isotopes individually :delds the
tended to increase fairly rapidly below 20 km to a maximum near following results for the most probable value and the two upper I
13km and then decrease by a factor of about 3 to the last data point limits ("curve b" and extreme)
taken 0.6 km above the surface of Venus. In Fig. 1are shown the
total, background and residual counting rates for the sum of the zzsXe,0 ppb, < 1.5 ppb, < 4.7 ppb
data at 128, 129, 130, 131,132 ainu. One way to obtain an upper t:gXe, 0 ppb, < 9.5 ppb, < 35 ppb
limit to the xenon mixing ratio lexcluding _Xe and _)OXe}would _)°Xe,0 ppb, < 4 ppb, < 10 ppb
be to compare the counting rate at the lowest altitude or 24 per _tXe, 0 npb, < 14 ppb, < 40 ppb
frame with 20480, the counting rate at 35.981 ainu ()6At). This tnXe, 0 ppb, < 10 ppb, < 47 ppb
ratio multiplied by 2.7 would give the concentration relative to
36At.The factor of 2.7 is the experimentally determined ratio of If the isotope mixing ratios are given by the second _olumn their
spectrometer sensitivity for Ar relative to Xe. The difference in r_lative abundances are 0.038, 0.24, 0.10, 0.36 and 0.25 to be
sensitivity for the two gases is caused mainly by a difference in compared with terrestrml values of0.03, 0.33, 0.05, 0.28. and 0.33
ionization cross sectmns, and also by broadeninjz of the higher Obviously this apportionment of the residual counting rates _-',
mass peak, difference in the branching ratio for s.._gle and double not unique. If it is correct we do not know whether the con-
ionization by 70 eV electrons and difference in pumping speeds, situtuents that vary with alAtude like the impurity at 78 ainu are
The result, 95ppb where the )6Ar mixing ratio is taken as 30 ppm, other impurities or Xe isotopes liberated from the puraps by a
is of dubious usefulness be.ause it weighs one measurement too mechanism involving impurities. However, it is diffic_ It to ira-
heavily. If instead of the counting rates at the lowest altitude the agree a collectionofcompounds that would preduce eleva_',edcouut-
means of the last 5 samples are compared, the ratio of Xe to Ar ing rates at the accelerating voltages appropriate _o the 5 Xe
count rates is 1.5 x I{Y_giving an upper limit of 120ppm to the Xe isotopes and not at any of the 3_.voltages sampled I>._tweenS_Kr
mixing ratio. This procedure leads, however, to an altitude depen- and _Xe. nor at the 22 higher mass positions.
dent Xe mixing ratio with a maximum above 13 kin. Even more significant than the results obtained for xenon were
If it is assumed that the residual counting rate can be separated th_ se for kryp_n. In the range of accelerating potent_.als fi#rmass.
into a component that varies with altitude in the same way as does es near 80 ainu there were steps appropriate forS°Kr, SO_. HSO_,
_Ar and another that varies as does the archetypical artifact at 78 _Kr, S_Kr and S_Kr.l _nfor_unatsly, the apparatus had been ex-
ainu, a better evaluation of the atmospheric xenon contribution posed to S_Kr before flight, and a background of about 35 S_Kr
can be obtained. This procedure is suggested because the Xe count counts was recorded before and aRer entry at high altitude. There
rates maximize near 13km where the 78 ainu rate also peaks. In was no background at the locations of the other isotopes. On the
Fig. 1 smooth curves are shown roughly fitted to the data. One of other hand, there were low but significant counting rates in all of
these represents 24 x 104 [78 amu], another 20 x I(Y_ [78 anm]  5x the channels just listed below 30 kin. The sum ofthe counting rates
10-,[_Ar], and a third 21x 10-"[78 amu] + 9.1x 10_ [_Ar] where the in the _OKr,_Kr, _Kr and _Kr channels is shown in Fitz.2. Unlike
values of [78 amu] and [Ar] near the surface are approximately 10_ the Xe data m Fig. 1 the variatmn with altitude is relaUvely sraall
and 2 x 10_ respectively. The data can best be represented by up to 16 km where an abrupt decrease occurs. This behavior is
assuming that there is no detectable Xe contribution whatever characteristic of the sum of two constituenm, one decreasing with
(curve a). Owing to the scatter in the data it is possible that as altitude like '_Ar the other :ncreasmg to a maximum near 13 km
many as 10of the counts at the surface out of 30 are attributable to like 78 ainu. The data are fitted best by curve b Sving 13cts from
an atmospheric constituent that varies like )%_,r,i.e., to Xe (curve the opposed Kr contribution and 8.5 cts from an internal contami.
b_.Curve c clearly overestimates the _._r like component. Hence, nant. The instrumental factor relating Ar to Kr sensitivities is 2.4.
the most probable value of the mixing ratio of the Xe isotopes from Therefore, the abundance ratio of Kr to _Ar is 15.5 x 10"and the Kr
th_s kind of analysis is 0. but a reasonable upper limit relative to mixing ratio 47 ppb. From Fig. 2 it can be detarmi_., t that the
_6Aris 1.35 x I{Y_.This is 40 ppb v/v based on a value of 30 ppm for range in uncertainty is 12 to 69 ppb for_urves a and c: _.spect_vely.
the Ar mixing ratio. The uncer_intT m the ratio to '_Ax is almost Unlike the results forxenon there seems to be a strong indication
entirely in the Xe measurement. For this reason we give a range of of the presence of atmospheric constituents in these da_. Iiance,
value8 of mixing ratios based on a specific _Ar value. If the _Ax these observations may well represent measurements rather than
concentration is taken to be ir_ upper limit. 50 ppm. the Xe upper upper limtts. On the other hand. if the artifact cu.'tribution is not
limit changes accordingly by a factor of 5/3 to 67 ppb. This is the subtracted the data place an upper !imit of 69, _bon tn_ combined
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l I '" ' r I [ ccatSTP pergram ofplanetarymatter.The smallexcessesin
50 l" "_30 ab_'_danceofKrandXeintheatmosphereofVenuscomparedwith
thatofEarthareinstrikingcontrastwlththelargeincreasesinNe
u_ Kr andAr.The ratiosare3.5and lessthan30for_4Krand '32Xe,43
I- 20 80-84 20 and74for:ONeand_6Ar.Careful_tudyhe._ftzrtherreinforcedour
z
::) convictlon(Hoffman,eta__l.,1979b)thattheconstituentdetectedat
O ,36amu isargonandnotsomecompundsuchasHCI.Aswepointed
cJ [ 0 //_'[ 1 l0 out in the introduction these results appear to be rata1.for simple
1 models of the acqmsition of volatlles by the terrestrial planets. The
' O u i i I_ t ratiofS6Arto_'KrisI000onVenus.Comparedtoasolaratiof
25 20 15 I0 5 0 3710 (Cameron, 1.973_,a terrestrial ratio of 48, a Martian ratio of
32 (Owen, et al., 1977) and a meteor; '.eratio of about 75. this could
ALTITUDE IN kITI betakentosuggestamuch larger"solm"componentofinertgases
Fig.2.Countingratesasfunctionfaltitudefor4l_.risotopes80-84:a) intheCythereanatmospherethanontheotherp}anecarybodiesof
1.63x1(Y'[;_Ar]+ 8.7x10_ {78ainu];bJ6.Sxt(Y'I[_'Ar]_-[78arnu]);c_ theinnersolarsystem.We mightassumethatVenusisa planet
96x10_ {_Ar]+ 4.3x10"_[78ainu], withtheEarth'sendowmentofvolatilestowhichsome process
contributedan extradoseofvolat_leswithabundancesinsolar
proportionsandcontaining75timesasmuch )6Ar_ergramasdoes
abundanceofKr isotope_80 through84 intheatmosphereof theearth'satmosphere.Th, )6Arratioswouldperforceb correctif
Venus.Thus froman analysisparalleltothatforXe themost the_ddedinertgaseswereatmophile.Theextracomponen_ofany
probablemixingratiofortheseKr isotopesi 47ppb.The largest otherinertgason Venuswouldbe equalto75 timesthesolar
valueallowedbycurvec is69ppband theextremeupperlimit abundanceratiofthatgasrelativeto_._rdividedbytheterres-
whereall19.5countsallowedby curveb nearthesurfaceare tr;alabundancerelativeto_"Ar.ThlsisaboutIforS_Krand 1.5for
ascribedtoKr isalso,fortuitously,69ppb. '_2Xe.Thus,therecouldbeabouttwineasmuch atmophileS'Kron
The datafor_ndividu_speciesshowmuch scatterbutalefitted Venusasonearth.Theremay be5toI0timesasmuch xenonin
bestby variouslinearcombinationsof"36Atlike"and "78ainu terrestrialshalesasthereisintheatmosphere(Canalas,etal.,
like"components: ).968;Fanaleand Cannon,1971),althoughevider.cetothecon-
traryhasbeenpublishedbyPodosek,etal.(1980).Sincethecorre-
S°Kr 0.5x I0_ [36Ar] x I0_ [78amu] sponding"planetary"xenonwouldpresumablybeatmophileon
8-'Kr 1.7 x 10" [S6Ar]+ 1.8 x 10_ [78 ainu]
m_Kr 1.0 x 1. [S'Ar] _- 2.4 x 10" [78 ainu]
S'Kr 3.5 x 10" [36.a.x]_-1.1 x 10-' [78 amu] . [ t _
The most probable mixing ratio implied by this analysis together ._- - /_x
with the limits set by fitting curves like a and c of Fig. 2 to the data IO 6
are as follows
S°Kr 0< 3,6<10.2pnb 10,8ppb . _
_Kr 6< 12.2< 17ppb 1. ppb I -- _/ \-_\\S_Kr 0 < 7 2< 9ppb 15 5 (_7.
" _'Kr 7 < 25 < 28 ppb 28 ppb - \"_ 5CV -
Upperlimitsobtainedbyattributingallcount_nearthesur,aceto $:: - _"_ _'P_ METEORITE -
Kr are on the right. _,(_8 -- _ _< _X_=..
In the case °f _Kr as f°r the xen°n is°t°pes it 's necessary t° .- _- : _4 _------ _,_
subtract a background. The result is a small residual at 1o_ al- _"p-
titudeswhichvariesas ¢.D
08 x I(Y'[Arl + 1.4 x I{Y"[amu] _ IC)9
The "measured" mixing ratio of hKr is thus 4.3 ppb and the upper _ - 84"_ 1_9_ "I_;
limit9 ppb.
/
\
kr,,pton the relative abundances of Kr isotopes on Venus are 0.07,
0.23, 0.14, 0.48 and 0.08 corresponding to terrestrial relative 129 j
abundancesof0.023,0.116,0.;15,0.57and0.173. ,_ ,(_l, - _. _"- !
Istomin, oral. _1980)havereported that the m_xmg ratio of '_Kr _
intheatmosphereofVenusis600=2b0ppbbyvolume•Theisotope _ 132"
ratiosappeartobeterrestrial.Itisnotpossibletoreconcilesucha _-
resultwithours.Countratesof theorderof200perframerather _ 84 _"--,•
:_ thanI0perframewouldbeneeded.Noristhereanyevidencethat 12_ I
" the LNMS became insensitivetoheavy gasesby thetime i. IO" _ 129 " 1
• reached V__us. Tho absence of variation in its response to tt,¢ _-
enon marker gas during cruise and entry is evidence to the con- L20 _ _ _; '
trary. It is possible that the krypton detected by the Venera NMS | Ne Ar K¢ (_ [
was terrestrial, since the spectrometer had been exposed to _ I(_I_ I I I . _ : ,, ....
ton and utilized ion sputter pumps. The absence of a high altitude O _O I00 k_O
check in the Vensra measurements leaves thin possibility open and
inviting, OfflU
Fig. 3 shows the concentration of inert gases in the atmospheres Fig,3, Abundancesof rarei[as_oto_ onthree terrestrial planets and
of the terrestrial planets aad a C3V chondritic meteorite in units of C3Vmetsontes.
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ABSTRACT
The deuterium-hydrogen abundance ratio in the Venus atmosphere was
measured'while the inlets to the Pioneer Venus La=ge Probe mass spectrometer
were coated wi_h sulfuric acid from Venus' clouds. The ratio is (1.6 +-0.2)
x 10-2. The hundred fold enrichment of deuterium means that Venus outgassed
a_ least 0.3% of a terrestrial ocean and possibly more.
!
l
i
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One of the most significant problems relating to the o_igin _r,d evolution
~.
of the planet Venus is that of its "missing" _arer. There cer.Ka_n)y is no
liquid water on the surface of Venus today and theL-e is probably not mo_:e t]:m_ _"
i
200 ppm by volume of water vapor in the atmosphere (i). Either Venus was formed
I of material very poor in water (2) or whatever water was originally present: has _
since disappeared, the hydrogen into space and the oxygen into the interior (3). _ ;
"_ It has long been recognized that measurement of the ratio of deuterium to h_,dro- ' "
" gen in the atmosphere of Venus today would discriminate between these alCerna- "
tires There are various ways that gases escape from a planet's atmosphere, ;,
ranging from classical Jeans escape to hydrodynamic outflow at a supersonic
• velocity. Most mechanisms that have been identified as potentially important for
escape of hydrogen from Venus discriminate strongly against loss of deuterium and
heavier gases with one conspicuous exception. Hydrodynamic flow would have
-:,_... I!Icarried HD away along with H2. This mode of escape would have prevailed'in an
atmosphere in which hydrogen was a dominant constituten_. The velocity of the flowini,
: _ would have become _oo -low to sweep HD along when the mixing ratio of H 2 dropped I.
below about 2%.by volume (4). Subsequent escape of hydrogen should have resulted in
? an enrichment of deuterium in _he hydrogen co.-.pounds rus_.-;;n__ ., _.;,,th= a_li_,:;-
ph_r_ The a"-mosDh_-.'e of Venus :-o:_conzain_ "-;.-3rd_:'_ _," --ag;_/cu/_ .l_:._hydro-
gen (in the form of H2Q ) _han that corresponding to the critical mixing ratio of
. 2%. Thus a one hundred fold enrichment of deuterium is the mos_ that can
i be if Venus outgassed an appreciable fraction of the equivalentexpected even
of a terrestrial ocean of water. If the in!tlal ratio of D to R on Venus was
!_ about i..5 x i0-4, as it is on Earth, the present ratio could be a_ most about
1.5 x 10 -2 , In this paper evidence will be presented that
4 i io-2"
" the ratio of D to R on Venus is (1.6 z 0.2) x
1
'2
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,, .Data obtained by the Pioneer Venus Sounder Probe neutral mass spectrometer :,
(L_'_) have been scrutinized in the hope of using them tc deduce the ratio of
D to H on Venus. Thlsmass spectrometer and its mode of operation during its
' descent _o the surface of Venus has been described fully elsewhere (5). The :
instrument was a magnetic sector device thac scanned the mass spectrum in 236 i
discrete steps from 1 to 208 ainuonce every, 64 seconds. Gas from the atmosphere
was admitted to the ionization chamber of _he LNMS through two microleaks and _
pumped internally by chemical getter and ion sputter pumps. The leaks uere
opened at about 63 km in the upper cloud layer of Venus and data obtained in 51 - -_
mass spectra between this altitude and the surface. Just as the probe entered
the lower cloud layer at about 50 km _he inlet leaks became clogged with a sub-
s_ance that was almost surely sulfuric acid from cloud droplets. Evidence for
this event was the dramatic drop in C02 an_ noble _as-counting rates and a i?
similarly striking increase in counting rates in channels appropriate to H20
.
and $02 One inlet leak was valved off at 47 kn; the other was cleared between r_'
Attempts to measure the Cytherean D/H ra=io from the mass spectrometer data ]!
have been hampered by the problem of distinguishing Venus hydrogen from terrestrial I,_
hydrogen _ranspor_ed to tha_ planet in _he spectrometer. A mass peak found at fill
18.010 ainu was surely caused by H20 and there was also _ channel at 19.010 ainu
appropriate for the detection of BDO (6). The in].-._tubes were heated to inhibit _
condensation and this led to the productiou o_ some degassed water vapor during t
the tlma _he probe was descending. _'nile _ae probe was in _he middle cloud layer
between 62 km and 50 km above the suz[ace of Venus (and before the leaks were
blocked) _he mass 18 signai increased rapidly (FIE. IA_. There were very few
counts in the mass 19 channel. After the le_ks were clogged _he amount of water
I de_ec_ed increased noticeably (Fi_. i). When they reopened _he counting rate
!I " " *
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remained high. althou=h not as high lnltiallv as it had been when the leaks
were stopped. The mass 18 and mass 19 count rates increased between 25 km and
about 7 km and thereafter decreased a_ain although they continued to remein
' lar=e. _e ra_.io of mass 19 to 18 counts in the lowest 10 kl= was between 3 z 10-3
and 5 x 10-3 (Fig. 2). l'his result suggests that there are two components in
the data, one ascribable to outgassed terrestrial w_ter with an HDO/H20 ratio of
about 3 x 10 -4 (7) and the other to Cytherean wa_-er, either outgassed or collected
directly from the atmosphere but with a D to H ratio higher than terres=rial.
i Clearly the low altitude data, which do not maintain anything like a constant
counting rate ra_io to those oI CO 2 or =he noble gases, result partly from
outgassed wa_er. A guide to decomposing them into a terrestrial and a Venus
component is needed.
There was a time:when the hydrogen being srupled by the mass
spectrometer surely contained a very large contribution from Venus. This was
[
while _he leaks were clogged with cloud droplets of H2SO 4 and large signals at 18
: and 19 amu were detected. In effect the entire mass spectrome_o.r was behaving like
a large hydrogen enrichment chamber during this time. Figs. IA and 1B clearly show
a great increase in count rates at 18 and 19 ainu between frames 51 and 80 -- from
50.3 km to 26 kin. Although the CO2 count rate decreased abruptly between frames
49 and 51 little of the water vapor detected in frame 5! seems to be from the H2SO 4
sealing the inlets. The ratlo of 19 to 18 amu count rates was 1 x 10-3 . After frame
51 the mass 19 signal rapidly increased so the: the 19/18 ratio rose quickly to
values above I0 -2 The 19/18 ratios are p!otted in Fig. 2 with 1 o error bars
The contrast between conditions when the leaks were plugged and when they were
open is great. The average ratio when the signals were greatest
-- frames63 through73 -- was (2.68± 0.20)x I0 ". Thls resultis a clear
I
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indication tha: the water ae_ected during the time the leaks were coated has
quite a different composition than at other cin=.s. Since the largest ratio
measured -- in frame 63 -- was (3.2_+0.4) x 10-2 the ratio of HDO _o H20 abundance
on Venus is at least 2.8 x i0-2. It could be larger if no_ all _he water detected
in frame 63 was Venus water.
J
Further reflnement of this analysis is possible. While the leaks were blocked,
and in fact a= all times, the mass 18 peak, which will be called 518 , has two
components El8 a_d VI8 , from terrestrial and Cy=herean sources respectively.
Whether these are caused by outgassed or freshly sampled water does not me=tar.
't
Similarly at mass 19, S19 is composed of El9 a=d Vlg. For the terres=rial
component (8)
EI9/EI8 --3.2 x 10-4
For the Cy=herean component
VI9/V18 = R
where R must be constant. The problem is to find R. Obviously there is no
unique solution. On =he other hand, R cannon be less than 2.8 x i0"_. Larger
!: values of R are implied if in fact El8 , the ouugassed =erresuri_l contribution
_,o the counting rate during leak blockage, was not negligible even at frame 63.
VI8 is thereby reduced and R increased. The srmll ratio of El9 =o El8 means that i
El9 is a very small par= of S19 even if R is as large as I0 x 10-2 (1.6 counts
our of 165). Larger R comes about by decreasing VI8 rather than increasing Vlg.
The four simultaneous equations for VI8, Vlg, El8 and El9 have been solved
,. for various val,ms of R. Fig. IA and IB show S!8, Vl8 and EIS, S19 , VI9 ,_ndE!9 for_
R • 3,2 x 10-2 (8). In principle El8 could have any value less =hen S18 and R coul_i
[_ be very !a=ge. For R - Z.8 x 10-2 positive values of El8for frames 63 through 69 are
1
f 4/
/
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obtained only if =he extreme limits allowed by the 1 _ error bars on S18 and S19
are assumed. On the other hand if R is 3.6 x 10-2 El8 a= frame 71 is 2000 and at
frame 80 i= is 1850. It is difficult to imagine how the outgassed terrestrial
component could have bean much larger at frame 71 than it =as at frames 80 and
82 just after the leak opened. For this reason R appears to be constrained to
lie within the range 2.B to 3.6 x 10-2.
In fac_., there is reason to believe that El8 and El9 should have been con-
siderably smaller at frames 69 and 71 than at frame 80. The reason is that one
micro!ask was closed off from the ion source by a valve just after frame 55 at
47 km. Thus the source of outgassed water (the heated i_let tube walls) was cut
approximately in half at that time. The fact that $18 and el9 extrapolate back-
ward from their values at frame 65 to levels far below those a= frames 49 and 51
"' shows the effect of this reduction. A cap can be placed on
="18 and El9 during the time the leaks were blocked by connecting the points after
frame 80 with about half the value measured at frame 49, _nis procedure
would exclude values of E!8 and El9 that would allow R to be greater
than 3.l x 10-2 -- allowing for 1 o devia=ions in EIg.and EIg. Connecting
=he actual count rates be. re and after closure would pe:mlt R to be 3.4 x 10-2 .
Zmposition of the condition. =hat no value of El8 while the leak was blocked could
be larger than those attained just after it cleared would allow R to be
as large as 3.6 x 10-2 . If co-fldence llni=s are relaxed to three standard
deviations the same procedure expands the r_nge of R from 2.2 to 4.0 x i0-2 (9).
_/
In Fi8. 1 it can be seen that the.6u'.gassed terrest.-lal components El8 and
El9 increase rapidly after frame 63 in response to heating of the leak tubing and
evaporation of the overcoat of sulfuric a¢id. The s=ead y decrease in R (Fig. 2)
clearly shows than the amoun= of =erres=rlal water relatlve to Venus water was
increasing during this nine. The Venus componln=s maximize a= frame 69 and then
de=.-ease until _he leak opens between fracas 77 and 80. Just after the entrance
1982016408-021
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_, to the leak cle _, as signalled by a grea= increase in CO2 count rate, V18 and V19
drop sharply while El8 and El9 increase. R _rops from .0236 to .0136. l_medlately
VI8 and VI9 begin to rise again, very probably because water from the Venus
ar_nosphe!e was being sampled. The outgassing terrestrial components remain
_: relatively constant down uo frame 90 at 19 km where they begin to increase I
t
I
rapidly with decr easirg altitude. This behavior is almost surely ascribable
: to an increase in temperature of the walls of the mass specnrometer. It is
_nteresting =hat after the leak cleared V18 maintains a constant ratio of
about 1.15 no the 36At count rare between 25 l<mand 10 kin. Thismay mean that
Venus water was being directly sampled and that the chemical get=at was not
pumping water. If so the mixing ratio below i0 km decreased toward the surface
by about 30%. This behavior is similar to =hat r_:ported by Moroz_ e.._=a_. (i)
Further study of this effect is being unde=take=.
The hydrogen associated with the equivalent of a terrestrial ocean could
\
D
have emcaped from Venus iL_ _he form of H2 - if i= had left a= an average rare of
7 x I0I0 -2 -icm s for 4.6 billion years. This flux is less than the largest
flux that diffusion could have supported if the water vapor or H2 "mixing ratios
, were greater than about 0.35% (4). However, it does not seem likely tha_
escape of the hydrogen associated with the equivalent of a terrestrial ocean or
_ even a large fraction of _hat much hydrogen would have occurred au such a slow
_ pac_ over bi.!lions of years. Instead, it i. ver7 likely that after a large amoun_
_i of wa_er had ou_gassed from Venus, a runaway greenhouse ensued (I0) and tha_ a -_
copious amount of hydrogen produced from this water appeared in the atmosphere,l
H2 would than have been the dominant gas in the uppa.ratmosphere if, for example,i
,. =he surface of Venus acted as an efflclen_ sink for oxygen because of reactions
•- such as
2FeO + H20 -_ Fe203 + H2
,_ Escape would hays _een powered by solar EUV h_atln_ and a supersonic hyd_odynamlc
outflowof H2 woul_ have ruulted. There is a l_miuof about 1012 cm"2 s
6
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Still this flux is large enough to have exhausted the
equivalent of an ocean in 280 Myr. The }{2 flowing outward would have swept heavier
gases along unless their mass was large enough for them to diffuse downward so
_' fast _ha_ they would have remained in the atmosphere. On _he other hand, chafe is a.
maximum fiux of }{2that could have been supported by diffusion if the background gas was
_i C02. When the mLxing ratio is small encugh _he diffusion limited flow will no longer
be rapid enough to allow a hydrodynamic flow of H2 _o sweep HD away. This occurs
When the mixing ra_io of }{2 becomes abou_ 2 x 10-2 by volume (4). Thus, enrichment
of deuterium begins only after _he mixing ra_io of H2 drops below about 2Z no
ma_:er how much water was originally preset on the plane_. The subsequen_
enrichmen_ is then Just the ra_io of 2 x 10-2 to' the presen_ equivalen_ }{2
mixing ratio. The enrichment given by _he present HD to H2 ratio of (3.2 _+0.2)
x l0-2 is 100 -+!2 referred _o an initial ra_io of 3.2 x i0-4. I_ implies that
the zixing ratio of H20 is now 200 -+ 25 ppn. This value is in good agreement
with _he 100 - 200 ppm measured by the Venera Spectrophotome_er (I),
The possibility that there is a large abundance of deuterium in the uppeT
atmosphere of Venus was suggested by the Mariner 5 Lyman _ observation (ii). I_
has recently been asserted again by HcElroy, et al. (12). They argue tha_ a mass 2 i
_, de_ec_ed by the ionmass spectrome_eron the Pioneer Venus orbiter is D+. The D/R ratio of
-2
about ixl0 for the bulk atmosphere implied by _hls interpretation ls one _hat could
_" have resul_ed from nonthermal loss of hydrogen resulting from collision of fast
oxygen atoms produc_.d in dissociative recoublna_ion of 09+ wl_h hydrogen a_oms.
The ratio of (1.6"-0.2).x 10-2 ob_.ained by the L:,_"_Sel_y agrees with the value
reRuired by HcZlro7, e__all. The llfetime of 9 z I_K _ars for hydrogen deduced
_- from _heir mechanism would allow _he water vapor mlxin 8 ra_io to g_'ow from 200
i ppm _o 2 percen_ in abou_ 4.2 x 109 years. There is _Ims enough lefu for hydro-
dynamic escape _o have exhausted _hs equlval_nt of a _erres_riel ocean. Al_hough
i_I _h, musur_en_reported _,re_,nno=revea_how,uch addi=ional wa_,=_,_, have
• been ou_.gasse4 from _he plane= before the cri=i_al mlxln| radio of 2 x 10-2
_-I 7
_e - , ........ .
9820 6408-023
_.as reached it would be astonishing if the quan:i_y were not considerably larser
than this lower i/mi_ (0.3 percent of a _erres_rial ocean) (13).
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1. (I) V. T. Moroz, B. E. Hoshkin, A. P. Ekono=ov, N. F. San'ko, F. A. Parfent'ev
and .Y.U. Golovln, Pub1__._L 117, S_ce Res. Inst., UbSR Acad. of Sci., Moscow
(1979); J. H. Hoffman, V. I. Oyama, and U. von _.ahn,J. Geophys. Re___%s.
7871 (1980).
' (2) J. S. Lewis, Earth Planet. Sci. Left. I_073 (1970).
(3) J. C. G. Walker, K. K. Tureklan and D. M. _unten, _J. Geophys. Res. 75,
3558 (1970).
(4) A. Watson, T. M. Donahue, and J. C. G. Walker, Icarus, 4_8150(1981); See also D.
Hunten, Icarus, 3_47,113 (1979), and H. Sekiya, K. Nakazawa and C. Hayeshi,
Earth Plane_____.Sci. Let.___._tt.4197 (1980). The transition from a flow in which •
HD is fully entrained in escaping H2 _o one in which it is essentially
retained by the atmosphere is not abrupt. For Venus it probably
would have begun when the mixing ratio of H2 was considerably larger than 27,.
Careful study of this transition is needed as is a firm value for the present
total hydrogen mixing ratio in the a_osphere of Venus. Until these are
achieved the close agreement between model predictions and observations
reported here must be regarded as perhaps fortuitous.
(5) J.H. Hoffman, R. R. Hodges, T. M. Donahue and M. B. McElroy, _J. Geophys.
i
Res. _ 7882(1980) _
/
(6) Correction was made for contributions from 180+, 36At4-_, 18OH+ and 38At++. ':
Znterferences from other species such as HCI, F and H30 were found =o be
negligible.
(7) The HDO to H20 and HD to H2 ratios are twlce _he H to D ratios. The D/H ratio fP
• seawater is 1.56xi0-4 (R. Hagemann, G. Nief, and E. Roth, Tellu....._.Es2_2 712 (1970)).
(8) The data for frames 75 end 77 have been correc=ed co allow for dallberate
reduction of =he i'onlza=ionvoltage f=om 70 volts to 30 end 22 vol=s
respec=ively in =hue frames, as in f=a=es 44 and _6, 108 and iii.
(9) Zf a 3 o error is allowed for in evalua=in$ Zl$ and El9 a ra=io of 2.2 x _
10 -2 permits noune3a=Ive values for a!l frmas 63 =hrouKh 77. -However, such
a value of R. calls for neSativa El8 and El9 for central values of S18 and _
_ S19 a= all f=ames and for all i _ ax=ramas sxcsp= a= frames 73 and 77. _,
1982016408-025
(10) C. Saga_ Technical Reop._.E_ 2234 Je= Pzop_lsion Labora=ory (1960);
A. P. Ingersoll, J. A=mos. Sci. 2_6, ll9i _1969). C. Sagan in !i_
In=erna=ional D.ic=ionary o__fGeophysics , S. A-:nco_n ed. London, _
Pergamon Press, 2049 (1968) discussed =he possibility _ha£ Venus \os,_
_he hydrogen associated wi_h a _erres=rial ocean. (
S;
(ii) C. A. Bar_h, J. A_mos. Sci. _ 564 (1965); T. M. Donah_e, J. Atmo.,_.Sci.
!
(1968); M. B..McElroy and D. M. Hun_en, _J. Geophys. Res. 7_ 1720 (1969).
(12) _. _. !JcZlroy, M. J. ?rather and J. 14.Zodriguez, _Science in _ress) show _hat •
-2
_he presen_ escape modes on Venus would imply a lower limi_ of 800 g cm
of H20 on Venus 4.5 billion years ago. Escape of deuterium is neglisible
and i_ is taken to be so in this paper as well.
(13) We _hank G. Carignan and K. C. Lohmann for useful commen_s. Supported by
NASA ,rants NAS2-9126 and NAGW-6_.
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Fig. I (A) Co'_nCs per data frame in H20 channel, El8 and V18 , the terr_s_rlal
_Ucgassed and Venus components for E- 3.2 x I0-2. Error bars are 1 a.
, I_:,i_g the'period between "frames 55 a_d 63 an isotope ra_io measurement
(iK_ sequence) was being _ade. (B) Si_ila_ plots for _he HDO channel.
:7_ Time of leak opening iS indicated by _he broken vertical line.
: Fig. 2 Ratio of counting _a_es for HDO and H20 as function of data frame (_ime)
t
The period of leak blockase is set off by _he veruical llnes a_ frames 50
g
, and 79.
r
}
,_%,
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CHARGE EXCHANGE IN THE VENUS IONOSPHERE AS THE SOURCE OF THE HOT EXOSPHERIC HYDROGEN
Eo Richard Hodges, Jr. and Brian A. Tinsley
University of Texas at Dallas, Biohardson, Texas 75080 ;
_. A global Monte Carlo model of the molecular hydrogen in the Venus ionosphere could
J exosphere of Venus, simulating the normal act as sources ot nonthermal hydrogen atoms,
"_ exospheric processes, as well as the production makin E a two-temperature atomic hydrogen
of a 'hot' hydrogen component by charge exchange exosphere plausible. The energy distributions of
, of He with H and O, has been computed. The the hot at,talc hydrogen produced by ionospheric
• resulting altitude profiles of atomlc hydrogen chelical reactions were studied further by Ferrin "
concentration over both the day and night [1976] and by Cravens et al. [1980] using
hemispheres are in reasonable agreement with theoretical models for the H2 abundance in the
Mariner 5 and Mariner 10 observations of Lyman_, Venus atmosphere. Cravens et el. [ 1980 ]
showing that the ionospheric charge exchange concluded that the major source of dayside I_
reactions are a significant source of 'hot' nonthermal H is the recombination of OR+° Kumar
hydrogen, possibly the dominant source. However, et al. [1981] have utilized the Pioneer Venus |_'
the uncertainties in the available atomic orbiter measurenents of _ and other constltuents I
hydrogen data allow for production of a similar to derive a self consistent, vertical
amount of nonthermal H by chemical processes distribution of H2 with abundance of about 10
involving _2 as suggested by Eu_ar and Hunten p_. Fro,, the altitude dependence of the rate of _(197_). production o_ E in their model calculations,
Kuaar et el. [1981] concluded that the reaction
Introduction of H_ with O provides.adequate nonthermal
hydrogen to explain the nonthermal Lyman a
When Mariner 5 flew past Venus in 1967, an measurelents, while recombination of OH  isthe
ultraviolet phot_eter detected strong emissions dominant _ause of hydrogen esaape, producing an
in the 1050-1250 A range that were assumed to be escape flux of about 108 am"2 s 1.
Lyman _ photons, resonantly scattered by atomic While considerable effort has been devoted to
hydrogen [Berth et al., 1967]. Further analysis the role of emlecular ion _hemistry as the cause
of the data by Earth et al. [1968] revealed a of the Venus exosphere hot hydrogen, much less
peculiar altitude distribution of the radiation attention has been Kiven to alternative
over the bright limb that indicated a sudden processes. In an exosphere there is a natural
increase _n the scale height of the scatterers at excess of ion temperature over that of neutrals, _
about 10_ km from the center of the planet, allowing the _ha_ge exchange reactions _
su_estin_ a two component exosphere. Sarah et
el. [1968] also noted that the bright limb data B + H_hot_ H_ + Hhot (1)could be fitted to an exosphere ot H2 and h at
650 _ 50 K, with H2 being the dominant
constituent. The possibility o_ an atomic O  _hot_ O t (2)hydrogen-deuterium exosphere was considered by
Berth [_.968],McElroy and Hunten [1969], and
Wallace [1969]. A two-temperature atomic to inorense the superthermal hydrogen population,
hydrogen exosphere was also discussed by Wallace while :"
[1969], while th_ po_slbillty that the 'hot v E
could result _r_ an ionospheric charge excharq_e H + O  _H+  O(3)
reaction was mentioned by See and M_Elroy [ 1975 ] -
and discussed by Cha_ber_ain [1977.'.
Subsequent WOrk by Anderson [1976] verlf:ed acts as a sink for both thermal and suprathsrmal
that the Mariner 5 ultraviole_ phota_eter data h_dro_en atoms [Tinsley et al., 1975; Hahn: and
£r_ both the bri_t limb and the dark disk were l'inslsy, 1977; Chamberlain, 1977; Cravens et el.,
compatible with a bimodal velocity distribution 1980; Hod_es et el°, 1981]° On Venus the initial
of' atomic hydrogen. Takacs st al, [_980] have protons and the resultant neutral hydrogen atoms
sho_n _hat the ultraviulet spectr_e_er date _rca in reaction (I) or (2) have temperatures of
Mariner 10 are consistent with &halerSon's several thousand de_rees Kelvin [Hiller et el.,
• analysis of the Mariner 5 measure._enta. The 1980]. Owing to a &eneral increase in ion
sallent features o_ the Venus hydr_en sxosphere ten,stature _rom day tO night in the Venus
are a cold component with temperature var yin_ exos_ere ,.roe about 2000 K to 5000 K ac_ording
_'/ frou 275 _. 50 K in daytime _o 150 _ 5C K a._ to Miller et el.), the hot hydrogen arlsln_ from
_ ° ni_ht,_a ne_ly _onstant concentration o_ about these reactions Is llkal¥ to have a higher
2 x 10_ _ _at a reference radius of 6_05 kin, _amperature at night than in daytime, in
and a hot c_ponent with apparent tmperature in qual_ative a_ee_ant with the _pirioal model of
the range 800-1_00 K and a reference level Anderson [197_]. Crave_ et el. [1980] conclude
oonoent_atinn o_ about 103 _-3 _ on the basis ot vertical column equilibrium
: lunar and Bunter [197_] showed that several _toulations thai these reactions are probably
ion-neutral chemical reaotions _nv_lvlng JuSt au lmportent as the H2 reaction with 0  in
pro4uol_| 'h_t' E at night, but not in the
Cop._rt_ht 1981 by tha American Geophy_ic_l Union, dl_lma°
-- Paper uumba_ _A095_. _6_,9
_"_4 0148-0227/811001A-0953$01.00
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It should be noted that vertical column, Exoep_-ern SLmulat_Lon Hethod
ohmlcal-balll.-tl_ equilibrium models neglect
global scal_ tranJport, a phenome',on that le In any exosphere the _st Important physical
l_ly to be quite _mportant for hot hydrogen procese is collLsionlesa balllstto transport, in
because therna_ speed_ are similar in magnitude which atome emerge from the top of the
to orbit veloolty, rhue the hydrogen that Is thermosphere with thermal speeds, travel in
produced at ,,tKh_ by c_arKe exchange, as well as esentially elltpt_Lc orbits with periapses below
by othe_ ehemica_ processes, must influence the the base of the exosphere, and reenter the
dayt_Lme distribution. 18 an in4tial step toward thermosphere. These ballistic atoms tend to
underst4L_Lin 8 the role of lateral traneport we travel lateral dLetanoes that are proport_Lonal to
have addrnsaed one element of the problem: What their temperature, so that warn atoms are note
three-dimensional exoepherlc hydrogen mobile than cold ones, ngk_t_K aisrat_to_:tom day
dietrtbution would be produced on Venus If to night note rapid than the reverse. As a
molecular ton chet_tr_ were nonexistent and all result, exusph_rie equilibrium (i.e., the
hot hydrogen were p_ =ducad by reactions (1) and condition of no la_)ral flow) requtree highest
(2)? Subsequent _-.LculatLon8 and d£snusaton show Qo_'.entratLone In aJ_httLJm. HodKee and Johnson
that the resul:ant eelf consistent hydrogen [1968] show_d that for saner with thermal speeds
dLstr£but_Lon tits the Hartner 5 and 10 Lyaan a much less than the escape velocity: the
measurements, both in daytime and at ntsht. This exospherto equlllbrtul condition oorresponas to
doe8 not preclude the existence of the Ion exobase concentration be_K proportional to the
molecular reactions, but it does challenge their -5/2 power of temperature.
sL_floanoe because the Influence of the charge Therua_ escape, the production of satellite :
exchange rescale n*q is unchanged by the addition particles, and nonthermal prooeseee such as
of other processes, charge exchange aT4 photoLon49atlon tend to make i_
The two 8our_ee of e_ospher.c hydrogen that we analytical methods of etudy of planetary ;
oon_Lder are the flux of thermal stems upward exospheres Lnpreutteal. On the other hand, by
through the e_obase ar_ reaction (2) within the using Honte Carlo excsphere simulation meth_de
exoaphere. Neutral atoms frem e_ther source nay [_th et al., 1978; Hodgee, 19_3b, 1980], the
undergo effective velocity conversion by reaction accuracy of the reaultl_8 model le ll_Ltted only
(1). Host atoms emerge f_ the exobaee, travel by the accuracy of mathematical deeortpt£0nn of
through the e_osphere An ball_ttn trajectories, the physical processes. The epectfle methods •
and reenter the therqnosphere, where collisions, used in this Investigation are d£ecussed below,
primarily with atomic oxygen, produce a an_ the secured exosphere environment is
cLtstrlbutlon of upKot_ velo_tLes that lneludee presented in the next section.
thernel_zed as well as reflected cempoJents. The It is convenient to approximate the velocity ,,
exobaee so_oe flux differs only slightly _roa distribution of at_ns entering the exosphere from i
the downoomLnK flux, the dLtferenca being equal the thernosphere as HaxwellLan. For the earth
to the net upward flux needed to supply losses the higher exobase temperature resulte in
due to Ionization and escape. The contribution significant thermal escape, which causee a
of reaction (2) to the exoephere can be depletion of the high energy tall of the
deteM_tned ahoolutaly From d_rect meas_ements of downcoaLnK velocity dLetrtbutIon. The8 depletion .
H+ and O, but the magnitude of the exobaee s_u-ee Is part_Lally balanced by the downward flux of hot
cannot be predetermined. Because abe total hydrogen atone From charge exchange,
source is proportional to the global atom approx.tJately rastorLnK a Haxwellian chara_tc_ to
abundance It produces, the source mag_itude can the velocity dietributlon [HodKee et al., 1981].
be determined by fitting the computed model _lth lover exoephere temperatures on Venue, the
_.tatrtbutlon of relative concentration to the downcogLnK hot atoms should norm than compensate •
Hariner § ultraviolet photometer data. any thernal lose, and the uncertainty is in t_e
A model of the Venus exosphere has been a_ount of the surplue In the tail due _o the _*
obtained by Honte Corlo _tnulat£on, a method that albedo Flux of 'hot' atoms. Following a i_.
hem been used extensively in etudies of suggestion of Chamberlain [19_7] It ham been I"
exosphertc procesnes on the uoon and _erouey [of. essueed nat the nonthe_talLzatAon of downoon£ng I
Hnd_ee, 1973b, 1978, 1980; Curtis and _artle, hot hydrogen can be epprox£nately accounted For _
1978; 3_tth et al., 1978]. Two separate global by aseunLnK that 30_ of the reentering hydrogen i.
distributions of hydrogen were oomp_t_d, nne atcm_ are reflected back into the exonphere In
correspendlnK to the e_obese sour_.s and the other random d_ro_tlono but with no change in kinetic
to reaction (2). Zn each case the etoms were energy.
Followed in trajectory, randomly experiencing Zn the Honte Carlo simulation of a HaxwellLan I_
reactloue (1) end (2), as yell as photnionizatAon exosphere, the velocities of thernal upKolng
and uanentum tranater due to Lynan • scatter as a_._ at the exobaae are chewer at random From _'
detera4ned by appropriate probabily the Halvell-Boltznann flux distribution _.
distributions. The maplitude of the exobase
; source d£ste_bution was determined trot a 1 --.2
lo_aritha£o Fit of the sua of the two t(v) • _ (_/kT)2ve'(mv /_kT)cos¥ (_)
; dLgtrIbutlon_ in daytime to the Anderson [ 1976] 2 x _
b_Kbt lamb model between Tad41 of 6500 km and
7600 M_. SuMaequent di_ousg£0n will show that where k 18 Boltsnann's oonntant, T _n
the charge exchange r,_aetioms provide sufficient temperat_-e, n L8 the hydr_en aten£o ames, v Is
!
hot _ydro_en to explain the bAaodal distribution speed, and V L8 the an_le between the velonAty
_nd,'Lcated by the _ar_er S ultraviolet photometer vector and lo_al vnrt_cal [3n£th et al., 1978].
data. Owing to the as£nuthal syaaetry of (_) about
1982016408-032
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local vertical, both the vertical znd :me atom above the Aeropause mq charge exchange with
hertz(Its1 components ot velocity are specified solar wind protons, the solar wind Interaction
by the ,.,_e _r_b_otltty function with Venus has been approximated as a uniform
Flow around the sunward sider but leaving an
antisunward cylindrical void with diameter equal
F' = =we_.e_(mve2/2kT) (5) to the terminator size cF the lonopause. Data ;
kT From the plasma analyzer on the Pioneer Venus
orbiter suggest such a Flow pattern with an
where ve repre_seL,s either the vertical or the average solar wind speed Jump oF about 0.8 in
' horizontal component oF v. This expression Is orcssin 8 the bow sho_k, accompanied by an erratic
readily Integrated to provide a cumulative concentration Jump that As generally 4n excess oF
dtstrAbu_£on _nc_ion U, which ha= as Its Inverse unity [Hlhalov et al., 1980]. Lacking better
knowledge, it has been a_58used that the average
2kT %1/2 nOV IS compressed minimally An pa88AnK Venus, sov' = ---_-ln(U) ) (6) that the Flux n ar the Aeropause ls approximatelythat in the undisturbed solar wind. The charge
exchange ores8 section appropriate For the 1-keY
IF a random variable with unlForn distribution protons oF the _)lar wind is 2 x 10"15 ca 2 [Ftte
between 0 and 1 As substituted For O, the et al., 1962]. £ssum_ an average solar wind
resultt_ v' Is a ra/_Joa deviate oF Function (5). proton Flux oF 3 x 10v on'" s"j at 1 JO, the
Two such deviates are used to give vertical and value ot vc appropriate For reaction (1) in the
horizontal components oF velocity, and a random solar wi_d near Venus is estimated to be
azimuth chosen From a unttorla distribution From 0 1.1 x 10-6s "1. The velocity oF the enerKetAe
to 2x specifies the dlre_tton oF the horizontal neutral hydrogen produced by charge exchanse In
component, the solar wand has been assumed to be jj
Atom trajectories are calculated by one oF two antisunward, so that it returns to the j.
methods, depending on the initial random deviates thernosphere IF the reaction occurs nearer the
tot-velocity and iLtntsua possible lifetimes For Venus-sum axis than the exobase radius; otherwise
each loni=ation pr )cesL. IF the time oF Flight it escapes. _
oF the atcl An an ellipt_Lc trajectory is shorter Probabilities oF occurrence oF reactions (1)
and IF the and (3) are assumed to be represented by the I_than the shortest oF the lifetimes
speed Is suborbital, the trajectory Is extinotlonFornula !'
approximated as elliptical. Otherwise the
trajectory is computed by numerical integration / f t _ 't
oF the equation oF ,otion oF a particle An a u = exp(-| vc(t,)dt, ) (10)
central gravltatinnal Field. _ JO /
above the exobase the only collisions
con_Ldered An the uodel are those associated with IF u As a uniForu deviate with range 0 to 1, then
the _.harge exchange reactions (1) and (3). t Is the llFetism GF the hydrogen atum For the
CollL51on oro_ ceQtioas For these reactions are reaction it, question. Because v c varies along
larger than those For ac_entom transfer and also the trajectory oF the atom, numerical Integration _
elovly varying Functions oF relative vel'ocity Is used to deternAne IF (and when) ballistic ,
[oF. Banks and Koekarts, 1973]. kssumin8 lens to Flight time exceeds the reaction lifetime.
be HaxwellAar vAth temperature T A and Vhen a hydrogen atom As In sunlight, it8
concentration nl, their Flux through a sphere oF trajectory A8 continually perturbed by resonant
cross section o surrounding a hydrogen atom with scatter ot solar Lyman o photons, a nenhaulsm |
velocity v As the collLsion Frequsncy that As mainly important in modifying the J_
" population oF atoms An satellite orbits.
t
(_1312 f:e jo.._dv _ °e'wlvA"vl 2 lasom:b_ the exosphere to be optAoally thin atvc=2xn 1 sane t v (7) altitudes where orbiting hydrogen exists, the
_o data oF HeAcr and Haste [1970] suggest a Ly_an
scatter Frequency oF 2.2_ x 10"o s"_ at 1 AU,
where which corresponds to _.18 x 10-3 8"1 at Venus.
The trajectory calculation uses a time deviate
equal to
: w, _ (8)
i 2kTt ln(u) ( 11 )
@.18x10"3
• and the subscript I denotes properties oF the
. ions. IF • 18 approximatnd as a constant, then where u .'s a uniform rando member between 0 and
t Intqration oF (7) gives 1. _hen th_s tiara has clamped, the velocity oFthe atom As AmpulalveAy pJrtorbed antisunward by
vo • _nlv + + _j _medAttaly by an equal perturbation adirection to account tot uniform reradAation.
Then another time deviate As computed to
vaer_ art A8 the error Function. The cross detaruAne the next occurrence oF this phenomenon.
; trajectory apoapsea, the attenuation oF solar ,
Lymm e is Asnorad.
To account For the possibility that a hydrous Phototon8 termed vlthla the ionosphere are
1982016408-033
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treated as part of the ion-neutral-ion cycle, but daytime, with uncertainties of the order of
_hotoions Formed outside the ionopause are _0 K. The segmented-linear Function
counted as hydrogen escape events because it is _2q0 X_60 °
assumed that these ions are swept away From Venus l
by the solar wind. To determine the T : _170 + 140 cosX 60°<X<1200 (17)
photolonization Frequency For atomic hydrogen, /_100 XZ120 °
the cross section given by Banks and Kockarts
[1973] of has been adopted to approximate the global
temperature distribution.
The base ot the exosphere is approximated by a
\911.75/ length of atomic hydrogen equals the scale height
of atemlc oxygen [HoArse, 1967], i.e.,
was used, where _ Is wavelength in Angstroms.
Integration oF the product of this cross section r_kT 1
and the photon Flux data of Tort et al. [1979] : (18)
gives ionization frequencies at 1 AU th_at range G_ Omn[O]
From 5._ x 10-8 s"1 In 197_ to 1.7 x 10-7 s"] in
1979, the later value being appropriate to both where rb is the exobase radius, k is Boltzmann's
the Mariner 5 and the Pioneer Venus data constant, GMis the gravitational parameter, m is
collection periods when corrected For the the atomic mass of oxygen, and a m is the cross
distance of Venus From the sun. A logarithmic section For atomic oxygen-hydr6_en momentum
deviate similar to that used above for resonant transfer collisions (about 5 x 10-_ urn2). Using
scatter was also used in the calculation to the foregoing temperature and atomic oxygen
determine the photoionization lifetime for each concentration approximations, the exobase
trajectory, altitude in daytime is 196.9 k_, and at night ._t
is 15q.q kin. To accommodate the day-night
Venus Exosphere Environment difference in exobase altitude, the exobase has
been assumed to approximate a sphere of radius
An essential element in this simulation oF the 6227.7 _ vlth center oFFset 21.3 km sunward of
Venus exosphere is a morphologic model of ion and the planet's geometric center. (The geometric
neutral atomic oxygen and hydrogen ion center is assumed to coincide with the center of
concentrations and temperatures. In the model mass of the planet in ballistic trajectory
adopted For this study, simple but physically calculations.)
reasonable global distributions have been Fitted The ionosphere of Venus shows great
to recent in situ measurements made by variability in response to temporal changes in
instruments on the Pioneer Venus orbiter, the solar wind. The lonopause altitude has been
The neutral mass spectrometer data of Nlemann noted to move hundreds of kilometers in a period
et as. [1980] show atemic oxygen to be the major the order of 2q hours [Brace et al., 1980], and
constituent of the upper thermosphere, with ion temperature excursions are similarly dramatic
concentration that is empirically approximated at [Hiller et al., 1980]. For purposes of this
_aytlme maximum and nighttime minimum by study it is assumed that neutral hydrogen
responds sufficiently slowly to ionospheric
changes that its distribution corresponds to
n[O]day : 5.9 x 109 •"0"0665(z-I_0) (13) avernge ionospheric conditions.Data frem the Pioneer Venus orbiter retarding
and potential analyzer reported by Hiller et al. !
[1980] have been used to construct an average
n[O]night z 3.1 x 109 • "0"157(z-1_0) (14) global ion temperature model. At altitudes above310 kn an isothermal ion temperature of 1800 K
has been assumed For solar zenith angles less
where z i_ pltitude in kilometers above a mean than 120 ° , increasing linearly with coaX to
planet radius of 6052 kin. The global variation 5000 K at the nadir. At night the ion
of n[O] adopted For this study Is a logarithmic temperature is assumed to be 200 K at 150 km and
interpolation, linear in the cosine of the solar to increase linearly with altitude to 1800 K at
zenith ankle, given by the approximation 310 kin. Over the subsolar point the model ion
temperature is 550 K below 228 km and increases
n[O] • exp(a ln(n[O]day ) linearly with altitude to 1800 K between 228 km
and 310 kin. At Intermediate locations in daytime .,_
 (l-a)ln(n[O]night)} (15) the ton temperature is Found by interpolation
between the subgolar and ternLtnator profiles. An
where average electron temperature of 5000 K, :
, Independent of location, has been assumed as an '/
" 1 approximation to the n4arly isothermal
a • T(1 + _s X ) (16) temperature measured by Miller it as. :
The morpholnKy of the assumed ionosphere model
18 illustrated in Figures 1 and 2 In graphs oF
and Z is solar zenith ankle, altitude (above an assumed mean planet radius of :
Niemsnn et sl. [1980] also show that the 6052 kn) versus anlar ssnith angle For constant
neutral teuperature in the thermosphere varies concentrations of 0  andH € respectively.In
tr_ about 100 K in nighttime to near 2_0 K £n each Figure the lower boundary 18 the exobaae,
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JsoOI ' ' l , ," bright limb and dark disk atomic hydrogen
[ 0 _exospbere profiles derived frcm Mariner 5ultraviolet h tometer ata by Wallace [1969] and
." Anderspn [1976], and from the Hariner 10/ ultraviolet spectrometer data by Takacs et al.
F_ ," [1980].1ooo , What is immediately apparent in Figure 3 isthe fact that the present exosphere simulation/
-- I IONOPAUSE-,_// calculation reproduces the two component nature
\ " _ F __/ night-to-day concentration and scale height" ratios t high altitudes. The only apparent
, < 5oo_ . _ _ _ _ discrepancy is at low altitude at night, where a
_____._ fairly high concentration Bay have been masked by
_°-." the assumption of constant concentration at the
arbitrary critical level of 6305 km in the
..... Mariner 5 and 10 data reduction. Anderson [1976]
acknowledges that the data 'do not exclude an
0 increase [in concentration at 6305 kin]toward the
o so tee dark llmb.' The range of uncertainties arising
SOLAR ZENITH ANGLE(degrees) from analyses of Mariner data below 7000 km
Fig. 1. Contours of constant O+ concentration radius is about an order of magnitude, easily
(ions per cubic centimeter) in the Venus accommodating the present model.
exosphere. The lowest computed points in Figure 3
correspond to the exobase, where the _ydrogen
concentration varies from about 4._ x 106 em"3 at
while the upper boundary is the ionopause. The night to 3.9 x 105 on'3 in daytime, for a _-Lght-
latter curve represents an analytic approximation to-day concentration ratio of 11.3. This is
of the average ionopause altitude data of Brace remarkably close to the exospheric equ._.l£brium
et al. [1980]. The altitude profiles of 0 and ratio of 11.0 g_Lven by equation (17) of Hedges
H+ for daytime and night reported by Taylor et [1973a].
al. [1980] were uead to establish subsolar and Global rates for various events in the Venus
antisolar conditions. Ion and electron exosphere are tabulated in Table 1 in units of
temperatures discussed above were use_ to make 1026 events/s. The specific contribution of the
hydrostatic extensions of the ion concentration ionospheric O + He source and the total rates for
profiles to 1500 kin. Concentrations at all exospheric atoms (i.e., ballistic atoms
intermediate zenith angles were approximated by entering the exosphsre through the excbase as
logarithmic interpolations similar to equation well as those of ionospheric origin within the
(15). exosphere)'are listed. It can be noted that
although hot hydrogen is produced by charge
Results exchange of H+ with O at about 115 of the rate of
its production due to charge exchange of H with
Exospheric hydrogen data were accumulated in a H+, the former source does not contribute
three-dimenatonal grid of audit zones arranged on proportionately to the escape rate. This is
spheres concentric with the exobase. The radii because the suall scale height of atomic oxygen
of these spheres varied from rb (= 6227.7 ks) to
2r b in 14 equal decrements of gravitational 1seet
potential (GM/r), so that deviations of ' ' [ ' ' "1
concentrations from barometric equilibrium would _ H+ -"7" ,_
be apparent. Global morphology was obtained by _" /
_bdividinK each sphere into 32 zones of equal
mar±diana spaced 45° apart and by latitudes of 0° EIOOC IONOPAUSE_tand ,i[:300. Intended to provide flexibility in
future calculations, this scheme ia not ideally _
! suited to the present problea, where all globally _ _,
angle. Spatial data presented ,n the following
, discussion represent only the events accumulated _ "
i in the l_-latitude audit zones, i.e. _0 °. < 500 ,"
•_ i Figure 3 summarizes the results of the present ."" 400 600 800 I000
contribution of the hot hydrogen produced by 200
chargeexchangeofionosphericprotons.Ith ........ .............atomic oxygen in the exosphere (reaction (2)),
f while the squares represent total hydrozen ,,, I t [ I t
concentration. Dayt$m data were averaged over o 90 18o
longitudes of _67.5 ° from local noon, and the SOLAR ZENITH ANGLE (deqrees)
: i n_ht data were averaged over a similar zone Fig. 2. Contours of constant H* concentration
about local midztt_h'.. Superimposed on the day (ions per cubic centimeter) in the Venus
i and _ht plote, rt_paotlvely, are graphs of the exoaphare,
...... ........ m .......
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'+°°°l" ' '.i .... "+ satellite orbits ( odges et al., 1981].
i _ OAY The total Venus hydrosen escape rate of
I. _ _..... ..K.O.,,.,.,'_'_C'"G" 9.1X 1025 atc_ s-1 , corr_spo_d£ng to an average
!
..... _.._S(T.L.._, FlUX OF 2 X 10' atoms cm'_s "' , greatly exceeds
_"°°OI  ,_,q_s(.T uoo(L the ulaesical Jeans thermal evaporation rate for
J' L  _see _OT*L the cold Venus exobaee, which 18 of the order ofT" - N*o**Lv
I  _10 ca "2 s "1. By coeparison, the_total
o-_soool + "_._._s_\ terrestrial escape flux ls abou_ 2 x 105 atoms
I _+ "_ °a'= s''' with the Jeans escape flux varylng from
perhaps 15% to 50% of the total [Tinaley, 1978].
:- 7000_ __ Discussion
6o,,z| , ,, .w.,
o , z 3 4 ._ 6 7 The present exosphere model is prel_inary and
13oo0 , ..... approximate in nature, intended msinly to provide
• _ a First-order answer to the question of the
t ____T importance of charge exchange relative to H_
 t_chemical processes as the source of the ho_
_,tooo + _ hydrogen on Venus. From the agreement shown in
-_ + 1 Fisu_e 3 between the calculated altitude profiles
-- and those derived from the Mariner 5 and 10
_ Lyman _ observations, it is evident that
_ooo _+ _ ionospheric charge exchange is a slgn_fioant, and_c + possibly dominant, source of the hot hydrogen.
+ _ This source As mainly due to the H + H+ reaction7ooc _ \-_ and hence is fixed by ;.he thermal part of the
atomic hydrogen d_etribution. The apparent
.o,.. ". • 'acorof2variabilityof thehotHonVenus
O I 2 3 4 _ 6 ?
LOGn [HI iaplied by differences in the Hariner 5 and 10
data allows an Andeterminant, and perhaps equal,
Fig. _. Daytime and nighttime atomic hydrogen addition of nontheraal H from Ho chemistry as
oonoentrat.ion profiles. Discrete symbols denote proposed by lunar and Hunter [1_7_]. Pioneer
present results, squares giving the total Venus orbiter Lymans measurements may eventually
concentration and pluses the contribution due to help resolve this question. The 'pure
the Ionospheric 0 + H+ cherge exchanKe reaction, speculation' of Chamberlain [1977] 'that the
Line graphs are published models derived from solar wind wouAd produce a distended low-density
Lyman_ measurements, hot plasmaaphere on the downwind side of the
planet which could be effective In producing a
forces the reaction OF H+ with 0 to occur mainly hot coronal component' seems to have been borne
near the exobase, where the H+ temperature is out by the Pioneer Venus measurements and the
minimum, resulting in cooler hot hydroKen than p_esent calculations.
that Fr_ reaction (1). In addition, the table
shows that the net ionospheric production OF.I.I by TABLE I. Venus Exoaphere Olobal Event Rates
the H_  0reaction (_.5 x 1025 atoms a "1) As
much les_ than the ionization rate due to 1the Rate (_nAt • 1026 s"1) ','
reverse reaction (2.9 x 10 26 atoms s" ),
Ind£oat£nK _hat these reactions are not in _onospheric
equAlIbriom in the Venus exosphere and hence that Source
there must be a large downward Flow of protons Type of Event O_H_ + O++H Total
aoroaa the axobase.
Moat of the H escaping from Venus is outward Produotlon of hot H
Flowing hot hydrogen with sufficient energy to H + H_ + _ + H O.O01" 3.27
overcome the _ravitational potential. However, 0 + H+ + 0  +H 0.35 0.35
I_S of the escape Flux is due to ion formation
outatde the lonopauss, where acceleration in the Conversion to ener_tic e
solar wind may preclude return to the exoaphere. H + H_(aola_ wand)
The ratio o1" any of the rates tabulated in _ _r_ + H 0.001 0.19
Table I to the escape rate can be lnt_preted as
the average number of such events in the lifetiu_ Loss by ioniaa_on
of an exospherlo atom, which in t_wn is 1.9 x I0v H + hv _ _+ + • 3 x 10"_ 0.21
s. Thus each atom experiencaa about seven shar_e _ + 0+ _ _+ + 0 _ x 10"_ 2.87
exchange reaotions, Four OF which result in a
; hot, or energetic, atom bein_ Forued. The Escape of H
averqe nuaber OF Ionisations per atca ia about Y + lf_(solar wind)
_._. Only about 8J a_e injected into satellit! _ H+ + H 0.001 0.07
o_bits, whloh have a aean duration oF 2o_ x 10 H + hv + I_" + • _ x 10-_; 0.0_
s, naming the_average orbit time per esoapins Oravitatioual escape 0.005 0.80
atca 1.9 x 10" 8. The Fraction of exospherio
at_s in orbit is Found to be 0.01 by dividins Total escape _ate 0.006 0.91
average o_bit tins by lifetime. This contrasts
8ha_gly with the _ondit£ou_ An the ezosphere of Satnllite orbit £aser_ten 0.001 0.07
ear,h, wtlere roughly _5S of the hydrejen is in ....
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The significance of the magnitude of the derived $ro8 thermosphere temperature data by
hydrogen escape rate _rom VenuJ as obtained in Mayr et as. [1980] has been invoked by 13rinSes et
Table 1 is not clear. That rate does not include as. [1980] to explain their large night-to-day
the direct escape of _r_ ions, which could be at conuentration ratio. 13ecause these winds are
least as important as the escape of hot neutral poorly defined, their effects are not addressed
hydrogen. Furthermore, the origin of the in the present calculation. It Is to be expected
escaping hydrogen is unsertain. Its escape rate that their Inclusion would inn-ease the _LKhttime .:
is similar to the expected average influx of concentration. A future set of exosphere models
, hydrogen from impacting cometary bodies. The for a range of solar activity will include the
escaping H could also be provided by capture of effects of winds of various magnitudes as well aa
, 11_ of the solar w_nd proton flux incident on the the recently discovared days, to-night ion flow in
_ planet. Thus the budget of accretion or loss of the exosphere [Knudsen et al.s 1980] which biases
t hydrogen on Vent,s remains an open question, the velocities of hot H produced by charge
Results presented in Table 1 imply that the exchange In the terminator region. While an
&tobal rate of loss of exospheric hydrogen due to enhancement of the nighttime thermal H seems
charge exchasge with 0 8 tJ.mes as large as realistic, it would in, ease the discrepancy with _'_
the rate of the reverse reaction that converts H_ the n_ttim Mariner 5 and 10 data. We suggest
to a. This imbalance suggests a net excess of that the latter concentrations are le88 reliably t
Production of H_ in the exosphere, requiring a det_ed than _hose for daytime and that the !
substantial escape of H+ or a downward flow of u_e of more realistic, nonisothermal,
P_otona that rec_bine in the thernosphere. The non.isotropic models similar to those now being
small scale heights of 0 and CO2 and their developed for earth [Hedges et al., 1981] in
reactions with a  producea virtual sink for radiative transfer calculations would Increase I
downward flowing protons at the exobase, the nightside H concentrations interred from
encourasin8 the flow implied by the present model Venus Lyman a measurements.
O_LtoulafJ.ons. I _-
Sartaux et-1. [1978] have analyzed Lyman a Conclusions [:
measurements Bade with a photometer and
absorption cell on the Venera 9 and Venera 10 The Monte Carlo calculation of the global I._
orbiters. The line width was found to increase distribution of hydrogen in the exosphere of
sharply between 1.5 and 1.75 Venus radii, which Venus, with hot hydrogen produced by charge !!
they Interpreted as due to a population of hot exchange of H+ ions with both atomic hydrogen and
hydrogen atrms in satellite orbits, created by oxygen, has yielded a result that is in ;
_harge exchange of exospherio hydrogen with solar reanonable a_.eonent with altitude d_stributions _
wind protons that had become turbulent after bow of H based on Lyman _ measurements. This
\ shock cros_LnK. However, an extreme deoalerat_on _ont_ua the hypothesis that exospherio charge
of the neutralized solar wind ions, from typical exchasKe reactions are sources of sufficient hot
velocities of th_ order of qO0 kn/s to 8ubesoape hydrogen to explain the two-temperature e_sphere
speeds (< 8 km/s at the bow shook) would be of Venus. Uncertainties in model parameters and
required to achieve orbit status. In the course in data on the Venus exosphare presently allow a
of the pre_ent calculation it has become apparent source of similar magnitude of nonthermal
that _harge exchange with solar wind protons i8 Wdrogen due to exothermi_ chemical reactions
the dominant means of deorbit£ng satellite involving H2 as suggested by Kumar and Nunten
hydrogen, and thus It is unlikely to be a net [197q]. A comparison of pre_ent model results
source of o_bitars, with the calculations of Xumar et al. [1981]
13ertaux [1978] postulated a s_a£1arly indicates that N2 chemistry could be the dominant
looal_ed population of satellite particles in cause of hydrogen escape while being a secondary
orbit around earth at 5 Rx based on OGO 5 data source of the noneecaping hot hydrogen on Venus. |_using a similar absorption cell. ThAs Iinterpretation has been questioned by Prises and Ackno_ledements. It is a pleasure to
Chamberlain [1979], who 8ho_ that the data can be acknowledge the helpful suggestions of D. M.
explained by a _ouroe o¢ satellite particles Hunten and of an unidentified referee. This
the Nationalbelow _.6 13E with 'temperature' decreasing from research was supported by
1.2 _tnes tee neutral temperature at 3 RE to the Aaronautios and Space Adn_strat£on under grants
neutral temperature beyeud 6 RE. By IL_L_-OI_', the NAO_-6_ and NGL q_-00_-026.
13ertaux et al. [1978] proposal that a high The Editor thanks D. E. Shemasky, R. _.
altitude source of satellite particles £s Hattie, and H. C. 13rinSes for their assistance in
required for Venus would also seem questionable, evaluating this paper.
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Abstract. Monte Carlo models of the distribution of atomic hydrogen
in the exosphere of Venus have been computed which simulate the
effects of thermospheric winds, the production of a 'hot' hydrogen
component by charge exchange of H+ with H and 0 in the exosphere, as
well as classic exospheric processes. A thermosphere wind system that
is approximated by a retrograde rotating component with equatorial !
speed of 100 m/s superimposed on a diurnal solar tide with cross-
terminator day to night winds of 200 m/s is shown to be compatible
with the thermospheric hydrogen distribution deduced from Pioneer
Venus orbiter measurements by Brinton et al. (1980).
Introduction
The Venus exosphere has a peculiar distribution of atomic hydrogen
that has provoked considerable discussion since 1967 when the
ultraviolet photometer on Mariner 5 detected anomalous Lyman
emissions several thousand km above the planet's surface [Barth et
al., 1967]. Subsequent analysis of the Mariner 5 bright limb data by
Barth et al. [1968] revealed an increase in the scale height o[
Lyman _ scatterers at about 10 _' km from the center of the planet,
suggesting a two component exosphere that could be fitted by
exospheric distributions of _ and H at 650 +_50 K, with H2 being the
dominant constituent. The possibility of an atomic hydrogen-deuterium
exosphere was considered by Barth [1968], McElroy and Hunten [1969],
and Wallace [1969]. A two-temperature atomic hydrogen exosphere _'_s
also discussed by Wallace [1969].
Anderson [1976] and Takacs et al. [1980] have shown that data from
the Mariner 5 ultraviolet photometer and the Mariner 10 ultraviolet
spectrometer, respectively, are compatible with a blmodal velocity
distribution of atomic hydrogen in the Venus exosphere. The salient
features of the models resulting from these analyses are a cold
component with temperature varying from 275 ± 50 K in daytime to
150_ 50 K at night, a nearly constant concentration of about 2 x 105
om'_at a reference radius of 6305 km, and a hot component with
apparent temperature in the r.%nge 800-1500 K and a reference level
; concentration of about 103 om 3.
The relative importance of possible _lternative sources of t_e hot
hydrogen component for the two-temper_ ;ure Venus exosphere re=LLn less
_:- certain. Xumar and Hunten [197_] showed that several ion-neutral
_hemical reactions involving molecular hydrogen in the Venus
ionosphere could act as souroes of nonthermal hydrogen atoms, making a
two-temperature atomic hydrogen exosphere plausible. The energy
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distributions of the hot atomic hydrogen produced by ionospheric
chemlcal reactions were studied further by Ferrtn [1976] and by
Cravens et as. [1980] using theoretical =odels for the H2 abundance in
the Venus atmosphere. Cravens et ale [1980] concluded that the major
source of dayside nonthermal H is the recombination of OH € Kumaret
as. [1981] have utillzed the Pioneer Venus orbiter measurements of H_
and other constituents to derive a self consistent, vertlcal
, distribution of _ wlth abundance of about 10 ppm. From the altitude
dependence of the rate of production of H in thelr model calculations,
Kumar et as. [1981] concluded that the reaction of _ with O provides
adequate nonthermal hydrogen to explain the nonthe._mal Lyman c_
measurements, while recombination of OH+ was postulated to be the
dominant cause of hydrogen escape, producing an escape flux of about
108 cm-2 sit
An alternative origin of hot hydrogen in any exosphere Is through
the charge exchange reactions
H + _ot-* H+ + Hhot (1)
0 + H_hot-_0+ + Hhot (2)
that convert high te-,perature ionospheric protons to suprathermal
neutral hydrogen atoms [Ttnsley et as., 1975; Maher and Tinsley, 1977;
Chamberlain, 1977; Cravens et al., 1980; Hedges et al., 1981; Hedges
and Tlnsley, 1981]. On Venus the velocity distribution of initial
protons and the resultant neutral hydrogen atoms in reaction (1) or
(2) correspond to temperatures of several _housand degrees Kelvin
[Miller et al., 1980J. Owing to a general increase in Ion temperature "
from day to night in the Venus exosphere (from about 2000 K to 5000 K i
according to Miller et al.), the hot hydrogen _rtstng from these
reactions is likely to have a higher temperature at night than Ix
daytime, in qualitative agreement with the empirical model of Anderson
[1976].
On the basis of a vertical column equilibrium calculation, Cravens
et as. [1980] suggest that th_ charge exchange reactions and the H
reaction with 0+ are probably of similar significance in producing h;_
H at nlght, but not In the daytime. However, global scale transport,
a phenomenon that is neglected In vertical column, chemical-ballistic
equilibrium models, is actual_4 qul_e important for hot hydrogen.
Owing to the similar magnitudes of thermal proton speed and orbit
velocity, the hot hydrogen that is produced at night by charge
• exchange neutralization of protons must travel ballistically into the
daytime hem_sphere.
As an irttlal step toward understanding the roles of both charge
exchanger and lateral transport in the Venus exospbere, Rodges and
Ttnsley [1981] addressed one element o£ the global hot hydrolen
problem. What three-dimensional exospherlo hydrosen distribution would
2
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be produced on Venus if molecular ion chemistry were nonexistent and
all hot hydrogen were produced by reactions (1) and (2)? The
resulting self consistent hydrogen distribution fits the Mariner 5 and
10 Lyman 0_ measurements, both in daytime and at night, sugges_irg-that
charge exchange is a major source of the hot hydrogen.
An important deficiency of the Hedges and Tinsley [1981] model is
that at the exobase the thermal hydrogen night to day concentration
ratio of 11:1 is much less than the 400:1 ratio determined by Brinton
'_ et al. [1980] on the basis of charge exchange equilibrium of H with
Pioneer Venus orbiter measurements of O_ COo 0 and H the upper
" thermosphere. Mayr et al. [1980] have shown'tha_,thermospheric wind
induced diffusion should cause a night to day hydrogen ratio of about
100:1. Hodges and Tinsley [1981] noted that the effect of
thermospheric winds on the distribution of velocities of thermal atoms
leaving the thermosphere and entering the exosphere is important to
the distribution of hydrogen on earth [Hodges, 1973a; Tinsley et al.,
1975] and probably on Venus as well. We have now Ineorp_z'ated a
thermospheric wind system into the Venus exosphere simulator.
Subsequent discussion will show that the diurnal hydrogen varlatlon in
the upper thermosphere determined by Brl=ton et al. may be produced by
the action of thermospheric winds on the exobasic hydrogen velocity
dlstrlbutlo_,.
Venus Exosphere Simulation
Colllslonless ballistic transport, in which atoms emerge from the
top of the thermosphere with thermal speeds, travel in esentlally
elliptic crblts with periapses below the base of the _xosphere, _..nd
hence reenter _he thermosphere, is the charaoterlstlc process of any
exosphere. Ballistic atoms tend to travel lateral distances that are
proportional to their temperature, so that warm atoms are more mobile
than cold ones, making migrat_Lon from day to night more rapid than the
reverse. As a result, exospheric equilibrium (i.e., the condition of
no lateral flow) requires highest concentrations in nighttime. For
gases with thermal speeds much less than the escape velocity,
exospherlc equilibrium produces ezobase concentrations that are
proportional _o the-5/2 power of temperature, but this condition is
modified by a bias of the velocity distribution due to lateral motion
of the exobase and the resulting ballistic adveQtion [Hedges and
Johnson, 1968; Hedges, 1973a].
Thermal escape, the product'.on of satellite particles, and
nontherm_81 proaesses such as charge exchange and photoionisation tend
to make analytical methods of study of planetary exospheres
inpraotical. On the other hand, by using Monte Carlo exosphere
simulation methods [Hedges, 1973b, 19_0; Hedges et al., 19811 Rodges
and Tlnsley, 1981; Snith et al., 1978] the aoouraoy of the re_ulting
" nodel is limited only by the accuracy of mathematical des_riptions of
, the phyei_L1 proaesses and the cclputer t_tme resource d-voted to the
aoounula_ton of stat_stioal data.
-_ The resnlts presented here were obtained with the V_nus exosphere
Monte Carlo s_nu_ator des_ibed io llodges and Tinsley [1981]. The
,, only nodif£oa_ton of the 8_nulator was that needed to rake the exobaes
teaperature distribution agree with the revised teaperature data
published by Neimann et al. [1980]. In daytime the tenperature was
3
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increased from 240 K to 285 K and at night from 100 K to 110 K.
In Monte Carlo exosphere simulators the random velocities cf atoms
entering the exosphere from the thermosphere are chosen from a flux
distribution [Smith et al., 19TS]. On Venus we have approximated this
distrlbution by a Maxwellian with temperature and mean flow velocity
corresponding to that of exobase atomic oxygen. The lateral
thermospheric wind velocity is added to random deviate velocity
vectors dcrived from a flux distribution that is predominantly
Maxwelllan, but modified by reflection of 30% of the downcoming
hydrogen atoms with unchanged speeds, in accordance with a suggestion
of Chamberlain [1977]. %
The Venus thermospher- wind system is approximated by the
superposition of two parts: _ dlvergencele_s rotational component
Ze : ;Wesin° (S)
L
and a solar diurnal tide component with herizontal velocity i.
J
J
where WR is the _uatorlal speed of the rotational component, WT is
th_ =ross terminator wind speed associated with the diurnal tide, _ is
colatitude, and % is longitude measured from the subsolar meridian.
Unit vectors_in th_ directions of increasing colatitude and longitude
are denoted @ and _, respectively. _
On Venus _here are two distinct sources of exospheric hydrogen: the
flux of thermal atoms upward through the exoba_e (the 'exobase
source'); and reaction (2) within the exosphere (the 'ionospheric
source'). Neutral atoms from either source may undergo effective _
velocity conversion by reaction (I)o Most atoms emerge from the
exob_se, t_avel through t_ exosphere in ballistic trajectories, and
reenter _he thermosphere, where collisions, primarily with atomic
oxygen, produce a distribution of upgoing velocities that includes
thermalized as well as reflected components. The exobase source flux
differs only slightly frc_ the downcoming flux, the difference being :
equal to the net upward flux needed to supply losses due to ionization _
and escape. The contribution of reaction (2) to the exosphere can be ;_
determined absolutely frem direct measurements of H+ and O, but the
magnitude of the exobase source must be determined by normalization of
model results to measured atemi_ hydrogen concentrations.
Wc hlve chosen the hydrogen concentration profile of Anderson I
[1976] derived from dayslde Mariner 5 Lyman c_ results for _
normalization of the model, which we have done using separate
calculations for the ionospheric source (i.e. hydrogen produced by
reaction (2)) without the exobasic source, and for the exobasic source
without the ionospheric source. The results for the exobasic source
alone above 9000 km radius have been fitted to the Anderson [1976]
daytime profile reduced by the small contribution of the ionospheric
4
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source (el. Hodges and Ttnsley [1981]). This dayside high altitude
region was cbosen for the normalization to avoid problems with the
question of multiple scattering that may have affected the Mariner 5
Lyman _(data at lower .altitudes.
In the computer simulation of the Venus exospher--, hydrogen
concentration data are accumulated in a three-dimensional grid of
audit zones arranged on spheres concentric with the exobase. The
cadii of these spheres ranges from the exobase at r b (= 6227.7 kin) to
2r b in lq equal decrements of gravitational potential (C=M/r), so that
deviations of concentrations from barometric eq,_Llibrium are reauily
apparent. Global morphology is obtained by subdividing each sphere
into 32 zones of equal area, the zone boundaries being for_ed by eight
meridians spaced _5 ° apart and by latitudes of 0° and +_.SO°. Only d_ta
from the low latit._de zones are considered in this work. :
Effects of Thermospheric _inds on H at the Exobase
Diurnal variations of the exobase concentration of hydrogen from
three exosphere simulations are superimposed in Figure 1. Squares
denote the Hodges and Tinsley [1981] model that neglected
thermospheric winds. These data have been raised by an order of
magnitude in the graph to avoid overlap with other results. The S
diamonds denote results from a simulation with a simple retrograde
rotating exobase with WR -_ -100 m/s and no tidal component. Visual
comparison of the static and rotating exobase models reveals a
distinct downwind shift of the daytime minimum and of nighttime
maximmn but no significant effect on the ratio of the night and day
extremes.
The current thermosphere wind system deduced from Pioneer Venus
orbiter data by Mayr et all. [1980] is approximated by an exobase
rotation speed of WR -- -100 m/s and a tidal _ind component having
cross terminator speed of WT = 200 m/s. The exosFhere simulation for
rotation superimposed on tidal winds, designated 'RT' in subsequent
discussion, is inoicated by the triangles in Figure 1. As in the
rotation only model there are rotation-induced shifts of the daytime
minimum and of the nighttime maximum. However the night to day ratio
of H concentration is greatly increased by the cross terminator wind
component.
The histogram in Figure 2 shows the diurnal variation of the RT
model extrapolated to 165 km. Overlaid by the histogram are the
experimental data points for 165 km determined by Brinton et al.
[1980] from Pioneer Venu¢ orbiter measurem_ its. The initial
no_alization of the model to the Mariner 5 Lyman 0C high altitude
results by the method described in the previous section has been
augmented by an additional adJustaent of the model by a multiplicative
factor of 1.8 to produce the apparent fit of the histogram with the
Brihton et al. data. What is important in Figure 2 is _.hat the
salient features of the diurnal hydrogen oscillation, which include a
. broad daytime m:l.z,:Lmtnn,a peaked nighttime max.'l.mu_mthat is noticeably
shifted toward sunrise, and a large night to day concentration ratio,
are faithfully reproduced by the model.
The exobass boundary condition used in the model calculations is
commonly referred to as the zero-net-balltstlo-_lux approximation.
This implies a detailed balance of the downward and the nonesoapin8
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Fla_u-e 2. The RT model extrapolated to 165 km altitude 1+ plotted as
a histogram overlaying the atomic hydPogeu data points of Brinton et
al. [1980] tot 165 k=.
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upwaed atomic fluxes at the exobase, wlth negllglble excess
ther_ospherlc advectlon of hydrogen. Tlnsley et al. [1975] included
thermospheric advectlon for the earth in an ad hoc manner but found
the effect to be small. A more complicated hydrogen /low pattern that
includes a net downward ballistic flux of H in daytime, an upward flux
at night, and day to night advecblon in the thermosphere could be
devised to produce the measured diurnal pattern, but thls pattern
would probably be unrealistic in vlew of the small time constant for
chemical equilibrium of H wlth H+, O, and O+ near the exobase and the
need to consider day to night advection of H_ as well. Owing to the
closeness of the reproduction of the Brlnton et al. [1980] diurnal
variation by the present model and to the relatively small increase in
the night to day concentration ratio found when thermospheric
advectlon of hydrogen in the relatively thick thermosphere of earth
was considered by Tlnsley et al. [1975], the zero-net-ballistlc-flux
approximation is probably Justified,
Radial Morphology of the Venus Exosphere
|
!
The radial distribution of hydrogen for the static exobase model of
Hodges and Tlnsley [1981] is shown in Figure 3 and that for the RT
model (i.e. exobase winds approximated by WR = -100 m/s and WT = 200 I
m/s) is shown In Figure 4. Curves glve the day and night profiles _
derived by Wallace [1969] and by Anderson [1976] from Mariner 5 [
Lymau _ measurements and by Takacs et al. [1980] from Mariner 10 data. i
Diamond symbols represent noon model concentrations on the day plots !
and mldnlght on the night plots. Left pointing arrowheads denote i
model concentrations 45 ° prior to noon or midnight while those
pointing right correspond to 45° after noon or midnight.
At high altitudes the models produce hot hydrogen distributions
that are in satisfactory agreement wlth the Mariner Lyman _ !
measurements. Except for the pro-midnight data In the RT model, the i
n!ghttlme thermal hydrogen concentrations at low _itltudes have a I
smaller scale helght than the Mariner profiles, suggesting much larger
exobase concentrations, in agreement wlth Brlnton et al. [1980]. We
Ihave previously suggested in Hodges and Tlnsley [1981] that the i
velocity distribution of H on Venus is probably nonlsotroplc and
nonisothermal, as It is on earth [Merlwether et al., 1980; "_odges et
al., 1981], and that thls should have a notlceable effect on the flux
.- of scattered Lyman o_ at night, decreasing confidence in the
interpretations of the Mariner measurements near the dark limb.
Some significance must be attached to the fact that It is possible
to reproduce the low altitude portion of the Mariner Lyman _ results
by an exospherlc model wlth no thermospheric _inds, but that to fit
the Brinton et al. [1980] diurnal variation uear the exobase both a
wlnd system and an increase i, overall normalization of the model by a
factor of 1.8 is rqutred, leaving a discrepancy of about a factor of 5
between the model and the Mariner results in dayt me between 7500 and
8500 km radius where radiative transfer calculations should be fairly
reliable. One possibility that should be considered is that the
simple wlnd system described by equations (3) and (4) could be
augmented by higher order spherical harmonic components that would
preferentially a/fact exosphertc hydrogen near the exobase. Perhaps
more important Is the possibility tha_ in the current Pioneer Venus
7
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orbiter epoch the wind system and H+ concentrations differ appreciably
frca conditions during the 1967 and 1974 Mariner measurements.
Lyman _ data are now been obtained by the Pioneer Venus orbiter.
It will be of interest to see how consistent the results of radiative
transfer analyses of these dat_ are with the present model and with
the H concentrations determined from in situ measurements. It may not
be possible to deauce a complex model from the Lyman c( data but it
should be possible to simulate Lyman _ scattering cn a nonuniform,
nonthermal exospheric model such the present one, and test for
consistency with the Lyman c_ data.
Conclusions
It has been shown that it is necessary to include a thermospheric
wind system in global models of the hydrogen exosphere o£ VeDus to
account for the large diurnal va_-iation of H near the exobase that was
deduced from charge exchange equilibrium calculations from the Pioneer
Venus data. A wind system consisting of a solar diurnal tide with a
cross-terminator day to night speed of 200 m/s superimposed on a
retro_ade global rotation with equatorial speed of 100 m/s provides a
good fit to the phase and amplitude of the exobase diurnal variation
found by Brinton et al. [1980].
The inclusion of processes producing hot hydrogen in the Monte
Carlo exosphere simulation allow the 'two-temperature' vertical
profile of the IL_riner 5 and 10 Lyman C(measurements to be fitted, but
it has not been possible to reconcile the Pioneer Venus exobase data
and the Mariner results to better than a factor of 5. Changes in the
dynamics of the Venus thermosphere between the Mariner and Pioneer
Venus missions could account for this discrepancy. It should be
possible to test the consistency cf exobase and altitude variations
when radiative transfer calculations are made for a model such as the
one given here and compared with the Pioneer Venus Lyman c( data.
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Venus Lower Atmospheric Composition: cedure served to eliminate the time asso-ciated with the normalmethod of sweep-
Preliminary Results from Pioneer Venus ing between adjacent mass numbers.
Thus, the spectrum from I to 208 atomic
Abstract. Initial examination of data fro:n the ,leutral mass spec'tro,neter on tire mass units (amu) was scanned in 64 sec-
PhJneer Venus sounder probe indicates that tile abundances of argon-36, argon-38, onds, providing an average spatial teso-
(tnd neon-20 in the Venus atmosphere are much higher than those of the corre- lution for the measurement of individual
sponding gases in Earth's atmosphere, although tile abundance of radiogenic argon- gases equivalent to approximately I km
40 is apparently similar for both planets. Ttre lower atmosphere of Venus in('ludes of altitude in the Venus atmosphere.
significant concentrations of variou_ gaseous sulfur compounds. Tile inlet leak to the Complete processing of data from the
mass spectrometer was temporarily blocked by an apparently liquid component of sounder probe should eventually provide
the Venus clouds daring passage through the dense cloud layer. Analysis of gases as many as 55 mass spectra, extending
released (h!rjng tire et'aporatic;,1 of the droplets shows tile presence of water vapor to from an altitude of about 68 km down to
_'ome compound or ('ompounds of sldJ'tlr. "- the planetary surface.
Preliminary examination of the data
The sounder probe, or large probe, of ion source responded as expected to indicates the presence of surprisingly
the Pioneer Venus multiprobe spa,;ecraft changes in external pressure, increasing large concentrations 3f S_Ar, _Ar, and
(/) entered the atmosphere of Venus on 9 by less than a factor of 10 while the ex- :°Ne. The mixing ratio (volume to vol-
December 1978. It carried seven instru- ternal pressure increased by a factor of ume) of UAr in the Venus atmosphere
ments, including a neutral mass spec. 103. An anomaly occurred near 50 km in is approximately 10-'. compared to a
trometer, designed to measure the corn- a region of the atmosphere where Knol- value of 3.2 x 10-s observed for Earth's
position of the lower atmosphere of Ve- lenberg a,ld Hunten (4) and Ragent and atmosphere. The atmosphere of Venus,
nus. Blamont (5) detected the presence ofsig- however, is approximately 90 times
The mass spectrometer, a single focus- nificant concentrations of particulate ma- more massive than that of Earth. It foi-
ing magnetic sector device (2), was in- terial. The conductance of the leak to the lows that the absolute abundance of 3eAr
tended to measure atomic masses rang- ion source decreased as though the inlet in the Venus atmosphere must be ap-
ing from hydrogen to lead. Gases were had been blocked by some foreign mate- proximately 200 to 300 times la-ger than
admitted to the instrument through a set rial. The leak remained closed for ap- that of Earth. The abundance of _°Ne is
of two microleaks. The leaks were her- proximately 10 minutes and then gradu- apparently also high in the atmosphere of
metically sealed prior to launch by ally opened over a period of about 5 Vent,s, comparable to that for near. The
means of a ceramic cap attached to a minutes, at which time the flow of at- abunci_nce ratio [UAr]/[38Arl in the Ve-
flange in the shell of the probe behind the mospheric gases to the ion source was nus atmosphere is, however, similar to
heat shield. The cap was broken with a fully restored (about 30-km altitude). Op- va[taes observed for Earth, meteorites,
pyrotechnic device, exposing the leaks eration of the spectrometer then re- and the moon.
to the Venus atmosphere a few see- mained normal until the signal was lost. Table i gives a comparison of the
onds after the parachute was deployed presumably at impact, abundances of _RArreported for the sun
and the heat shield jettisoned. Gas mole- The operation of the mass spectrome. (7), Venus, Earth, and Mar_ (8). Results
cules entering the leaks passed through ter was controlled by a microprocessor are quoted in terms of mass mixing ratios
an ion source where they could be ion- (6). Two cal;b_ation gases, methane and (gram per gram), that _s, ratios of the
ized by electrons with an impact energy 'asXe, were introduced into the mass an- mass of atmospheric 3eAr referenced
of 70 eV. The electron impact energy alyzer immediately prior to the initiation with respect to the total mass of the par-
was reduced to 30 and 22 eV on succes- of the measurement sequence. Mass ent body. The relative abundance of_eAr
sire mass scans on three occasions dur- peaks associated with the calibration appears to decrease with increasing
ing descent, providing additional aids for gases were used to provide reference heliocentric distance, at least for the in-
the identification of parent molecules, points which the microprocessor could ner solar system. The pattern is not al-
whose cracking patterns change signifi- utilize to control the mass scan sweep tered significantly if we consider the con-
cantly as the ambient energy is reduced voltage. A lookup table of nouns stored centration ratio [UAr]/[*_:] (Table I).
from 70 to 22 eV. Additional simplifica- in the microprocessor defined positions The ratio quoted for Venus assumes that
tion of the spectrum occurs since the in the mass spectrum ofa preselected set most of that planet's 3eArand t_Cresides
production of doubly charged ions is of mass peaks. The microprocessor, in its atmosphere. The ratio quoted fo:
negligible at lower impact energies, scanning this table, directed the in- Earth assumes that most of the terrestri-
.. Ambient gases were removed from the strument to measure the amplitudes only al _SAroccurs in the atmosphere but that
; r ion source by a chemical getter. The of the preselected mass peaks. This pro- the bulk of the terrestrial '_Cis found in4
pumpinllsgeedwascontrolledbya valve
connecting the ion source and getter.
_. The valve was allowed to open during Table I. Abundancesof UArand valuesof the concentrationratio [XAr]/['tC) for the sun,
l descent in response to increasing atmo- Venus, Earth,and Man.
_ spheric pressure, maintaining in this Abundance Sun Venus Etrth Man
fashion a relatively constant pressure
=*Ar I x 10"* -10" 3.J x 10"" 1.9x 10-n
at the ion source (d). Preliminary flight [_Arl/['*C1 3 x 10-* -10-' 2 x 10" 1,7 x 10-Sto6.6 x 10-edata indicate that the pressurein the
,. _. 100401 00,16-0075/'_0223.000_0J0_0 Copynshl _ 1979AAA$ SCIENCE, YOU. 20;)
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carbonateminerals(9). A rangeof values pectedif the flowwere interruptedafter servedin themassspectrumat 64and48
is given for Mars, reflectingvariousas. the ion source had been exposedto a amu andat other massnumbersthat may
sumptionsregardingthe abundanceof large sampleof atmosphericgas. Two be associated with radicals or com-
condensedcarbon on that planet (8). If microleakswere usedin parallelduring poundscontainingsulfur. Further analy-
mostof the martian3SArand 'zCwere to the early phase of the descent of the siswill be requiredto providecategorical
residein its atmosphere,the ratio would probe, in order to increasegas through- identificationof the more abundantsul-
be 1.7 x 10-._g per gram. put to the ion sourcein low-density re- fur compounds.It isapparent, however,
The relativeabundancesof '_ and '4N gionsof the atmosphere.The secondary that theloweratmosphereof Venusmust
are apparently similar on Venus and leak, which had a fivefoPdlarger con- includea significantsupplyof sulfurand
: Earth (9), althoughthe absoluteabun- ductance, was closed at 47 km by an that the relative concentrations of more
dance for nC (gram per gram) may be electronicallyoperatedvalve. Gasesad- abundantsulfur compoundsmustchange
higherfor Venusbyabouta factorof i.5 mitted to the instrument passedonly appreciably with altitude. Continuing
Thesituationis lessclear for Mars since throughthe primary leak for the balance analysisof thesedata shouldprovidein-
significant quantitiesof '(N appear to of the descent.The blockageoccurred valuableinsightsinto the complexchem-
havebeenlost as a result of escape(10) approximately3 minutesbefore the sec- ical and photochemicalprocesseswhich
and since major uncertainty is attached ond microleakwas closed,an indication combineto formandmaintainthe planet-
to presentestimatesfor the surface-sub- that bothleaksmusthavebeenblocked, wide cloudsof Venus.
surfacereservoirs of '=C. Anders and presumablyby material from the clouds. J.H. HOFFMAN
Owen (11) have argued that the low It seemsprobablethat the blockingma- R.R. HODGES.JR.
abundance of _Ar and the relatively high terial should have been present in liquid Center for Space Sciences, University ;,
value for the concentration ratio [4°Ar]/ form in order to account for the relative- of Texas at Dallas, Richardson 75080
[_Ar] in the martian atmosphere might ly complete degree to which gases were M.B. MCELROY
be taken to indicate that Mars formed excluded during the subsequent 10 rain- Centerfi)r Earth and Planetary. _,
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about 0.012, approximately 5 percent
ORIGINALPAGEIS higher on Venus than on Earth, with a
Reprint Series OF POOR QUALITY standard deviation of ---5 percent. The45/44 mass peak ratio (CO=") yields, on
6 July 1979, Volume 205, pp. 49-52 the average, a similar number. The tgO/
t60 ratio was within I percent of the
Earth value (0.00204), also with a stan-
dard deviation of - 5 percent.
In order to determine the N2 abun-
dance on Venus from the mass spec-
trometer data, several methods were
used. Because of the rather large :reduc-
tion of CO from CO2 in the ion source,
the 28 mass peak is comprised of both
CO+ and N_* (the majority being CO').
The CO+peak amplitude is a function of
the degree to which the gate valve to the
ion source pump (a chemical getter
pump) was open, and its ratio to CO2"
varied from 0 4 when the valve was
Composition and Structure of the Venus Atmosphere: closed to 0.12 when the valve was wide
Results from Pioneer Venus open. On the basis of data from the low-
est part of the descent profile and correc-
Abstract. Results from the Pioneer Venus sounder probe neutral mass spectrome- tions for the CO contribution, the N2
ter indicate that there is no difference in the isotopic ratios of carbon and oxygen mixing ratio was found to be approxi-
between Venus and Earth to within _"5 percent. The mixing ratio of nitrogen is mately 2.5 percent. However, the uncer-
3.5*_]percent with an isotopic ratio within 20 percent of that of Earth. The rr,tio of tainty in the result is fairly large, at least
argon-36 to argon-40 is 85 percent, and the ratio of argon-38 to argon-36 is 20 per- 50 percent.
cent. The mixing ratios of argon-36 and argon-40 are approximately 40 and 50 parts A second method is to derive the N2
per million, respectively, with an error of about a factor of 2 (mainly toward a lesser content from the 29128 mass peak ratio.
amount) resulting from uncertainty in the response of the _on pump to rare gases. If the nitrogen isotopic ratio is equivalent
Hydrogen chloride cannot account fob more than afew percent of the 36 mass peak, to that in Earth's atmosphere and if the
and therefore the large excess of primordial argon is a reasonable conclusion. The 29 mass peak consists entirely of the '3C
ratio of neon-20 to argon-36 of O.5 = 0.3 is definitely terrestrial in character rather and XSNisotopic peaks (which does not
than solar. These results indicate that there is a large excess of all primordial noble appear to be true between 20 and 5 kin),
gases on Venus relative to Earth. There appears to be a considerably higher abun- the N2 mixing ratio was found to be 3
dance of sulfur compounds below 20 kilometers than in or above the main cloud percent below 5 km and approximately 4
layer. The 32 and 60 mass peaks show a sharp increase below 22 kilometers, in- percen_ above the dense cloud layer. The
dicating the possible production of sulfur and carbon oxyzulfide (COS) at the ex. uncertainty is of the order of 50 percent.
pense of sulfur dioxide. Because of the magnitude of the uncer-
tainties, there is no implication in these
The mass spectrometer on the Pioneer nals are -at related directly to atmo- numbers that the atmosphere is anything
Venus sounder probe, which entered the spheric density but are relative to CO2. but well mixed. If the nitrogen isotopic
Venus atmosphere on 9 December 1978 Figure 1 is the altitude profile of CO2 in ratio were increased by 20 percent, the
(1), measured the atmospheric composi- terms of instrument output signal (re- N2 mixing ratio would increase by 1.5
tion relative to COe, the dominant con- lated to counting rate). Since this is not a percent. For a 70 percent increase in the
stituent, from an altitude of 61 km to the density ,.raffle but a measure of the par- t_N/t4N ratio, as was found on Mars (6),
surface. The instrument, a single-focus- tial pressure of CO2in the ion source, all the 29128mass ratios for both C and N
ing, magnetic-sector spectrometer (2), other data willbe presented as mixing ra- would become equal and it would be ira-
scanned the mass range from hydrogen ties relative to this CO2profile, possible to determine the N_ abundance
through mercury with a dynamic range The decrease in signal starting at 51 by this method. However, since the 29/
of six decades. Because the instrument km is caused by a blockage of the inlet 28 mass peak ratio is 0.103, the maxi-
was designed to measure atmospheric leak, which occurred after the probe mum allowed enhancement in the :aN/
composition rather than density, a gate passed through most of the cloud layer a4Nratio would be 35 percent. This value
valve (3), operated by the increasing at- designated region C of the nephelometer would require the entire 28 mass peak to
mospheric pressure encountered during data(4). This blockage occurredpresum- be N_, which it clearly cannot be. It
_' descent, was installed to control the ion ably as a result of an overcoating of therefore appears that the most probable
source pressure to a relatively constant cloud materials (hydrated H2SO4dlol_- value of the nitrogen isotopic ratio is
value as the inlet leak throughput contin- lets) which lasted until the probe close to that on Earth.
ually increased. The result was as fol- emerged from the lower haze layer at 31 The third method for determining the
lows: (i) a sensitivib of I part per million km (5), at which time the flow of atmo- N_ abundance is based on the peak at 14
(ppm) was attained throughout most of spheric gases resumed, ato_nic mass units (arva), which consists
the descentwhile the atmosphericpres- The isotopicratios of C and O, t3C to of a mixtureof "N, CHt from methane,
surechangedby four ordersof magni- 'aC,and taOto 'cOhavebeenfoundtobe and CO2. and N22 |corrections are
tude and (ib the instrument output sig- closeto Eanh values.The C ratio from made for methaneand doubly charged
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_°1 ........, ........, ........I ......._ ...... ,,[ when pumpinga heavy load of active 'oi! ....... i ........_ ........i ........, ........1
gases (suchasCOO, there is someuncer- r t
t ntyabouttheabsoluteconcentration ,.I-----"
_" "', t of raregases in the instrument. The mea- r: _ ; "t
sured values thus tend to be upper limits. _. ,' ',5,_- .'-'- Moreover. these values increase with s0t %, _L i i
i "k time throughout the descent, as seen in i" ,
i,0_ ",... "7. Fig. 2. _,0_-
- _ Therefore. we found that the best 1 ]
course was to determine the mixing ratio -= ;
_,0_- , , _ of _'Ar near the beginning of the descent. _:0_ "_
% above 50 kin. before the pump had time _,'_"--'-'_", _
, ! "_ to accumulatemuchAr. The decreasein :o _: '_, -_
r : a_Ar counts relative to the 44 mass peak ,. ',
_0_ _ counts as seen in :he top four points (Fig. r !
top-- -_
' 2) is caused by a slower rise in the 44 I _ _ ', ;
I,__,.__ peak amplitude than in the 36 peak, pro- ti i Ilia/l] f , illllll i i Jlllll] I I[hll_
0 IH._ LOG IELENI_T_Y_°UNT$ -1, _ 7 sumably due to pumping by the walls of 0.'_ ....:'s '"':_, ..... '-_ ' ' ' ._ ........
Fig. I. TheCO: countingrate asa functionof the ion source cavity. When equilibrium ._ :ou_ts*_rt0
altitude: I and2 indicate times when the ion was reached, the ratio measurement was Fig. 2. Countingrate for the 36and 35 mass
source electron energy, normally 70eV, was obtained. Appropriate correction factors peaks relative to the counting rate for the 44mass peakas a functionof altitude. Thecurve
reduced to 30or 22 eV. respectively, for ionization efficiency have been ap- labeled "'35R'" is the 35 mass peak less a
plied. The 40 mass peak had a preentry backgroundcounting rate.
background amplitude which increased
ions, the N2 mixing ratio from the 14 during entry as a result of the vibration
mass peak is 4 percent above the clouds of the pump (a well-known phenome- ments are not properly accounted for or
and 6 percent near the surface. At the non); thus it was not possible to obtain that there is some systematic errorin the
low altitude the methane correction be- an absolute determination of the 'OAr gas chromatograph data.
comes very large, which increases the mixing ratio. Therefore. the isotopic ra- The question of whether the 36 mass
uncertainty in the measurement, tip of Ar was determined from the por- peak might not be due to HCI instead of
From all of these data, the best esti- tion of the flight below 25 km, after the arAr can be answered on the basis of a
mate of the N_.mixing ratio in the Venus pump had been exposed to a consid- consideration of the mixing ratio of the
atmosphere is 3.5__]percent. This value erable quantity of Venus atmospheric 35 mass peak "ig. 2), which is seen to
compares favorably with the values from Ar. Of course, suitable corrections were increase with decreasing altitude but less
the gas chromatograph on the sounder made for background peak amplitudes, steeply than At. There is a background
probe (7) of 4.6.3.5. and 3.4 percent at The _"Ar mixing ratio was then deter- of scattered ions in the mass spectrome.
54, 44, and 24kin. respectively, and with mined from that for '_"Arand the Ar iso- ter on the low mass side of a very large
The value for the Venera 9 and I0 mass topic ratio. The _"Ar/'_SArmixing ratio ion peak (in this case CO.,-). which in-
spectrometers was 1.8 percent (9). was the same above 50 km as below creases with increasing pressure in the
extrapolated to the lower atmosphere. 25 km: this result demonstr'ates the va- mass spectrometer. This amounts to the
The value for the Venera 9 and Venera lidity of using the Iow-alt!tude portion order of 10 to 15 counts at the 35 mass
10 mass spectrometers was 1.8 per- of the descent for isotopic ratio mea- peak position.
One of the discoveries from the mass surements. The cracking pattern for HCI as deter-
spectrometer data reported earlier (I) is The gas chromatograph has measured mined by the flight spare instrument
the surprisingly large concentration on an increasing Ar mixing ratio with alti- based on the use of 70-eV electrons
Venus of primordial 3%r and '*"Ar,in a rude (from 18to 30 ppm), but the higher yields a 36/35 mass peak ratio of 7.0.
ratio of 5 to I, which seems to be a con- value has an uncertainty that includes Therefore, if the 35R mass peak (back-
stant among the bodies in the inner part the lower value (7). The reverse is not ground subtracted) is entirely CI from
of the solar system. The isotopic ratio of true. It seems, at this time, however, HCI, the HC! contribution to the peak at
'_SArto _°Ar is 0.85, with an error of---10 that the Ar concentrations determined 36 ainu is everywhere less than 2 per-
percent. The mixing ratio of a_Ar is 40 by the mass spectrometer are somewhat cent. Even without _ubtracting the back-
ppm with an error of a factor of 2, mainly larger than the gas chromatograph values ground and assuming that the entire 35
toward a lower value. This yields a _°Ar (18 ppm at 24 km), even if allowance is mass peak is due to CI (which it most
mixing ratio of approximately 50 pore made for the problems caused by the ion probably is notL one finds that the HCI
with a similar uncertainty. The error in pump. The Venera !1 and Venera 12 contribution to the 36 mass peak is less
, :hemeasurementstemsfrom the useof a massspectrometersmeasureda valueof than8 percentat the beginningof the de-
_- sputter-ion pump as the sink for rare 150ppm for all isotopeswith the radio- scentanddropsto lessthan 3 percentat
gases that enter throughthe inlet leak. genic content O°Ar) equal to the sum of the endof theflight. The isotopicratio of
The ion pumpis attachedto themassan- the :'Ar and :%_r, which agreesclosely CI on Earth (_rCI/'_._CI)is0.326.On Venus
alyzer section of the instrument, sepa- with the present value (/0). However. the37135masspeakratio variesfrom 0.5
rated from the ton sourceby the very the Venera I1 and Vcnera 12gas clv'o, to 3. an indication that somesubstance
smallobjectslit. The ion sourcepumpis matographvalue was 40 = 20 ppmd/). besidesCI is a m_or contributor to at
a chemicalgetter which doesnot pump Thus it appearsthat the massspectrome, least the37 masspeak. The fact that the
raregases.Becausethepumpingspeed teresultsfrombothVeneraandPioneer primordialAr isotopicratio(foundtobe
ofan ionpump forraregasesissome- Venus tendtobe higherthanthegas independentofaltitude)isverycloseto
whatlowerthanforCO_ andsincesuch chromatographdata.Theseresultssug- thatobservedfor Earth.Mar._,.the
pumps tend to regurgitate rare gases gest that perhapsthe ion pumpenhance, moon.andmeteorttesalso,arguesagainst !.
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any appreciableHCI contributionto the 70 pf QUALITY
............ ,'"'I ' ' '.'"r I droplet that blocked the leak. The curve _'_
36 and 38 mass peaks• From these argu- 1 labeled 60/44 has had I percent of the 78
ments we conclude that the large excess mass peak (an artifact) subtracted from
of primordial Ar is a valid result and that s0 _ it. The residual (plotted) is most likely
the mixing ratio of HCf in the lower at- _'_ COS. The 34/44 curve has been cur.mosphere of Venus is less than a few rected for '80 and '_4Sby subtraction of
parts per million. 2 0.4 percent of the _O_.and 4•4 percent of
The principal Ne isotopes at 20 and 22 s0 _ the 3._Smeasurements• This mass peak is
amu are primordial. It is unlikely that the at the H,S mass dr _ectposition but is not
isotope at 22amu will yield a value of the 64144o well resolved from the '_4Smass peak po- !
Ne mixing ratio because of the large _=_0- so/4, 0 sition. It is assumed, at present, that this
-- 34/44 "_
CO._:  peakof 20.000 to 60.000 counts. 3;_/44_ peak is from H..,S.The 32/44 mass peak is
Even at an electron energy of 30 eV, the _ r0raL x either O,.or S; 10percent of the 64 mass
. -- " peak and 0.01 percent of the 44 mass
CO.,'-'" account for the entire "_'_mass _30peak. When 22-eV el ctrons are used, peak have been subtracted from it. The
essentially no Ne is ionized. A value of ,._ _ _..,, position of the peak in the spectrum fa-
the Ne content of the Venus atmosphere __._____ _"" vors the S mass defect, although the
was determined from the ratio of the 20 20 __/ mas_ difference is only 1 part in 1800.
mass peak, after correction for 4OAr=_" The ct:rve labeled "TOTAL" is a sum of
aad the difference in ionization effi- the 64/44, 60/44.34/44. and 32/44 curves
ciencies of Ne and Ar. to the _Ar mass , plus the 48 and 96 mass peak counts. The
peak. This ratio is 0.5 "- 0.3. This result 10 48 mass peak profile closely follows that
wasalsotakenfromthelowerpartofthe _P ,_ of the64 masspeak, andthe96mass t_
flight data because of the rare gas peak peak does not exceed 13 counts with an _,
enhancement right after entry, referred 0.s -s -, -3 -2 average of seven counts. I_
to above. Here also the uncertainty is cooCOUNTSRflrl0 The most interesting feature of these
quite large because of the unknown ac- Fig. 3. Countingrates of several Scompounds data is the sudden appearence of the 32
tion of the ion pump on tare gases. It is (identified by mass number) relative to the and 60 mass peaks below 22 kin. It ap- ;
clear, however, that the-")Ne/.)_Arratio is counting rate for the 44 mass peak as a func- pears as though there might be a sub- t
tion of altitude. Thecurve labeled"'TOTAL" stantial production of S and COS. possi- ]less than unity and is nearly the Earth is the sum of the counting rates for the four
value of 0.57. This result would tend to curves shown plus the counting ra_es for the bly at the expense of SO2. Moreovel. 1
preclude a large accumulation of primor- 48 and 96 mass peaks, there seems to be considerably more S ]•
dial gases from the sun since the solar below the main cloud la_er (- 50 kin) ]:'
wind '-")Ne?_Arratio is of the order of 50 than in or above it. The dip in total S cen- fl
(12). An additional argument against the _'_Krand "_Krmass peaks have no counts tered at 22 km is not presently accounted 1
sun as a source for the excess primordial in any of the first 12spectra. Therefore, for but could resu!t from a mismatch in l
gases on Venus is that the present-day an upper limit of 1 ppm for Kr appears ionization efliciencies between the vail-
solar wind flux fails to account for the reasonable. The Venera 11 and Vene_a pus S compounds or a slow pumpout of
abundance by some seven orders ofmag- 12 mass spectrometers obtained a value SO.. from the large excess acquired from
nitude. Of course, there might have been of 0.5 ppm for the _4KI mixing ratio (10). the droplet on the leak.
a considerably larger flux sometime in These numbers do not rule out a large Unfortunately, the gas chromato-
the past, but it would have had a very excess of Kr on Venus, which would be graph's lowest sample was taken at 24
different Ne/Ar ratio than at present. ,:onsistent with the excess of the other kin, at the point where the 60 mass peak |_
The -'"Ner)'_Aratio of 0.5 compares fa- primordial gas__, reached its minimum value. The negative t
vorably with that ratio obtained by the It was not possible to determine the result reported from that instrument (7"J
gas chromatograph (7_. based on the as- 'He content of the Venus atmosphere be- is consistent with the present data.
sumption that 3"Ar is approximately 45 cause of the very high residual He peak A warning needs to be heeded at this
percent of the total Ar meas,_red by .,,e (20,000 counts) which resulted from point in the data analysis. Although the
gas chromatograph. Thus, whatever is backfilling the sounder probe with amix- mass peaks measured in the spectrum
causing the discrepancy in mixing ratio ture of I percent He in N_.before launch, are real. it is not clear that all of the
determined by each instrument appears A slow leakage through glass feed- chemical reactions (for example, COS
to be affecting both Ne and Ar in a simi- through insulators and other possible mi- production) are occurring in the atmo-
lax manner. The Venera 11 and Venera croscopic leaks (10-1" cma/sec at stan- sphere. Until further laboratory work
12 mass spectrometers obtained a value dard temperature and pressure or less) has been completed, it is uncertain how
for "_Ne of 10 ppm (10), which is at the during the 5 months the He was in the the inlet system, which is at atmospheric
lower end orthe present range of values probe before encounter produced the ac- temperature, is affecting the results.
._ but within the error range, cumulation. In addition, there are sigmficant peaks
: in order to determine the Kr abun- There isconsiderableevidencefor the in the massspectrumindicatingthe pres.
dancein theVenusatmosphere,wecorn- existenceof S compoundsin the lower ence in the ion source of H=O vapor
paredthe total numberof countsof the atmosphereof Venus(Fig. 3). Thesever- (more thanonewouldexpect to be of at-
84 masspeak in the first 12 spectra(to al curvesareratiosofcounting ratesrel- mosphericorigin), mass75 (an artifact
the pointof leakblockage)to the total of ative to the 44 masspeak (Fig. 1). The peak),andmethane(higherthanthe ca(i-
the44 masspeak.counts.Therewereon- curve labeled"64/44" is mostlikely due brationgasamount).The effectsof these
ly four countsat mass84. whichgivesa to SO_with possiblysomeaddmonof S: substanceson possiblechemical reac-
mixingratioof lessthan I ppm for _Kr. in the lower portion. The 64/,1,1curve tions occurringin the ion sourceremain
It is not clear whether any of the 84 mass turn_ up above 25 km because there ap- to be evaluated. In addition to these lab-
peak counts are spurious, ahhough the pears to have been a source of SO: in the oratory, studies, w,"are also investigating
19820 ] 6408-054
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Pioneer Venus large probe neutral mass spectrometer
J. H. Hoffman, R. R. Hodges, and K. D. Duerksen
Center for Space Ymience_ The Unit_rtity of Texas at Dallas. P. O. Box 688. Richardson. Texas 75080 • ,
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!
A neutral particle mass spectrometer has been constructed to measure the compomion and
aburManceof the atmospheric gases of the planet Venus. This instxument is being flown on
the Pioneer Venus Multiprobe and will sample the planet's atmosphere from an attitude of 67
km to its surface. The mass spectrJmeter is a single t_nsing magnetic sector field instrument
capable of sca, aing the mass range from 1-208 ainu with a sensitivity of better than I ppm
relative to the dominant gas, CO:. It possesses a unique inlet system which is capable of
sampling gases from an environment of 770 K and 100 aim. Operation of the instrument is
under the contr_l of a microprocessor. Through this powerful device, a highly efficient peak i
stepping and data compression program is effet.ted permitting tr-,_:mission to earth of the
entire mass spectral output in only 64 -_conds at a data rate of 40 bits/s resulting in an I,
excellent altitude resolution of variations of atmospheric composition. An isotope ratio
measurement cell purges an atmospheric sample of active gases #riding an enriched rare gas
sample f,-r isotopic ratio analysis. To maintain an ultraclean vacuum in the mass analyzer
tube, a combtt_ation of ion pumping and chemical gettering is employed. Instrument weight is
11 kg, volume is 10650 cm3, and power is 14 W
PACS numbers: 07.5 + .h, 06.70.Td, 07.30.Cy, 07.30.Hd
I. INTRODU,_'l'lON by a microprocessor,_ "brain"of the instnunent. The entire
instrument, as viewed in Fig. 1, has a voluwe of 10650 cma
The composition ¢. the atmosphere of the planet Venus is with the base being 31 X 36 cm and weighs approximately 11
of interestbo*hbecame of the similaritiesbetween the planets kg. T',e _nstrumenc is packaged in two units on a single [
Venus and Earth, but more importantly because of their baseplate, one being the mass analyzer and the other being
marked differences.t The National Aeronautic, and Space the elee._=_nicsunit. ]Administration has recently launched a spacecraft mission
to Venusto explore the atmosphere,clouds, winds, circulation II. INSTRUMENT DESCRIPTION
Igtterns, solar wind interaetio_nsolar flux input, and its re-
suha.t effect on the planet. "ihis mission, called Pioneer The large probe neutral mass spectrometer (LNMS) uses
Venus, consists of two spaceerafts, the Orbiter. and a Mr,!- a single focussing magnetic sectorfield massanalyzer whose
_prohe.2 The latter includesfour probes and a carrierveF,icle, massrangeextendsfrom 1-208 arnu.withresolutionsufficiem
the bus. The largestprobe carries the mass spectrometer de- to separate the mercury isotopes, and a sensitivity sufficient
signed to measure the relative composition of the neutral at- to detect minor constituentsin the I ppm rangerelative to the
mosphere from 67-kin altitude to the surface. The current COi in the Venus atmosphere. Figure 2 isa functional block
knowledge of the atmosphere3 dictates an instrument of diagram of the instrument showing the mass spectrometer.
considerablecomplexity,in tha' the gasesbein_ measured vary. power supply and control circuits.
in temperature from approximately 240-770 K and in pre_- Afterthe Large Probeencounters the top of the atmosphere
sure f_om 0.1-95 atm. Wide dynamic and mass ranges are itsprotective heat shield isejected and a parachutedeployed.
required to survey the atmospheric gasesand determine the Pyrotechnic devices are activated, which break a hermetic
cloud composition. Samples arecontinuously introduced into cover over the inlet leaks. The inlet leaks are passivated tan-
the il:strument through a chemically passive inlet leak that talum tubes t/s in. in diameter which have been forged into
insuresno significantmodification of the sample composition, a flat plate configured leak with a leak rate on the order of 1
A variable speed pumping system consisting of both ion x 10-7 cma/s. Ambient gases passing through these ehemi-
pumps and :heroical getters is used to maintain a nearly tally passive inlet leaks enter the ion source in a partially
constantion source pressure,thereby utilizingthe instrument's c,,,limat_xl molecular beam. Ionization occurs by electron
full dynamic range over the entire descent time. An Isotopic bombardment and mass analysis by a sector field magnetic
Ratio MeasurementCell (IBMC)utilizesa molecularsieve and analyzer. Ions following one of the two allowed trajectories
ct'emicai getter to e,rich the nonreactive gas content of a through the magnet enter countingsyste,'m.The counting rate
htgh-ahitude atmospheric sample, enabling subsequent de- vs time, relative to a reference time (this determines mass
termination of the inert gas isotopic ratios.The movement of number) is telemetered back to earth as a compressed data
gases from one part of the system to another isdetermined by word at a rate of 40 bits/s. At this data rate the entire mass
a series of electrically operated valves which are controlled spectrum is scanned in only 64 s by _ highly efficient peak
69; ) J. V_Ic. S¢:i. Teelmol., 111(2). Mar.lAW. 1979 0022.S359/7910206_2-O3$0 :.¢" @ 1979 Amerie, an Vacuw, Society 992
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operation. In addition to the getter, a 2 I/s ion pump (ion
pump o) is attached to the ion cavity. This pump is controlled
by tee microprocessor, but it is also activated whenever the
"" . _: -" • " -:_ analyzer pump current exceedsa fixed threshold.
,._3_." _:_--" -.:-. :. The ion source cavity and mass analyzer section are sepa-
+ _-.-_ - . _ted by a very narrow ion focu_ng aperture. A pressureF " , .2_ / "_- "
..,..: _; .: -q_- diffe-ential ratio d up to 700 c_m be maintained across the
. • - _[_ aperture by ion pump 2 (2 l,'s}and getter _ The re-,all size and
weight _)nstraints o[ spaceera|t operations required that
• _: special ion pumps be developed at UTD for the mass spec-
z ,_ trometer.Initial evacuation of the mass spectrometer vacuum en-
velope and associated pumps was done by attaching the in-
strument to a set o[ three vacuum manifolds, each connected
to an ion pump having an 8- or 60-1/s pumping rate. The in-
strument was attached to the manifold _'stem through a set
of five manual s_lves. An automatically temperature con-
trolled oven was placed over the instrument and manifolds
i - _'+,=___ _ _ [ for bakeout. Chemical getters and the molecular sieve were
I
! activated by heating them to a temperature of 250"C [or
severalhours.
Ftc. t t;TD mm mpectnm_e+fo, the _ yearn Mimo_ The tall B. IRMC system
sectionon therightheroestheelecmmic_Thelowsectiononthe k./thomes
the _ analyzer.Thewhiteob_:t in the[tacgmund isa hermeticco,-e¢ The Isotope Ratio .Measurement Cell tIRMC) is a device
whichpmnghs tha_h the_t _ eyrotech_ devices_ this for collecting a sample of the atmusFhere at high altitude in
coverdtet theh_'_.----_, ente_thetopdthe_etpam_ theinlet order to concentrate its rare gas content for the purpose of
leakx determining the isotopic ratios of the rare gases. A combina-
stepping routine control!ed by a microprocessor. Ionizing i ,-_ ,,,,,,:r, 1
eleetronenergyissteppedthroughthreelevelstoprovide I _ --r _ Iii_ _
_peetrai data on the energy, dependent cracking patterns of .'Y"_'+, //"___,_ I " " "gas samples to aid in the identification of unknown substances • , , _, :.r_.,_t_,.a_,
and the separation of parent peaks and fragmentary, icus. At : ' _ "_--_ __
high altitude the _eaks are open. but at about 48 km the sec- -"'+,_- _ 'i_ .':m.
ondarv leak is eliminated bv closing valve 1. reducing the -e.,.,,.-_ _=_ _ _.t_._m.__x_ +.... +• . -*u ! [_ _ t .T,:.'__ '.:.._:,_........
inflow of atmospheric gas as pressure increases, i 'i __" _--'-'-- .....
A. Pumpingsystem L._+ _ .+
An extremely good vacuu_ is maintained in the mass I a,_,,o_, _ q
spectrometer ion source and mass analyzer by a set of three J. ........ I
chemical getters (G in Fig. 2) and two ++'onpumps. One getter ; * "; i I
and pump is attached to the ion source region, another pair I
to the mass analyzer. The third getter in the IRMC is used for _ : _ I
removal of reactive gases for the high-altitude sample, i
In order to maintain a constant pressure in the ion source '"' " I
cavity, throughout descent, getter I is located behind a variable _ . _,.
conductance valve (VCV in Fig. 2) directly in line with the _ _ _ ; ' I
inlet tube on the oppmite side of the ion source cavity. The _-_'_"_ _ ' '* I
++ VCV' initially cl°sed with a conductance °f I cma/s' is _ ._ _ Ipneumatically opened by increasing atmospheric pressure, jthus increasin b the conductance to the g tter pump, as the ..... , .....
t*ta
a_llll
atmospheric _ increases during descent. This increased ,_'_,z_,,_
-" **-e ,_m,t
gas flow rate is balanced by the increased throughput to the "" '*"'
pump resulting in a relatively constr.nt ion source pressure. Fr+._ Blockdialgramoi the UTDram specueme_ showinl mm analyzer.
With the VCV fully opened the getter has a pumping speed to. pump,._ vaJve_andelectnmictCl is- zin:emum,-Muminumaih._getter.4G2 and G3 are zirconium-graphitegetters.4 ion pumpsare UTD
Of nearly 2 llter/s and a capacity of several limes that required deag_ TheVCVis pueumaticailyoperatedbythe stmo_ gaseswhich
to maintain premmre of <10 -s Tort in the ion source cavity, enterthroughthe lower_he in the lmmmkseai¢,p.
J. Vl_. $¢L Tec:tmol.,VM. le, No. 2, Mm'.IAW. 11179
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tionof molecularsieve iS_Fig. 2) andgetter(g.,_:ter3, Fig. o"' ........ ".......
2) removes a ve_ high percentage of the active ga._ leaving = .h
essentially the pure rare gas content along with some ni- ._ ""
trogen. Leak I with a conductance _ approximately 0.5 cma/s _ !
allows gas to flow into S which has a volume of 30 cmaan,. is _ 'i / !"'°'/ 1
filled with 20 g of molecuhr sieve material Linde 5A. Atthe ",,_ '_'.
initiation of the mission, gas flows through the IRMC Inlet ,_ _ -/' v,L,
Leak into S. _ "'f _*"*
After 80 s valve :2is closed by a pyrotechnic device, when _ . I
about 2000 Tort cmaof gas has passed through the I,ak. Valve ! i',:
' • -_"_, _. .6, -_ _ _o
:3isopened for the hst l0 s hef_re valvc 2 isclosed transferring :"_ _ ° _sr,_t _Ps,J
the partially, purified gas i.nto the getter "_volume--.:30cma) _ ,, ,.... _ ,.. ,o, ,, ,.,, ,,,., _
where final pergh"zgoceum Assuming the mixu_ ratimof rare -tot ..... ( ' "' i
gases to be a few htmdred ppm. 2 Tort c_naof _e gases wi_ Ftt;.'1 Detectorcurrentformass441CO.,.)vsgASchamberpressureand i
about half as much nitrogen will be in the getter volume at temperatureThedashedlineindicatesthe valving offofthesecondinlet
a pressure of approximately 0.08 Tort. At about 4 min before ball Thedetectorcurrent pulsesareconvertedto digitalcounts by the !I
parachute _ttison, t-t8 km) valve 1 is closed decreasing the mu|t_plier pream.m and put, tamps. Small _ 1 order of magmtude) change in i "-"CO_peakJmphtude_proportionaltoionsourcepressure)forgreaterthan _:
atmosphere inflow rate. the ion source cavity-pump is turned tl,reeorderso_magmtude change in VASchamberpressureresultsfrom t
on to evacuate the ion source of atmospheric gases for 64 s. pne_tmatic og:rauonof VCVThispreservestheability of theimtrument !
Then valve 4 isopened and the rare gases are leaked into the tomeasure_aceconstituentsfrom entry, into the atmosphere down to the t -,
ionsource e=_a_,._ conductance of this leak is0.025 cma,'s, surfaced vcu_ l
maivtainmg a neariy constant rare gas pressure in the ion
source throughout the rare gas measurement period of 96 s. required the design and construction of a new and differentSubsequentto themeasurement period, valve4 isclosed while
mass spectrometer. A combination of ion and chemical
pump 1 purges the so,tree cavity of rare gases for :32s.'Then pumping is used to maintain a va,.uum in the mass analyzer
operation reverts to the measurement of atmospheric sam- and remove the atmosphere ,;ases which enter the ion source
pies. chamber through a sF. ,-! k :k. The near constant COo..
C. Calibration system pre_ure maintained in the analyzer by the VCV permits a
sensitivity sufficient todetect minor constituents in the l-ppm
Calibrationof the mass spectrometer is performed by using range on Venus overa mass range from 1-208 amu over most
a Venus Atmosphere Simulator _VAS). This comists of the of the descent. The microprocessor which controls the oper-
vacuum manifold, pumps, and oven described above and a ation c[ the instrument through a highly efficient peak
high-pressure high-temperature chamber capable of simu- stepping and data compression program, permits acquisition
bring .heentire descent including Venus .an'faceatmospheric of a complete mass spectrum rouglJy once each minute, re-
conditions ,77,0 K and 100 atm). A 100-L/s ion pump is at- suiting in excellent height resolution of variations of atmo-
tached to the VAS chamber along with an appropriate gas sphere composition caused by winds, waves, and the physical I'_'i-
filling manifold and pressure and temperature gages. The and chemical processes active in the production of the acids
mass analyzer inlet le ks protrude into the VASchamber w ich f r the clouds of Venus.
though tb.e_ were sampling the Venus atmosphere. |} _The V.-_ isoperated as follows. Carbon dioxide isadmitted ACKNOWLEDGMENT
to the v._q chamber following a pressure-temperature-time
profile which simulates the descent of the PioneerVenus large It isa pleasure to acknowledge the support of this work by
probe intothe Venus atmosphere while the massspectrometer the NASA/Ames Research Center Pioneer Project Office,
monitors the CO-. spectrum. Figure 3 isa typical plot of the Contract NAS2-8802.
CO-. peaks versus VASchamber pressure and temperature.
Mixtures of COO-with other gases expected to exist in the
Venus atmosphere have also been run on _he VAS.
_T.M.Donahue.SpaceSci.Rev.20(3).259(1977L
IV. SUMMARY _t.Colin.SpaceSci.Rev.20_3),249(197T),
_D.M.Hunten.G. E.McGill,andA.F. Nagy,SpaceSci.Bey.20(3),265
The hostileenvironment of the planet Venuscoupled with (1977).
the weight, power, and size constraints of space flight have 'L E.Bergquist. NASACB-114594(1973).
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Pioneer Venus Sounder Probe Neutral Gas Mass
Spectrometer
J. H. HOFFMAN, R. R. HODGES, JR., W. W. WRIGHT, V. A. BLEVINS, K. D. DUEP, KSEN, AND L. D. BROOKS
Absrrect-A neutral gasmass spectrometer was flown to Venus as part INTRODUCTION
of thePioneerVenusMultip,obetomeasurethecompositionofits •
loweratmosphere.Encounteroccurredon December9, 1978.The _r'_HE PIONEER VENUS Sounder Probe [I]carriedtoinstrument,mountedin theSounderProbe,was activatedafterthe J. Venu., among other experiments,a neutralgas massprobeenteredthetopoftheatmosphere,and itobtainedataduring
thedescentfrom 62 km to thesurface.Atmosphericgaseswere spectrometerexperiment,the purposeof which was to study
s=mpledthrougha pairof rnicroleaks,theeffluentfromwhichwas the compositionof the lower atmosphereof theplanet.On
pumped by a combinationofionand getterpumping.A pnemnati- December 9, 1979, '.heprobeenteredthe Venus atmosphere
tallyoperatedwdve,conlzolledby theambientatmosphericpressu_, and descendedslowlytoitssurface(partway on aparachute)
mainlinedtheionsourcepreasureata neatlyconstantvalueduring producingdatafornearlyone hour below analtitudeof62kin.descent while the atmospheric pressure varied by 3 orders of magni-
tude. This action ptme_ved the more than 6-decade dynamic rangeof The instrument measured the composition of the gases relative
the instrument throughout the descent. A single focusing magnetic tO C02, the dominant gas, that it sampled from the atmo-
sector field mass specczometer with mm resolution sufficient l_ sphere through a _pc:ial leak. Mass range extended from I to
reasonably separate argon from CsH4 at 40 ainu provided the mass 208 _.'nu with a sens_tiv;ty of the order of I ppm relative to
analysis and relative abundance measurements. A microprocessor con-
trolled the operation of the mus spectrometer through a highly effi- CO2. The interest in studying the atmospheric composition
cient peak-top stepping routine and data compression algorithm that of Venus stems largely From the fact that there are marked
effected a scan of the mass spectrum from I to 208 ainu in 64 s while differences in pressure, temperature and composition between
tequ/r/ng an information rate of only 40 b/s to return the data to earth, the atmospheres of Venus and earth, yet these two planets
A subscale height altitude resolution was thus obtained. Weight, size, are so similar in size, mass, and distance from the sun. The
and power requirements were min/m/zed to be consistent with inter- Venus surface pressure and temperature are 90 bars and
planetary flight consWa/nts. 730 K, respectively, [2] compared to 1 bar and 285 K (aver-
age) on earth. It has beenknownforsome time that C02
Manuscript received September I, 1979. Th/s work was supported is the dominant atmospheric constituent and that nitrogen isby NASA under Contracts NAS2-8802 and NAS2-9485.
The authors are with the University of Texas at Dallas, P.O. Box 688, present to a relatively small percentage (< I0 percent) [3]. It
Richa:dson, TX 75080. was also thought that sulfuric acid is a major contributor to
0196-2892/80/0100.0080500.75 © 1980 IEEE
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the ccmposition of the clouds [4] but was unclear just how
the sulfur cycle, the transport of sulfur between the lower '_"'*"
-___ .. -_:_ ..atmosphere and the cloud, levels, operated. The contents of - '
the noble gases had Been estimated to be similar to that on : "_'' " "'JP
earth [5].
A preliminary analysis of the flight data has shown that the
abundance of nitrogen in the lower atmosphere is approxi-
mately 3.5 percent,"°Ar may be as much as a factor of 10 to
15 less abundant than on earth, and the isotopic ratio of argon -_- _ _i,
is significantly altered. On earth primordial argon (_Ar) is
ordy 034 percent (1 part in 300) of 'mAr, the radiogenic com. _."-
ponent, whereas on Venus it is 85 percent of the mAr. Even *lPt -r
though the "°Ar is less abundant on Venus, the _Ar is more _: - :
than 15 times as large as on ea."th. This was quite an unex .... L_ ":"_
pected result. The ratio of the primordial argon isotopes,
_Ar/_Ar, is about the same as on earth. Isotopic composi-
tion of carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen are, within the limit of _ ,
errors, also the same as on earth. _...d'
It appears that sulfur does not exist in the cloud regions in
the form COS, as was thought pre-Pioneer Venus [6], but tmost likely is found in the oxidized state,SO2. There exists a - _2._", ....... i
change in the sulfur form below 24 km where COS does ap- ]
pear. Further details on scientific results from the mass spec-
trometer experiment can be found in [7] and [8]. Fig. L Massspectrometerinstrumentpackage. Low section to left
The purpose of this paper is to describe some of the unique housesmass analyzerandpumps.H_h sectionon rightcontainsdec-
features of the mass spectrometer instrumentation that was uoni_ White cylinder in foreground of analyzer section is the break-
used for the Pioneer "venusmission. After a general discussion seal which protrudes through probe wall and ¢ontain_atmospheric
sampling leaks. Pytrotechnic devices (maall cylinders on each side of
of the instrument, packaging and mounting in the probe, the cap)breakopencapafter probe enters atmosphere.
atmosphere sampling system and pumping system will be
described, foUowed by the mass analyzer and its operating
characteristics and finally the microprocessor that controls the 62 kin, to loss of signal at the surface. For '.he first 17 rain the
operation of the entire instrument, and is thought to be the probe floated down on a parachute. After parachut_ jettison
first such item to have been flown on a deep space probe, an additional 37 rain elapsed before the probe reached the
surface. Each scan of the?mass spectrum (described below)
GENERALINSTRUMENTDESCRIPTION required 64 s giving a total of 51 spectra from the flight. The
The large probe neutral mass spectrometer (LNMS) con- average altitude decrement per spectral scan was 1.2 km, some-
sLstedof a miniature magnetic sector-field mass analyzer, a ga:; what less than the CO2 scale height.
inlet and pumpmg system, and an electronics package, all
mounted on a common baseplate, 31 X 36 cm. Fig. 1 is ,ic- ATMOSPHERESAMPLINGAND PUMPINGSYSTEM
ture of the instrument. The taller section houses the ¢lec. Atmospheric gases were sampled through a pair of micro-
tronics while the lower section contains the mass spectrometer leaks [9], each consisting of a _-in diameter passivated tan-
and pumping system. Volume of the package is 10.6 1 and talum tube whose outer end was forged to a flat plate con.
weight is 11 kg. The mechanism in the foreground is the figuration having a conductance of the order of 10-7 cmJ/s
breakseal device, a hermetic cap, which covers the inlet leaks, for the primary leak and 10-6 cra3/s for the secondary leak.
The package was mounted so that the inlet and breakseal The secondary leak was operative from breakseal activation to
protruded through the wall of the spherical probe just below shortly before parachute jettison at 46 kin, a period of over 12
its equator. The gas leaks, which were thin metal tubes, 6 cm rain, during which time the atmospheric pressure was relatively
long, protruded from the flange past the aerosheL1beyond the low. Gases entering the leaks were passed into the instrument
probe's boundary layer into the free-streaming atmospheric ion source for analysis and on to a chemical getter (a
-_ gases. In this way samvling of the atmosphere should be free zirconium-aluminum alloy). The gas pumping system has
: from contaminatio_ _'. vapors emitted from the probe's been described in [9]. In order to maintain a relatively con-
" surface, stant ion source pressure during descent, a variable conduc.
Shortly after the Sounder Probe encountered the top of the tance gate valve, between the ion source and the getter, was
' Venus atmosphere and its heat shield ejected by deployment opened gradually by the increasing atmospheric pressure. As
of the parachute, the breakseal cap was activated by a pair of the leak's throughput increased, so too did the throughput to
pyrotechnic devices exposing the inlet leaks to the atmo- the getter. The purpose of maintaining a constant ion source
sphere. Data were gathered from this point, at an altitude of pressure was to preserve the dynamic range ('>6 decades) of
_5
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Fig. 2. Mass analyzer and pumps. Magnet is in lower fight foreground. Inlet leaks attach to flange at fax
right. Three cylindrical cans contain the getters. Analyzer ion pump is the rectangle in center foregzound.
the instrument while the atmosphere pressure changed by 3
orders of magnitude.
The mass analyzer was p,imped by an ion getter pump and
another chemical getter. The conductanceto this pumping o
system from the ion source region was limited by the mass CH4 /\
spectrometer object slit to about 5 cm3/s. This ion pump was /-_
the only sink for noble gases; its speed was conductance _ / _ /
limited and hence constant through most of the descent to the _ ] :
Venus surface. Since the throughput of the leaks increased _ I
with increasingatmosphericpressureandthevariableconduc- _) / /
tance valve throughput also increased, the ratio of noble gases z /
to CO= wouldbeexpectedto increaseasthe probedescended, o /
and pumping speeds for the noble gases venus CO: was then
to artificially enhance the signal amplitudes of the noble gas
peaks in the mass spectra. Through calibration of the gas flow
rates the mixing ratios of the noble gases were determined. k
From approximately 50 to 28 km the leaks were blocked _+'.03_ 15.11_9
[8] by an overcoating of cloud particle materials, presumably
by droplets of sulfuric aciu. During this time the re.flow of MASS (omu)
atmospheric gases was stopped and mainly background or Fig. 3. Matsdoublet at 16 ainu. Peak rightdue to oxygen ions at15.9949 an)u;peak at left is from CI-Iaionsat 16.0313ainu. Mass
residual gases in the mass spectrometer were seen, except for difference is 1 partin 440. Vtlleybetweenpeaksis 9 percent of 0
SO= and H=O which appeared to originate from the blocking peak.
material. Below 30 km the primary leak reopened (the
secondary leak had been valved off by this 1_ne), anti the was reduced to 30 and 22 eV for successive mass spectrum
atmospheric gas flow retumed to normal, scans. Owing to the modification of cracking patterns pro-
duced by electrons of reduced energy, additional information
MASS SPECTROMETER on the identification of parent molecules and the separation of
For analysis of the gases sampled from the Venusian atmo- doubly charged species was provided by these low energy
sphere, a single focusing magnetic sector-field mass spectrom- spectra. Dual tungsten Fdaments were provided as a redundant
eter was chosen. This instrument consisted of _n electron ionization source.
bombardment ion source, a magnetic momentum analyzer The ion beam emitted from the ion source was mass aria-
an," a detector system. Fig. 2 is a picture of the mass spec- lyzed by the magnetic momentum analyzer and detected by a
tr neter and pumping systems. Normally, the ionization pair of electron multiplier-counter channeLswhich had band
sc ,rce was aa electron beam having an impact energy of 70 passes of 40 MHz. The two detector channels simultaneously
eV. However, three times during descent the electron energy accepted ions in the mass ranges 1-16 amu (low mass range)
1982016408-061
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mass peaks, which include(/several sequential positions around
key mass numbers, such as 15, 28, 40, and 136 amu and mass
and 15-? r "_amu (high mass range). Mass resolution in the defect positions for aJl known gas species to be measured. At
high ma._ channel was M/AM > 440 (10 percent valley) as several mass numbers two or more peak positions were set,
evidence the doublet at mass 16 shown in Fig. 3. The e.g.,at 16 (O and CHa), 32 (O: and S) and 34 ( 3aSand H,.S).
peaks sho,_ .. are from _O and CH,, which have a mass differ- The microprocessor scanning this table directed the instru-
ence of 1 oart in 440. Resolution of the low mass channel is ment to measure the amplitudes only of the preselected mass
adequate to produce a valley of less than 1 percent between peaks. Table I is a sample of the noun table and corresponding
peaks at 15 an(' 16 amu. count record from the flight data just prior to the leak block-
The high bandwidth of the counter system, utilizing Be.Cu age. This procedure served to eliminate the time associated
16 stage discrete dynode electron multipliers, produced a with the normal method of analog scan, sweeping from one
dynamic range of over 6 decades. The COn peak reached a mass number to the next. At an accumulation rate of 4
counting rate of 9 MHz in flight. The background count samples per second, the entire spectrum from 1 to 208 ainu
accumulation was typically zero per integration period of was stepped through in 59 s which required a data transrnis-
235 ms. sion bit.rate of only 40 b/s plus housekeeping and a status
Sca_ming of the mass spectrum occurred by stepping the ion word. Ten bit words in the base 2 floating point format were
acceleration high voltage to successive peak tops under the used. This method gave 2.percent accuracy over the entire
control of a microprocessor. The complete spectrum, consist- dynamic range of the counting system.
ing of 236 mass peak positions, was scanned at the rate of 4 Control of the instrument during checkout and cruise phases
samples per second in 59 s. Five seconds were then required of the mission was through a 16.bit quantitative command,
for background samples and for returning the peak stepping which controlled primarily the sweep mode, electron energy,
program. The latter was accomplished by the introduction of electron multiplier gain and selected the prime rdament. How-
two calibration gases, methane and _3_Xe, into the mass spec. ever, during descent, major events concerning the instrument,
trometer just prior to the measurement sequence. Masspeaks such as breakseal cap eject and Isotope Ratio Measurement
produced by the cahbration gases at 15 (CHs*), 68 (tSeXe*'), Cell (IRMC) sequence (see below) were commanded by the
and 136 (l_Xe') ainu provided reference points that the probe event sequencer, while the operation of the instrument
[84 [EEE TRANSACTIONS ON GEOSCIENCE AND REMOTE SENSING, VOL. GE-18, NO. 1. JANUARY 1980 i
itself was controlled entirely by the microprocessor. Had the Sampling of the atmosphere occurred through a pair of micro-
prime filament failed during flight, the redundant fliament leaks; pumping of the effluent gases was accomplished by a
would have automatically been activated, combination of ion and chemical pumps and a special pneu- i_
Fig. 4 is a block diagram of the electronics and .-.,assanalyzer matically operated valve which maintained a nearly constant ,-
showing the major components of each subsection. The pre- ion source pressure during descent. The mass spectrometer op- i
amplifiers and first 4 stages of the pulse counter are packaged erati_n was controlled by a microprocessor which scanned the 1li
adjacent to the electron multipliers to minimize cable lengths mass spectrum from I to 208 ainu in approximately 1 rain by
and capacitance, a highly efficient peak-top stepping routine resulting in subscale
height resolution of the variations in atmospheric composition.
IRMC SEQUENCE The instrument operated from 62 km to impact on the surface ]:
A noble gas enrichment cell, the IRMC, was included in the of Venus producing 51 mass spectra of the Venus atmosphere I'instrument package to collect an atmospheric sample just after from which information on the abundance of noble gases, sul-initiation of the instrument operation, purge the sample of fur compounds, and isotopic ratios of several gases are beingCO2 and later (just before parachute jettison) introduce the obtained. Scientific results may be found in the referenced !
sample into the mass spectrometer for measurement of the papers [1]-[9].
isotopic ratios of the enriched inert gases remaining in the cell.
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From the Pioneer Venus, as well as the Venera l I and 12spacecraf_ data on the chemical composi-
tion of the Venus atmosphere from about 700 km to the surface were obtained, in general ree.sonable
consistency can be foundamong the results from the seven gas analyzers that encountered Venus in De-
cember 1978.One of the more significant findingsis the large excess abundance of primordial gases on
Venus. The O2 abundances below 30 km must be very small since none of the instrumentsdetected O2
there. In and nearthe clouds the 02 mixing ratio may be as much as a few tens of partsper million. The
CO mixing ratio is 20-30 ppm. The existence of COS, originally reported to bea major sulfur compound
in the lowest part of the atmosphere, is doubtful there, and its mixing ratio at higher altitudes does not
exceed a few parts per million. On the other hand. SO 2 may exist below the clouds at a mixing ratio of
theorderof 100ppm. In the clouds it is less than 10ppm. A serious discrepancy in the data stiUexists for
the case of the water vapor abundance. As a resultof the cross.checks provided by the number and types
of instruments flown to Venus, confidence in the validity of these results on its atmospheric composition I
has progressed to a reasonable degree of certitude.
INTRODUCTION general types: those associated with the severe environment of
In December 1978 no !ess than seven gas analyzers made in the Venus atmosphere and those imposed by the practicality
situ measurements of the Venus atmospheric chemical corn- of sending a mission to another planet in the solar system to
position. Three mass spectrometers and two gas chromato- obtain measurements of its atmospheric composition.
The Venus experiments succeeded in producing data on thegraphs sampled the lower atmosphere (here defined as the al-
titude range from 0- to 65-kin altitude), and two mass composition of the atmosphere from the order of 700 km
spectrometers sampled the upper atmosphere above 130 kdn. above its surface down to the surface itscff. Over this altitude
Table ! lists the experiments and their associated mis,_ions and range a pressure increase of over 17 decades was encountered.
gives a major reference for each. The bus and the orbiter mass spectrometers (BNMS and
As described in much more detail in the referenced pub- ONMS) covered the upper range down to approximately 130
lications of Table I, this unique complement of highly sophis- kin. The sounder probe mass spectrometer (LNMS) and gas
ticated instrumentation has provided us with a great wealth of chromatograph (LGC) and the Venera instruments (VNMS
information concerning the composition of the atmosphere of and VGC) covered the range from 65 km to the surface. The
Venus. In this paper we present a critical assessment of the intermediate range from 130 to 65 km has not been measuredto date.
general constraints for measurements of the Venus atmo-
In the lower atmosphere the pressure range which the in.
spheric composition imposed by the atmosphere itself and by
the Pioneer Venus mission, the approaches taken to imvrove struments sampled varied from 0.1 bar to nearly 100 bars,
the confidence in the data obtained, a c.'itical examinatton of while in the upper atmosphere the pressure range encountered
the current results, and finally some recommendations for fu- was some I0 decades. Sampling of the upper atmosphere was
ture planetary atmosphere or cometary missions, direct in that the a:mospheric gases were allowed direct entry
into the mass spectrometer ion source, whereas for the mass
(3ENET,'A.LCONSTRAINTSON MEASUREMENTS spectrometers in the lower atmosphere a pre,_sure-reducing
"-_ OF THE VENUS ATMOSPHERE device (a leak) had to be employed to lower the atmospheric
The study of the composition cf a planetary atmosphere a pressure some 8-10 orders of magnitude to the range of pres-
quarter of an astronomical unit away from earth necessarily sures at which mass spectrometers operate (10-s-10 -6 mbar).
At the same time, alteration of the chemical composition ofimposes constraints on the system employed for the measure-
ments, and when the atmosphere itself is as hostile as that of the sampled gas stream as it passed through the leak had 1o be
Venus, the task becomes a double challenge. The constraints kept to an absolute minimum. The gas chromatographs, how-
ever, were able to sample the atmosphere directly. In the caseimposeo upon this mission may be considered to be of two
of the LGC the atmospheric gases continuously flowed
through a sample loop assembly except during the time (10 s)
Copyright © 1980by the American Geophysical Union, when the atmosphere was sampled by diverting the flow of the
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TABLE 1. Pioneer Venus and Venera I ! and 12Gas Analyzers
LNMS LGC VNMS VGC BNMS ONMS
Instrument mass gas mass gas mass mass
type spectrometer chromatograph spectrometerst chromatot_raph spectrometer spectrometer
Misston/ NASA NASA USSR USSR NASA NASA
spacecratt PioneerVenus/ Pioneer Venus/ Venera l I and Venera 12/ Pioneer Venus/ Pioneer Venus/
_ouaderprobe sounder probe 12/landers lander muhiprobe bus orbiter
Sampling" LA LA LA LA UA UA
Altitude range, 0-60 22-52 2-23 0-42 > 130 > 145
kin
Reference Hofl'man et aL Oyama et aL Istomm et al. Gel'manet al. yon Zahn et al. ,Viemannet al.
[this issue] [this issue] [1979] [1979] [this issue] [this issue]
*LA is lower atmosphere, and UA is upper atmosphere.
teach of the two landers carriedone mass spectrometer.The results of the two instruments are identical [Istomin et al., 1979].
carrier gas. helium, to empty the cot_:ents of the sample loop ground of'°Ar remained in the instrument when it began its
into the chromatographic column. During a_uisition of sam- measurements in the Venus atmosphere.
pies l and 2 the sample flow path was heated a few degrees Another problem with the accumulation of noble gases oc-
above the ambient atmospheric temperature. This procedure curred because the sounder probe was backfined with a mix-
reduced wall absorption effects to a minimum. All of the ture of nitrogen and 1%helium at the time it was finally as-
lower atmosphere instruments also encountered a temperature sembled at Cape Canaveral prior to the launch. The purpose
range of approximately 250-740 K. The upper atmosphere of the helium was to aid in detecting leaks in the spacecraft
temperatures were about a factor of 2 lower, down to 120 K. through which the probe atmosphere could be lost to space
To accomplish the sampling of the lower atmosphere, the d'_ring the cruise phase of the mission. However, sub-
LNMS employed a pair of small passivated microleaks [Hoff- microscopic leaks in the mass spectrometer analyzer and the
man et ai., 1979a]. The effluent from the leaks had to be re- permeation of helium through the glass feedthroughs caused
moved from the mass spectrometer as rapidly as it entered in an accumulation of helium in the instrument during the 5-
order to minimize contamination from previously measured month period in which it was bathed in the probe atmosphere.
samples and to prevent a pressure buildup in the instrument. The background of helium has caused some uncertainty in the
A chemical getter pump was chosen as the main pump of the measurement of Venusian 'He.
ion source of the mass spectrometer, and a combination of a Although the gas chromatograph did not suffer the back-
chemical getter pump and sputter ion pump maintained a vac- ground problems of the mass spectrometer, because it does
uum in the mass analyzer section of the instrument. The main not have a seLf-contained vacuum system, it did require a pre-
chemical getter pump was isolated from the ion source by a entry treatment to saturate some active sites in its columns for
variable conductance value which was opened by the increas- O: and SO2 before parts per million amounts of these gases
ing atmospheric pressure, thus increasing the effective pump- could be detected. To satisfy tats condition, a mixture of these
ing speed of the getter as the leak throughput increased. This gases at I% in helium was injected through these columns
value action proved to maintain a nearly constant ion source prior to entry, and the excesses were thoroughly flushed out
pressure of gettered gases, like CO:, while the atmospheric with pure helium.
pressure varied over 3 decades. The gas chromatograph was designed to be operated in the
Besides being able to remove efficiently the effluent from probe environment at a pressure of approximate!v I bar. As a
the microleaks, these pumps were required to maintain a very safety precaution, to provide a minimum of l-b pressure in-
clean vacuum in the mass spectrometer from the time that it side the probe to insure safe high-voltage power supply opera-
was assembled in the laboratory and calibrated to :he time tion in the LNMS in case the original gases sealed in the
that it arrived at the Venus atmosphere and actually per- probe prior to launch had leaked out during the cruise phase,
formed the measurements for which it was designed. One of a small high-pressure nitrogen bottle was installed in the
the major problems encountered was that because all of the probe. Its gas was released into the probe's interior just prior
gases which entered the vacuum envelope of the instrument to entry into the Venus atmosphere. During flight there was
had to be pumped out by the internal pumps, leakage of no perceptible leakage from the probe resulting in its interior
earth's atmospheric gases, particularly argon, into the system pressure becoming nearly 1.3 bars at entry and increasing
proved to be troublesome. The getter pumps do not pump at- slowly during descent to !.8 bars. Because the regulator con-
gon, and ion pumps are fatrly inefficient in pumping all of the trolling the head pressure of the LGC was referenced to the
noble gases. The time from final pumping ofthe instrument in probe internal pressure, a larger mass flow occurred than was
the laboratory on a specially constructed vacuum manifold planned, resulting in shortened retention times for all gases.
system until the instrument encountered Venus was approxi- The consequences of this will be discussed later.
mately 9 months. Even leaks of the order of 10-.2 STP cc/,_, In addition to the extreme ranges of temperature and pres-
which are very difficult to detect, proved to be large enough to sure encountered during descent, a multitude of highly rune-
permit a small accumulation of argon in the instrument prior tire chemical species exist in the Venus atmosphere. In the
to its encounter with Venus. When an ion pump which has upper atmosphere, considerable amounts of O and N gave rise
previously pumped noble gases is exposed to active gases, to general background, interference, and memory effect_ in
such as CO2, during the descent into the V-.nus atmosphere, the mass spectrometers. These were difficult to control be-
the pump may regurgitate some of the noble gases back into cause of the very limited tune and power available to bring
the vacuum system to which it ts attached. Thus a small back- the instrument surfaces to chemical and thermal equilibrium
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with the gas sampled. In the lower atmosphere the cloud re- The LGC was constrained by the high temperatures that !
gion is composed of droplets of sulfuric acid, and a uumber of were encountered in the lower atmosphere, because the
sulfur-bearing compounds were detected, as has been reported elastomeric seals in the miniature solenoid valves were lim;.ted
earlier [Hoffman et al.. 1979b]. As the soun2er probe passed to sealing at temperatures below 180°C. Thus only three sam-
through the middle cloud region, the inlet leaks of the LNMS pies could safely be acquired during the descent phase, since
were overcoated with a substance which blocked the flow of the iast valve movement was constrained to the above temper-
ambient gases into the instrument. It is believed that this sub-- ature. The time required for each analysis was approximately :
stance consisted of droplets of sulfuric acid from the clouds. 10 ram, and the power limitation to heat columns further re-
The leaks remained closed until the probe descended some 20 duced the suite of molecules that could be measured.
km below the cloud level, at which time the flow of atmo- The LGC relied on retention time data for identification of
spheric gases was restored to norraal [Hoffman et al., 1979b, the gases of interest. This procedure was deemed valid be-
1980, this issue]. The gas chromatograph, on the other hand, cause of the limited number nf stable gases in the low-mass
had no problems with sample flows, primarily because all flow range, thus providing confidence in the retention data. Added
,.
paths had a minimum diameter of I ram, which was probably assurance was provided by the use of reference gases (internal
an order of magnitude or more larger than the diameter of the standards) that were released to the third sample. These were
largest cloud droplet. Freon 14 and 22, which provided discrete markers in the chro-
The major constraint imposed on the measurement se- matograms from which relative retention times could be cal- 'l.
quences in the Venus atmosphere by the mission profile itself culated from the absolute retention times measured for these
was the quite limited time available in which to actually make peaks.
the measurements. Because of the unknowns and complexities The high entry speed of the BNMS ( 11.6 kin/s) into the up-
of the mass spectra encountered it would have been desirable per atmosphere poses the problem of potential dissociation of
to apply all technically available means to uniquely determine molecules upon impact with the open ion source of the in-
the chemical identity and abundance of the atmospheric con- strument because a COz molecule for example, encounters
stituents. Mass scanning with different energies of the ionizing the BNMS with 31 eV of kinetic energy. Therefore below 200-
electrons, full range scans of the mass spectra, enrichment of km altitude this instrument spent 25% of its scarce measure-
noble gases for increased sensitivity, and application of the ment time in the flythrough mode of the ion source which per- i
flythrough mode in the upper atmosphre are all examples of mitred measurement of only those atmospheric constituent_ L,techniques which enhance the detection capabilities of tile gas that reach the ion detector without prior wall collisions.analyzers. The limited time of descent through the Venus at- Naturally, there were weight and power Limitations im-
mospbere, however, made it unfeasible to use the full range of posed by the mission. Typically, 10 kg and 10 W are required
options available, as this would have introduced shortcomings for each instrument of this type, except that in some cases ad-
in the altitude resolution and raised questions about stability ditional power was available for heaters. Since the probes
of the instrument performance in all its operational modes, were required to enter the atmosphere and therefore pass
This time constraint was most severe in the case of the BNMS through a high-g entry deceleration, the trajectory profiles re-
instrument, which traversed in only 44 s the altitude region quired that the instrument be designed to survive a 450-g ac-
between the exobase, at 200 kin, down to 130 kin, a range that celeration test.
contains eight pressure scale heights. Therefore the BNMS While the constraints discussed above imposed by the at-
did not use variable electron energies in the ion source, nor mosphcre of Venus and those necessarily associated with a
did it sample continuous mass spectra in this altitude region, mission of this kind proved in some cases to be design drivers
Of course, for the ONMS, because of the extended length of of the instruments, none were so severe that they precluded
the orbital mission, many analyses of the upper atmosphere the measurements of the Venus atmosphere itself. As will be
were possible, and the mission did not impose constraL-ts on seen below, interesting and unexpected data have been ob-
the time of analysis, tamed on the composition of the Venus atmosphere, and the
In the lower atmosphere the instruments could not operate ,,greements between the data obtained from the several in-
until after parachute deployment and heat shield ejection, struments that have been flown to the Venus atmosphere are
which occurred at approximately 6S-kin attitude. From there reasonably good.
the time it took the probe to reach the surface was approxi-
t rarely 54 rain. During this time the mass spectrometer ac-
complished 46 scans of the mass spectrum, and the gas chro= CONFIDENCE BUILDERS FOR THE VALIDITY OF THE
matograph collected three atmospheric san_ples at 52-, 42-, ATMOSPHERICCOMPOSITIONDATA
and 22.kin altitude and made a complete analysis of each. In order to increase the confidence in the validity of the re-
Since the time of descent of the sounder probe was less than I suits obtained on the composition of the atmosphere of Venus
hour and the round trip communication time from earth to :, number of different instruments were designed into the pay-
'_ Venus occupied 10% of this time, no real-time commands to loads that flew to Venus in December 1978. In both the Pip-
the instruments were planned during the descent phase of the neer Venus and the Venera missions the primary composition
_, mission. Therefore each instrument had to be controlled by instruments were mass spectrometers and gas chromato-
the sequencer of the probe and by logic systems, such as mi- graphs. In addition, the Pioneer Venus UV spectrometer and
croproccssors. In general, the operation of t.he various in. Vener_ spectrophotometer have also provided certain compo-
struments was not limited by data rate considerations, but sition results.
more by the constraints of time for each analysis and in- For the upper atmosphere composition measurements, re.
tegration times necessary to obtain the measurements of the dundancy was realized by including both the multiprobe bus
composition of the atmosphere at the desired sensitivity and and the orbiter mass spectrometers (BNMS and ONM$) in
altitude ,'esolution. the P;oneer Venus mission. Inclusion of the BNMS in- ,
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strumenton the muhiprobebus permittedextensiouof the oxygen,trace_tmountsof oxygenwerenot measurable.AI-
range of density ,neasurements with respect to the orbiter ca- though theoretically capable, the LGC was not designed to
pabilities toward higher densities by 3-4 scale heights into the measure isotopic ratios. Specifically. it was designed to pro.
important region of the homopause. In contrast to the lower duce results on chemically distinct species, whereas the mass
atmosphere mass spectrometers, which measured mixing ra- spectrometerhas the capability of observinga broad range of
tios. the two upper atmosphere mass spectrometers yielded masses, in this particular case, from hydrogen through lead.
absolute Pumber densities of the atmospheric constituents. By Thus these two instruments were complementary in the data
; the summation of all partial mass densities, absolute total they produced on the composition of the Venus atmosphere.
mass densities were calculated. These total density figures in Certain redundancies in the data from the mass spectrome-
turn were compared with the densi'y results obtained from the tar have been used to help identify different constituents of
observation of drag effects experienced by the Pioneer Venus the atmosphere and to increase confidence in the abundance
orbiter in the upper atmosphere [Keating et al., this issue]. At ratios that have been determined for these substances. Alti-
the time of t.hiswriting, it can be concluded that the BNMS- tude profiles in the re_ion ofthe atmosl.here below where the
and drag-derived total densities are in excellent agreement, leaks reopened, that is, below 28 km, of gartered and non-
whereas the densities measured by the ONMS are approxi- gettered gases, because of the dLfferentpumping paths in the
mately a factor of 1.5 lower [Niemann et al., this issue]. Pos- mass spectrometer for these substances, place limits on the "le-
sible sources for this slight disagreement could be uncer- termination of which gases are ambient in the Venus atmo.
tainties in the effective drag coefficient of the orbiter, minor sphere. The altitude profiles of ambient Venus _ases must lie
errors in the trajectories used (note that in the dayside ther- between these limits [see Hoffman et ai., this issue, Figure I].
mosphere of Venus a change of CO: density by a factor of 1.5 COz is a gettere;l gas, and it has a rather steep profile, _6_r is a
occurs over an altitude interval of only 2 km), uncertainties in nongettered gas, and its profile is somewhat flatter. Any sub-
the reduction of densities measured in the spectrometer ion stance with a steeper profile than CO: tha_has a constant mix-
sources to ambient densities, temporal and spatial variations ing ratio in the Venus atmosphere must originate at least in
in the state of the upper atmosphere, some unaccounted for part within the instrument. The COS profile below 20 km is
changes of absolute instrument sensitivities with respect to an example of this,
their laboratory calibrations, or a combination of these poten- The mass spectrometer ion source has the capability of
tial error sources, forming ions by impacting neutral gas molecules with elec-
The densities in the lower atmosphere were determined trons of three different energies. The normal electron energy is
from the LGC data by summing all the components measured 70 eV, which produces a significant number of multicharged
within its fixed sample volume at known temperature, and ion species, as well as dissociatively ionized substances.Use of
these compare very favorably with the results obtained from the other two er_rgies, 30 and 22 eV, tend. to eliminate the
the atmospheric structure experiment (LAS) by Se_ et al. doubly charged ._,_species from the spectrum and minimizes
[1979]. or at least alters the fractionation patterns produced from a
Important as confidence builders for upper atmospheric given parent substance. From tne data taken at the low elec-
composition measurements are tests for thermal equilibrium tron energies the confidence level in the chemical identilica-
between the variousconstituents. In their simplest form, these tion of parent molecules is improved. An example of this is
tests start with the assumption of (1) a molecular diffusion co- the mass 3 peak. which consists of ions of the HD molecule,
et_c_ent D much larger than the eddy coe_cient g and (2) the 3He atom, and the H3 molecule, the last being formed in
zero vertical bulk motions. Under these circumstances the the ion source. Through the use of the low-energy spectra and
measured scale height of any one constituent ought to be in- the subtraction of the other substances that form 0eaks at
versely proportional to its molecular mass M. In the Venus at- mass 3. it was determined that there is no evidence for the ex-
mosphereone would expect that these scale heights would be istence of _He, at lea.;t to _ limit of 3 x 10-" of 'He in the
constant above 180-kmaltitude at any given location, because Venus atmosphere. Fractionation patterns were also useful in
the exospheric temperature reaches a plateau at that altitude, identifying SOe and H2S molecules. In the case of SO, the
For thecomposition measurementsof the lower atmosphere fragment SO at mass 48 tracked the 64 parent SOe peak very
both a mass spectrometerand a gas chromatographwere used closely and aided in its identification over that of Se, which is
to obtain some redundancy in thedata for those chemical spa- also mass 64 but would not produce a 48 peak. The HS peak
cies which both instruments could measure directly, sucP as at mass 33 also followed very closely the profileof the mass 34
the noble gases and some sulfur compounds, and also to ex- peak, indicating that 34 indeed was due to FlzSand not the 34S
tend the range of measurements beyond the capabilities of isotope, since _S would not produce a peak at mass 33 amu.
each instrument. For example, because the dominant gas of Doubly charged peaks in tLe mass spectrum were also use-
theVenus atmosphere is CO_,themass spectrometer produces ful ig _etermining isotopic ratios.For instance, from the mass
by dissociative ionization ofCO: a very largepeak in the mass 22 and 22.5 peaks, as well as from the mass 44 and 45 peaks,
.,.. spectmlm due to CO ions. This precludes a measurement of the nC/°C isotopic ratio was determined. A mass 19 peak
,; trace amounts of ambient CO by the mass spectrometer and was produced by )'Ar++,and the ratio of this to 3nAr+aided m
makes the measurement of nitrogen difScult. On the other d-termining the correction requiredfor '°Ar+*to the peak at
hand. the mass spectrometer is ide'tLlysuited for the measure- mass 20. The residual mass 20 peak was due to _'_e after a
' ment of isotopic ratios of different elements such as carbon, small correction for Hz'_O.
oxygen, nitrogen, argon, neon. and helium. The LGC had the From these examples it is quite clear that throughthe use of
capability of measuring Ne, A, K.r.N=, O:. CO, CH,.. SO_, fractionationpattern peaks and doubly charged peaks the re-
H_S, HzO, COS, and CO= dEectly without fragmentation, dundaz_cyexhibited in the mass spectrum is useful in giving
However, at the lower altitude, where the large amount of hi- confidence to the proper identification of parent molecules
trogen in the atmosphere interfered with the measurement of existing in the Venus atmosphere.
L,-_l °
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TABLE 2. Venus Lower Atmosphere Mixing Ratios
i
LNMS LGCt VNMS VGC BNMS
4He 12..]4
3He/4He <3.10-*
-'oNe 9*']0`. 4.3 ± 0.7 [= "*"3
22Ne/2oNe 0.07 _-¢-0.02
Total Ar -50.70-._o 67.2 ± 2.3 I!5 ± 20 50 +_10 <30
_Ar 30..2,o° (42 ± 2)% <9
'mAr 33..,22. (50 -4-2)% <20
, "mAr/3_Ar 1.03 :t:0.04 ( 1.19):[:
3SAr/J_Ar 0.18 +-0.02 (0.19),
_Kr <0.2 <2 0.4 :t:0.2
N2 (in %) 4 -t-2 4.5 -+-0.5 2.5 ± 0.3
, 52km 4.60 :t:0.14
42km 3.54± 0.0l
22km 3.4l ± 0.0l
02 <2O
52km <30 43 ± 25
42 km 16+ 8
22km <30
CO 28 :It7
22km 20 + 0.4
12krn 7 ± (4)
COS
22 km <3 <2
LNMS LGC VSP§ VGC OUVSI -
SO2
70km 0.1
._2km < 10 <600
22 ._m <300 185± 43 130 :it35
H_.O > ._o__50_
.',2km <1000 <600 200
4,kin 5200± 80 150
22km 1350± 20 60
0 krn 20
Mixing ratios are given as parts per million, except those for N,,, which tire g_venas percent. Where
altitude is unspecified, it is not given in the original paper:,for LNMS it is the averag, value from 25 kin
to the surface.
*Deducedfromratioto36Ar.
*LGC data z22km unlessotherwisepecified.ForintercomparisoutheerrorbarsareIo,excepthose
for O,., whichare 30.
_:Resultderived in this papen not in referencedwork.
§Venera spectrophotometer [Moroz et al.. 1979]. "
¶Orbiter ultraviolet spectrometer [Stewart et aL. [979].
The mass spectrometer flown on the souuder probe had the strument encounter with Venus lyon Zahn et aL, this issue].
mass resolution capabdity of separating some doublet mass The gain of the high-mass electron multiplier, which counted
peaks at various mass numbers. For example, at mass 16, CH4 ions with masses at or above 12 amu, wa_ measured in flight
and O have a mass Cifference of I part in 440. The instrument by its comparison with simultaneous readings of an independ-
had sufficient resolution capability to separate these two pea' ently functioning electrometer amplifier. The overlap in the
with a valley of 10%between the peaks if they had equivalent two detector systems extended from l0-.3 to 10-.2 A of elec-
amplitudes. This high-resolution capaOility was a powerful trometer current, in which range the electrometer was oper-
tool in separating overlapping mass peaks at a given mass ating quite stably.
number. Besides the example given at mass 16 for methane
and atomic oxygen, at mass 19 the _Ar doubly charged peak EXAMINATIONOF COMPOSITION RESULTS
was separated from the '_OH peak. At mass 30 the C_,H6peak In Table 2 a compilation of Venus lower atmospheric tom-
was clearly identified from the C'_O and NO peaks. At mass position data as they were obtained from the gas analyzers
32. while the sulfur and O., peaks were not completely sepa- aboard the Pioneer Venus as well as th_ Ven_,ra 11 and 12
:. rated, the peak position gave a weighting to one or the other spacecrafts is presented. Also listed _J'a the respective results
,, of these constituents and helped in the determination that mo- of two additional optical experiments, the Venera spectropho-
lecular ox_'gen does not seem to exist to a measurable degree tometer (VSP) and Pioneer '¢eaus orbiter ultraviolet spec-
.; in the Venus atmosphere, trometer (OUVS). References/or these data are given as foot-
To increase the confidence in the data returned from the notes to Table 2. Other references are listed in Table I. The
BNMS, this instrument contained a system for an in-flight data values and _tror bars are quoted as they "_"_ _" in the
calibration of the absolute instrument sensitivity for helium, referenced works. Values which are put in parer ,o de-
which is measured by the low-mass channel (!-8 ainu). This rived in thLspaper by combining results from the o pa-
:ahbration was successfully nerformed 2 days before th_ in- pets. lq case of the BNMS results it should be empt, a4z.ed
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that the actual measurements were taken at or aboJe 130-kin termined to be 10 pore. No direct measurement is available of j
altitude. Hence their extrapolations into the lower atmosphere the neon isotope at mass 22 from the LNMS instrument, be-
are dependent on certain model assumptions, as will be dis- cause the doubly charged CO2 peak at mass 22 is over-
cussed below. With respect to the Venera results, no in-depth wheimingly lar6e and it was impossible to make a correction
discussion of their confidence levels and error bars is at- for it that wo,tld be meaningful. However. results from the in-
tempted, but neve.,'t:_eless, they are listed here for their obvi- era gas enrichment cell (IRMC) [Hoffman et al., this issue],
ous interest. Note alJo that all mixing ratios are given in parts which concentrated a sample of ine_ gases by removing the
per million, oxcep,, for N2, whose abundance is given in per- CO2, inAicate that the -'2Ne/2°Ne value was 0.07 :t: 0.02, a
cent. value that agrees well with the solar wind value [Geiss et al..
19701.
Helium The LGC value for neon is somewhat lower but within the [
As was mentioned above, the LNMS results on helium suf- error bar of the LNMS value. The VNMS value is also consis- i •
fared from the fact that the internal sounder probe name- tent with the other measurements. The VGC cannot measure
sphere contained I% helium. TI_. result is that a rather large neon, because it uses neon as a carrier gas, just as the LGC
helium background has to be subtracted from the data, pre- used helium as the carrier gas. So the determination of 2°Ne m
eluding the determination of a mixing ratio at thi_ time. the Venus atmosphere appears to show fairly good agreement
On the other hand, the mass 3 peak can be entirely ac- between three of the instruments which did make the mea-
counted for by contributions from the HD peak. assuming an surement.
isotopic ratio for hydrogen the same as that on earth, and a For the BNMS a meaningful measurement of 2°Ne could
manufacturing in the mass spectrometer ion source of H__" not be obtained because of the appearance of a large H:O
from mainly the hydrogen mass I peak. Also the 3He residual peak upon entry into the Venus upper atmosphere. This peak
was negligible. This left a residual of essentially zero counts at is caused by water released from the ion source ,.lrfaces when
mass , mt could be attributed to _He. Therefore even though they are exposed for the first time to a large flux of atomic ox-
the 41 . peak amplitude from ambient gas is uncerta;,n, the ygen. At 150-kin altitude, for example, the ratio of ion cur-
3He/'He ratio is probably less than 3 x 10-4. This value al- rents of mass 18+ to mass 44* was 1/40. l'herefore the contn-
lows for a factor of 31ess "He than the mas._4 corrected count- bution from H_'SO totally dominated the mass 20 peak. In !
ins rate would indicate and assumes an upper limit of 5 addition, the cross section for ioniTauon by electron impact is I
counts for 3He. Thus the true helium isotopic ratio may be much smaller for Ne than for H20, further compounding the
much less and could be as small as that on earth (1.4 x 10_) problem of measuring the thermospheric Ne content by the li
or even lower. BNMS.
The LGC did not measure helium, because it was advanta- L
geous to use helium as the carrier gas to improve instrument Argon tI"
sensitivity. Results from the Venera probes have not yet pro- For the LNMS the basic measurement of all of the noble [
duced data on helium, gas abundances in the Venus atmosphere was done through t
The BNMS result on the lower atmosphere helium abun- the _Ar peak, because it had a negligible :sidual before en- _._
dance was derived by yon Zahn et al. [this issue] by extrapola- counter with Venus and no interference from other gases. It is
tion from the actual measurements performed at and above therefore the most reliable peak upon which to base the mea-
130-kin altit_Me. This extrapolation was based on an eddy co- suremcnt. Since argon is a noble gas, it is not gettered, and its
efficient profile derived from the BNMS composition mea- ratio to CO= in the mass spectrr 'hater increases with time, as r
suremet, t. assumptions on the tempen ,ure profile between was discussed above. The ratio of ion-counting rates of the [
100 and 130 kin, and the change of mean molecular mass in mass 36--44 ton peaks actually goes from 10-_ to nearly 10-: 1,
the latter altitude region. Although :he lowest alti'ude mea- between 25 kan and the surface, but because of the large and i
surements of the BNMS were in tact obtained below the increasing pumping speed for CO2 versus tha_ for argon the !:
hom_,pause, the small atomic mass of He at_dthe eddy coefli- mixing ratio of argon is very much less than the counting rate !_
cient, having been found to decrease with altitude, cause a sis- ratio. By ImowW.$ the conductances of the different pumping
nificant decrease in the helium mixing ratio in going from the paths of these two gases within the instrument and the ratio of _
130-kin level down to the 100.kin altitude. The estimated un- their ionization efficiencies the mixing ratio of _*Arwas deter-
certainty of the derived He mixing ratio in the lower name- m:,ned to be _n+2o [Hoffman et ai., this issue]. The i.,,o--,,,-,o ppm _,
sphere is given by yon Zahn et aL [this issue] (Table 2). Here it topic ratios *°Ar/36Ar and J'Ar/_*Ar were found _o be 1.0:t :t:
may be noted that a similar connection of upper and lower at- 0,04 and 0. I8 -*"0.02, respectively, after appropriate corre,_.-
mosphere argon data c.'m be done with much more con- tions were made for the residual argon in the mass spectrome-
fidence, because the atomic masses of the argon isotopes are tar. These values are average values of the data in the lower 25
very similar to the mean molecular mass of the atmosphere km of the atmosphere. There were no significant trends in the
? throughout the whole altitude range under consideration, mixing ratio in this region. From the isotopic ratios of argon
and the mixing ratio of 3*Ar the mixing ratios of the other at-
Neon Son isotopes were calculated. The total argon mixing ratio
The neon content of the Venus atmosphere was deten_Mned then is the sum of that of the three isotopes and ts determined
by the LNMS instrument by taking the ratio of the corrected to be 70_'_ppm.
(as discussed above) ruNe peak height to that of _*Ar. The The LGC argon mixing ratio value is 67.2 :t: 2.3 ppm. This
measured value is 0.3 :t: 0.2. The rather large error stems ,-om is also for the sum of the three isotopes, since the LGC treats
the fact that the correction for doubly charged argon is a all isotopes of a given substance identically. This value differs
fairly sizable one, although the correction for the heavy water from that reported earfier [Oyama et at., 1979]. The earlier re-
_s very smalL On the basis of the value tot the _*Armixing ra- port was based upon a misidentification of certain peaks fol-
tie in the Venus atmosphere the relying ratio of _qe was de- lowing the N: peak. Ar was identified as O=, and CO was
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tdemdied as Ar. These tdemdicattons were ba_. " "'-'" on the 150 Icn :he alutude gradients of both the mass 36 and the
best fit retention times of these peaks compared to the pre- mass 40 ion currents exhibit a much too shallow gradient to be
launch calib,'adon retention tunes, h was assumed that the identified as signals from ambient ",rgon. Judging from their
temperature of the column would rise during the later stages scale heights, these signals are caused by background gases re-
uf the third analysts, but subsequently, that was not found to leased from the high-speed impact of ambient atomic oxygen
be :he case. In fact. the shorter retention time_ for ad gases re- on the ion source surfaces. Below 130 km the gradients of
suited from a higher absolute column head pressure generated masses 36 and ;0 became too steep to be argon. In this al."-
by a earner g...s pressure regnl.tor referenced to the higher tude region the mass spectrum was dominated by sc.attereo
than expected pressure m the probe. ['he Iligher mass flow ions within the instrument anal.v'Lerdue to the rapidl rising
rates resulted in retenuon tunes of all gases being moved for- ambient CO: pressure..As a result. Mauersberger et al. [19791
ward. When this fact _as discovered, the Freon internal stun- concluded tha" at no altitude was _Ar or "°Ar positi,,cly iden-
dards were used to determtqe rclauve retention times, and a ttfiable in the BNMS data. The authors also calculated upper
' quanthafivc value for each of the gases that was measured I£mits on the 3"At and "oAr number d,:.'tsities at 135-kin ahi-
was obtained [O._ama et at.. 19801. tu6e and derwed` by using appropriate ,:odel assumptions. "
The "vL'NMSobtained an argon mixing ratio of 115 _ 20 upper limits on the mixing ratios o,_ these :r isotopes in the
ppm with isotopic ratios of'°Ar/;'Ar of 1.19 and _*Ar/_Ar of lower atmosphere (see Table 2).
0.19. These isotopic ratio values are considered to be in ex- The limits on argon isotope abundances derived from the
cellent agreeme,'t with those determined by ee LNMS, and BNMS are not in satisfactory agreement with the results from
the mixing ratio lies within the LNMS error limits, coml)os_don measurements Performed aircctly in the lower at-
The rcsuit oF'.amed for the mi-.ng ratio of argon by the VGC mosphere (see Table 2). If the LNMS and LGC values as
inslrument is 50 _ 10 ppm. which is in reasonable agreement given m Table 2 are considered to be correct, then an ex-
with the value obtained by the Pioneer Venues "nstruments but planafion of the low BNMS value is necessary.. If a different
a little more than a factor of 2 lower than _hat obtained by the altitude profile for the background gas on masses 36 and 40 is
VNMS. The source of this difference is being considered by assumed (see discussion by Mauersberger et aL [1979]), the
'.he Venera experimenters. Assuming that some systema,:': er- BNMS value could be raised by 20%. The extrapolation of the
rot will be found in the VNMS resmt, there see,as to be gen- abundances of _Ar and "°Ar relative to CO: from the altitude
eral agreement between the various lower atmospheric corn- of measurement (13_ kin) to the lower atmosphere is. of
position instruments on the mixing rauo of argon, wMch is of course, model dependent. By using half or twice the value of
the order of 60-70 ppm. The L,otopic ratio "°Ar/_Ar, being the eddy coefficient K in the model the ext_ 7'olated value of
about I, is quite different from the value of 300 ;n the earth's _'Ar/CO: changed by only -15% and +4%, respectively. For _'_
attaosphere. This implies that .here is a large excess of pri- "°At/CO: the change was even _, ller. This insensitivity to K ]1
mordial argon, as _ell as neen. ir the Venus atmosohere as is due to the atomic masses of th_ argot, isotopes being close
compared to :he earth's atmosphere [Hoffman a aL, this is- to the mean molecular mass of the VeatLs lov_er and middle
sue], since the Venus atmopshere ts nearly 100 times more atmosphere.
mas,':ve than the earth's. The very. la;ge abundance of _°Ar Since the two effects discussed above are uneble to account
relative to that of the earth raised the question as to whether for the disagreement between the BNMS and LNMS-LGC
the mass 36 peak in the LNMS might not be due to HCI in- data. one may speculate whether the BNMS result is affected
st,._d of '_Ar. This can be answered on the basis of a consid- by an unknown loss of multiplier gain m the last 15 s of the ._
-.ration of the amplitude of the mass 35 Ixak. which could mission, which were crucial for the determinauon of the argon
possibly be due to chlorine ions. In the LNMS there is a back- abundance limits. This potential gain loss could possibly be
ground of scattered ions m the mass spectrum on the low- attrtb_zted to the rather large count rates produced by the
raass qde of :. ve_ large ion peak. m this case CO:'. which multiplier from the CO:, CO, O. and N: ion currents below
increases with increasing pressure in the mass spectrometer. 150 kin. However. this condition had ,.-,courted many times be-
The background from this source in the region of the mass 35 fore during laboratory calibrations at high CO: pressures and
peaJ: is of the order of 20-30% of the peak amplit_,de. Another had not resulted in any notable damage to the multiplier. A
correction from the HuS peak removes an additional 30---40% posteriori there is no self-consistent means from only Ihe
of the peak amplitude. The residual peak may be attributable BNMS science and housekeeping data to firmly establis.h and
to chlorine. The fracuonation ?attern for HCI yields a mass 36 to quantify such a potential loss of m_,itiplier gain in the
to 35 ratio, that is HCI to C1. of 7.0. Therefore assuming that BNMS. Therefore there appears to be no valid reason to
the residual peak is entirely due to chlorine, the conmbution change the limits as published by Mauersbe:ge: e, al. [1979].
of HCI to the mass 36 peak would be less than 2%of the peak The expectedly rather small argon abundance at 150-knl al- _-
r
amplitude at every, altitude, and therefore HCI would not con- titude has not yet been positively identified by the ONMS
e
tubule significantly to the argon determination. On earth the mass spectrometer.. As N_emann et aL {1979] reported, the '_Ar
isotopic ratio of 3'CI/_CI ts 0.326. On Venus the 37/35 mass Peak of the ONMS was obscured by an anomalously high
Peak ra,io varies from 0.5 to 3. the xanation being due in iarge background Peak probably caused by "°K" and NaOH* ions
part tc the s'_t',ticai fluctuations of the ve_. low counting sputtered off the ion source grids by tbe 10-km/s impact of
rates, indicating that some substance other than chlorine is a CO:. ThLs situation has not been resolved at the time of this
major contributor in the LNMS to _t least fh¢ mass 37 peak. writing.
it is therefore concluded that the large excess of primordial ar-
gon is _tvalid result and that the md.ing ratio of chlorine in Krypton
th- - tosphere of Venus _s le_ th,,n a few parts per million. Neither o._ the Pioneer Venus luwer atmospheric composi.
in the case of the BNMS experiment, only upper limits on lion instruments was actually able to detect krypton. The up-
the argon .,bundances m the Venus atmo-phere were deriv.,:d per limits are of the order of 0.2-2 ppm. the LNMS value
for the followmel ,casons [Mauevsber_xr et ,.L. 1979]: above being lower. F;om the VNMS data. indications are that the
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mixing ratio is of the order of 0.4 ppm. None of these values atmosphere there is constderably more mass 32 than can be
disaUows an excess in the absolute abundance of krypton in attributed to th;- source, and the peak position is shifted to-
the Venus atmosphere, ware ;hat of sulfur. Hcwever. by additional subtractions of
contributions to the mass 32 peak of S from H:S. of S and O:
Nitrogen from SO:. and of S from COS the amplitude of the peak can
The mixing ratio of attrogen has been determined m the be accounted for Theretbre from the LNMS data. only an up-
lower atmosphere of Venus by four of the five atmospheric per limit of 30 ppm ,-an be placed ou the mixing ratio of O,. in
composttion instruments. The values, while exhibiting fair the Venus lower atmosphere. This is consistent wtth the upper
agreement, d_ not have overlapping error bars. The biggest limit of 20 ppm obtained by the VGC. To date. the VNMS
discrepancy seems to be between the two Venera instruments, has not yet reported a value for O:.
where the values are 4.5 and 2.5% with errors of 0.5% that do The abundance of oxygen found by the LGC at 52-kin ahi- i
not overlap. The LNMS and LGC values are fairly consistent tude is 43 ppm, whereas at 42 km it is substanttally less at 16 i
with each other and with the VNMS value, leaving the VGC ppm. At 22 km it is undetectable because ofthe huge nitrogen i
v-due to be somewhat lower than the otL.'r thr_e. The uncer- peak tail. The error bar on the high-altitude determination in- |
tainty of the LNMS measurement is fairly large because of the eludes the LNMS limit value at that altitude. At 42 km the t
fact that at the mass 28 parent peak for N., a very high signal LGC value lies within the upper limit determined by the
from CO is found, leaving the N: peak ampfitude somewhat VGC. The VGC does not directly measure O: but must deter-
uncertain. The latter was determined from the LNMS data by mine tt by subtraction of the argon from the chromatogram
an examination of the mass 30 to 28 peak ratios. At mass 30 peak. Thus the O: limit of the VGC may be high. At 22 km
the tzC'80 peak is separated from the C.,Ho peak by the high there appears to be c_:ncurrence that the O: mixing ratio is be-
mass resolution of the instrument. By knowing the _2C*xO low the detection limit of all the instruments.
counting rate and the oxygen isotopic ratio (measured) the
CO contribution to the mass 28 peak was calculated. The re* Carbon Monox:de
mainder wz, N:, from which its mixing ratio was determined. The mixing ratios of carbon monoxide as determined by the
Another way of determining the mtrogen mixing ratio is two gas chromatographs agree very well at a value of the or-
through the mass 14 peak, which results from N ions which der of 20-28 ppm. The error bars of the VGC measurement |
are fragmented from the N: molecules by the ion source of the overlap those of the LGC, although the reverse is not true.
instrument. This method was used to determine the N,, abun- The fact that mass spectrometers _nnot determine the mixing
dance from the VNMS data. In the L '*MS case a correction ratio of carbon monoxide in a highly rich carbon dioxizle at-
had to be made at the mass 14 peak (CH., °) from methane, mosphere is one reason why a multiplictty of instruments was
which was introduced into the mass spectrometer as a ca!ibra- flown to study the Venus atmosphere.
tion gas. Since the corre_:tion was fairly large, the value of ni-
trogen as determined by this method _ssomewhat unce:".'q,_. Carbon Dioxide
However, consistency was obtained between the actual value It was well known before the Pioneer Venus flight that CO:
by this method and the mass 30/28 isotopic ratio method, is the dominant gas in the Venus atmosphere. This was recon-
The LGC quoted error bars [Oyama et ai.. 19791 indicate firmed by the LGC. which made a direct measurement of the
that the mixing ratio of nitrogen does indeed vary wtth altt- CO: abundance. The mass spectrometers used CO: as the ref-
tude from 4.6% at 52 km to 3.5% at 42-kin altitude and 3.4% at erence gas for relattve abundance measurements and also con-
22-kin altttude. The error bars quoted m the referenced work fin.,ed the dot.tmance of CO:. Abundances of all constituents
are confidence intervals calcutated from the caitbratton data tbund m the ';enus atmosphere have been reported as mixing
._cqutred during tests and are determined to 3 o. No simula- rattos.
non tests have revealed any altitude dependent errors, such as
sampling errors or errors due to increasing temperature of the Carbonyi Sulphide
instrument as the probe descended toward the surface. There- In earher results reported from the LNMS data [Hoffman et
fore Oyama et al. [this issue] suggest that the mixing ratio of ai.. 1979bl tt was shown that between 23 and 20 km there was
nitrogen does vary from a higher value to a lower value with a large increase in the COS mixing ratio from essentially zero
decreasing altitude in the atmosphere of Venus. to a peak value of approximately l0 -_. followed by a small de-
Because of diffusive separatton of N: and CO: at altitudes crease and then a rather constant mixing ratto frora that aiti-
above 100 km the N: abundances measured by the BNMS rude down to the surface. This profile is not conststent with
above 130 km cannot be comp-'red dtrectly with the values "hat of an ambient atmosph,,'ic gas. Laboratory results from
measured m sttum the lower atmosphere. As has been men- studies with the flight spare instrument, conducted by apply-
ttoned already, yon Zahn et ai. [1979] have used the corn- ing a coating of an 85% solution of H.,SO, in H:O to the inlet
parison of the measured ratio N:/CO: in the upper and lower leak and heating it in a CO: atmosphere in a chamber m
-" atmosphere to denve an estimate of the strength of tnrbulent which the Venus atmosphere pressure and temperature can be
mixing m the 100- to 140-kin region, simulated, have shown that it is possible to produce the same
profile that was obse_'ed in the Venus atmosphere. It is there-
Molecular Oxygen fore concluded that at least the rapid rise in COS at the 20-kin
In the LMNS data there is a mass peak at 32 ainu both in level is an artifact of the meastmng system and not a real phe-
the high-altttude region around 50 55 km before the leak nomenon existing in the Venus atmosphere. Also. the rather
plugged and in the lower region of the atmosphere below 25 constant mixing ratio of COS below that altitude may be an
kin. In the upper regton the peak can be re,tsonably well ac- artifact, because the origin of COS could be a restdual re-
counteo for by O: formed in the mass spectrometer ion source mainmg in the instrument after the initial productton. There-
by the dissocmtive iom,-t.ation of CO,. In the lower part of the fore only an upper limit of 500 ppm can be set at this time. It
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,;learthatat22 km and above,themutingratiofCOS in allVGC measurements.In additiontothecompositionmea-
theVenus atmospheremast be lessthan3 ppm, whichiscon- surements,which have a_readybeen discussed,the Venera
sistentwiththevalueobtainedfrom theLGC atthisame al- probescontaineda spectrophotometerIVSP),which deter-
titude.Unfortunately.22km was thelowestaltitudeatwhich mine,_thealtitudeprofileofwatervaporfrom thedepthof
,.heLGC sampledtheVenus atmosphere.Thereforeitisnot H:O absorptionbands(800-1200nm) inthespectrumofscat-
certain that COS exits at all above the few parts per million tered daylight iMoro: et al.. 1979]. The mixing ratios deter-
level in the Venus atmosphere, mined by this instrument show a decrease fro_a 200 ppm at 54
kin to 20 ppm at the surface of Venus (see T,-ble 2). These re-
Sulfur D_oxide suits are fatrly consistent with the VGC results but ate
The Pioneer Venus orbtter ultra,,iolet spectrometer {OUVS) markedly at valance with those obtained by the, LGC. The
can detect trace gases m the atmosphere at and above the source of this discrepancy has not yet been determined.
cloud tops by observing their absorption spectra in scattered The data obtained by the LGC at the 52-. 42-. and 22-kin
sunlight. Early in the mission, sulfur dioxide was detected by altitudes are consistent with the vapor pressure of water over
this means [Stewart et al.. 1979]. :_ince the scattered sunlight sulfuric acid solutions of>-s5-86% at 540C. 88-89% at 132°C,
probes the atmosphere to a de,)th that depends on wave- and :_95% at 283°C. respectively. They agree with a model of
length, it was posstble to deduce from the spectrum the mixing sulfuric acid concentrations which predicts the vapor pressure
ratio of SO: near 40 mbar and near 20 mbar by mL_eling the of water, as a function of altitude, and provides for a sink for
scattenng near 280 nm and near 210 nm. respectively. The re- water in the clouds. Laboratory, simulation studies have
suits show that the mixing ratio of SO: ts about 0.1 ppm at 40 shown that for thts range of concentrations of sulfuric acid
mbar and that the scale height of SO: is approxL-nately one added to the top of chromatographic columns the water of so-
fifth of the scale height of the ambient atmosphere IEspos#o et lution is not added to the water vapor level detected and that
al.. 1979I. the water vapor is not removed from subsequent samples.
A one-dimensional model of the photochemistry, of sulfur However, the peaks ol-tained from flight data for water vaper
compounds above 58 km Ithe base of the upper cloud), in- show characteristic similarities to peaks emerging from coi-
eluding vertical eddy mixing, shows that the small SO, scale umns pretreated with sulfuric acid solutions and differ from
height is due to a combination of the efficient oxidation of columns mat have not been so treated. This can be construed
SO: and inefficient vertical muting. The upw:,rd flux of SO: as additional evidence for the sulfuric acid nature of the cloud
predicted by the model is sultic_ent _o replace ,he H..SO, set- particles.
tling downward from the upper cloud, and the.model also pre- The water vapor peak in the LNMS spectra is very large
dicts an SO, mixing ratio of 5 ppm at 58 km [Esposito et al.. even at an altitude above that where the leak was blocked by
1979: Winick and Stewart. 1980] that is consistent wilh the re- the droplet of sulfuric acid. Hence the large upper limit value
suit from the LNMS at 55 kin. The SO: signal in the LGC aetermmed at 52 km of 1000 ppm. It is possible that the water
high-altitude sample is very small; hence the large upper limit peak m this region is indeed ambient, but ail other sources of •
placed on this value from the LGC ,tata. possible water vapor have not yet been excluded. However.
In the ,qtitude region belov. 25 kin. several ,alues of the below the point where the leak was blocked by the sulfuric [
mixing ratio of sulfur dioxide _ere obtamed. The LGC and actd droplet, a large increase in the water v_por peak was ob- !t
VGC results at 185 apd 130 ppm. respectively, agree v¢_' well serx-ed, indicating that the droplet was producing water vapor
in that their error bars do overlap. On the other hand. the as well as SO: during the time that it was overcoating the leak
LNMS had considerable dlfficuhy :n determining the mixing and btocking the flow of ambient gases into the instrument.
ratio of SO: in this region 3fth_. atmosphere. This results from Below the region where the droplet had evaporated and the
the overeoatmg of the inlet leaks by presumably sulfuric acid return flow of atmosphere gases began, the water vapor peak
cloud droplets as the hounder probe passed through the increases markedly again but does not follow a profile of that
middle cloud regio, at .m altitude around 52 km. Below th-s of an ambient atmospheric gas. Hence tt is not clear what per-
altitude there is evtdence that a constderable amount of SO: centage, if any. of the water peak is due to ambient water va-
has resulted iron the materia, that blacked the leaks, giving por or whether it is all due to residual water which has now
rise to a large mass 04 peak. the restdual from which, even af- been accumulated in the instrument.
ter the leak had reopened at approximately 30-kin altitude, re-
mained in the spectrum from there to the surface. Therefore it CONCLUSIONS
. is unclear whether SO: is being observed from the ambient at- As can be seen from an examination of the composition re-
mosphere or tf the enure mass o4 peak ts due to the residual suits presented in Table 2, there is fairly good agreement be-
SO: from the leak blockage material. Hence all that can be tween the muting ratios of all constituents determined by the
determined at thts ume is an upper limi_ to the mixing ratto of several instruments from the Pioneer Venus program and the
SO,, which is 300 ppm and ts conststent wtth the values deter- Venera II and 12 flights. An impov.ant exception is water va-
mined by the gas chromatographs, pot, where a serious discrepancy stdl exists. However, Oyama
"- Water Vapor et al. [19801 show a correlation between the water vapor con-centrations as measured by the LGC and those that would ex-
The only major discrepancy in the measurements from the tst in equilibrium with certain concertrations of H_SO, as evi-
several different instruments of the composition of the Venus dence for the validity of their values. However, this must be
atmosphere exists in the determination of the water vapor contrasted with the agreement between the VGC and spectro-
content. The differences occur basically between the LGC val- photometric values, which were obtained by two entirely in.
ues at 42- and 22.kin altitude and the VGC value, which is for dependent techniques, one by an in situ measurement and one
an altitude range below 42 km but is not given at any specific by remote sensing.
altttude and may well be an average value, as is the case for When initial resutts were first reported, there was more than
•it "% ...... " _
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an order of magnitude difference m the mixing ratio obtained a terresmal satellite experiment and 4.6-eV impact energy of
for argon by the various instruments. To date. after a much CO., in the case of the Viking upper atmosphere spectrometers
more careful analysis of the data the range of differences in [Nier and McElroy, 1977]. With this lowering of the encounter
these measurements is about a factor of 2. The original fairly velociues one also notes a definite lowering m the level of the
large differences were not basically a problem of errors in lab- conta[ninant problem. Therefore for future planetary or corn-
oratory :alibrations of the sensitivity of the different in- etary missions we fecom[nend application of even more strin-
struments but one of properly accounting for backgrounds m gent bake-out procedures for the parts and full spectrometer
the spectra, identification of peaks, pumping speed consid- sensors than we have employed already. In the case of tile
eratiens of rare gases versus active gases, and time constants BN MS the bak.-out temperature of the fully assembled spec-
of electrometer amplifiers. All of these situations have now trometer was limited to 200°C because of the electron mults-
been analyzed, and corrections have been made for them, pliers used. A 450°C bake-out procedure for the spectrometer
which was not possible in the short time be:ween the arrival of would have probably resulted in a lower level of Venus entry
the spacecraft at Venus and the first preliminary reporting of background gas but would have necessitated the use of a dif-
results in the literature. H_wever, even in the first results re- ferent multiplier. A second measure for countering the back-
ported, the impact of the large excess of the primordial gases grou,d problem is to take at least a few continuous mass scans
in the Venus atmosphere was noted, and tl=is very important in the time peried where science-critical data are collected.
result has not been affected by the more detailed and careful Such spectra would be of great help in unraveling the relative
analysis which has occurred since the original publications, contributions of ambient gases and contaminant peaks.
Even the uncertainty in the argon [nixing ratio of a factor of 2. The use of several different operating modes of the m-
which still exists if all of the measurements reported in Table strumem for short-term measurements, such as in the case of
2 are considered, does not negate the fact of the large excess o/" the bus approach into the Venus atmosphere or a high-speed
primordial argon. If the lower mixing faun values are consid- approach to a comet, would be undesirable, because it seems
ered to be more likely, then the actual abundance or mass important to obtain redundancy and consistency of [neasure-
[nixing ratio of'°Ar in the Venus atmosphere is a factor of 2 [nents rather than to introduce other types of data, such as
less than that in the earth's atmosphere. This implies that the those obtained by low electron energies for flythrough modes
radiogenic source of argon in Venus or the rate at which this or the like. While these may add confidence to the idendlica-
substance was accumulated in the Venus atmosphere has been tion of parent molecule species in some cases, they may also
somewhat less than that for the earth. However, if the VNMS detract from the basic composition measurements which are
value of the `oAr mixing ratio is taken at face value, then this being sought in an unknown atmosphere.
indicates a fair similarity between the `oAr content of the two Because of the experience of the accu[nulaticn of hehu[n in
planets, the LNMS instrument as a background gas, due to the fact
The chlorine mixing ratio upper limit in the atmosphere as that the internal plobe atmosphere did contain 1%helium, it
determined from the LNMS data is a few parts per million, would be highly desirable not to backfill pressurized vehicles
The sulfur (as SO,.) abundance was found to be of the order of with a gas that is likely to be a minor constituent of the atmo-
100-200 ppm below the clouds. The ratio of these seems to sphere which is to be studied. However, this [nay not always
contradict the Venera I1 and 12 spectrophoto[neter results be possible, as in the present case. Helium was the only gas
[Surkov et el., 1979] found in aerosols collected (11the cloud which could be used for leak detecting, because other more
region whereto the CI:S ratio was 10. The chlorine content of complex molecules would have affected the results of the in-
the aerosols translates into a gaseous mixing ratio of less than frared measurements and therefore could not be used as trace
I ppm (Yu. A. Surkov. private communic, lion. 1980). which gases m the probe for leak detection.
does not contradict the mass spectrometer result. The sulfur From a consideration of the results produced by the LNMS
content below the clouds is much higher m r.'lation to the instruments the high-resolution capability of looking at mass
chlorine than it is in the aerosols, but the relationship between doublets proved to be an extremely valuable feature of the in-
these sulfur forms is unclear. In the clouds, sulfur, as SO:, has strument and would be v, -y desirable in the measurement of
an upper limit of the order of l0 pp[n as determined by the any unknown atmosphere.
LNMS. The UV spectrometer result of 0.1 ppm at 70 km The results from the composition measurements of the
translates through a model to 5 ppm at 55 kin. If the model is Venus atmosphere provided by the Pioneer Venus and Venera
valid, this could represent a conflict between the aerosol val- I l and 12 spacecrafts [night have turned out quite differently
ues and the gaseous values, although it is unknown what gase- had only one instrument or type of instrument been flown.
ous abundance/'or sulfur relates to the aerosol value. Venus simply has too complex an environment to be attacked
From the experiences gained in the measurement of a plan- with a single instrument. But as a result of the cross-checks
etary atmosphere remote from the earth, several reco[n[nen- provided by the several instruments the knowledge of the at-
dauons for any future such experiments in either the Venus mopsheric composition and the confidence in the validity of
atmosphere or that of other planets or co[nets can be made. the measurements has progressed to a reasonable degree of
'-- In general, the level of contaminant gases vbserved in the certitude. It appears that the results pl'esented here now may
Venus upper atmosphere by both the BNMS and the ONMS form the basis of the models which must be developed or up-
spectrometers was higher than was expected from the experi- dated to understand the chemistry and physics of the at[no-
ence gained in previous experiments performed in the terres- sphere as well as its origin.
trial thermosphere. This situation is probably caused by the
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Data from the Pioneer Venussotmder probe neutralmass spectrometerconfirm that the major consd:-
uents of the lower atmosphere of Venus are CO=and N2, with the latter having a mass abundance of
about 3%.The data allow the order of up to 1000ppm of _ater vapor _d S00 ppm of SO2 and COS
below the clouds, but lower bound.; for the abundances of these compounds cannot be established be-
cause they appeared m largeamounts as lingeringproductsof the reaction of cloud dropletsdeposited on
the gas inlet leak to the mass spectrometer.The pretence of several minor constituents on Venus is more
certain. Of particularsignificance is the discovery that there is a hundred-fold cxce_ of nonxadiogenic
argon and neon on Venus over terrestrialabundances in addition to a -.mall deficit of radiogenic 4eAr.
The isotopic ratiosof cad _ oxygen, aaJ nonradiogenic argonare similar to those on earth. Other mi-
nor constituents detected on Venus include helium an.i ethane, and there is strong, but prec,endy in.
conclusive, evidence for H2S. Through laboratory simuiation it has been shown that the measured pat-
ternof volatile release during the evaporationof cloud materials blocking the inlet leak correspondto the
volatile_produced when a leak is coatedw_than 85% concentration soluuon of H2SO ( aBd immersed in a
Venus atmosphere simulator.
INTRODUCTION strument which addressed these problems of measuring the
rather hostile environment of the Venus atmosphere was de-
Interest in studying the composition of the atmosphere of signed and built at The University of Texas at Dallas.
our sister planet, Venus, stems from the fact that Venus and Sampling of the Venus atmosphere occurred through two
earth are similar in many aspects (i.e. mass, size, and orbit), small microleaks, each consisting of a 3.2 mm diameter passi-
but more importantly because of the marked differences that rated tantalum tube whose outer end was forged to a fiat plate
occur between these two seemingly similar planets. The Venus configuration having a conductance of the order of 10-7 cm3/s
atmosphere is nearly 100 times more massive than that of for the primary leak and 10-6 cm3/b for the secondary leak
earth, the surface temperature of the planet is more than 2{ [Hoffman et aL. 1980]. These leaks protruded from the soun-
. -__ times h_gher, and the dominant gas surrounding Venus is car- der probe into the atmosphere. Analysis of the inflow through
• bon dioxide. The sulfuric acid clouds of Venus encompass the the leaks was performed by a miniature magnetic sector field
entire planet, whereas the water clouds on earth only partially mass spectrometer that covered the mass range from 1
cover the planet. To study the composition of the lower atmo- through 208 ainu with a dynamic range of over 6 orcters of
sphere of this interesting planet, a miniature mass spectrome- magnitude. Removal of the atmospheric samples was accom..
tar [Hoffmon et ai., 1980] was designed and flown to Venus in plished by a combination of chemical getters and sputtering
1978 as one of the instruments of the Pioneer Venus mission ion pumping. To preserve the wide dynamic range of the in-
[Colin, 1979]. strument, that is, to enable measurement of substances in the
One of the major problems that the m_ss spectrometer had Venus atmosphere at the 1 ppm level of CO2, as the atmo-
to address was the sampling of the atmosphere over a pressure spheric pressure varied over the 3 decade range while the
range of 0.1-100 bars while measuring concentrations of the probe descended to the surface, the larger conductance leak
order of [ ppm of the dominant gas (CO=). In addition, be- was closed at about 47 kin. A variable conductance valve, in-
cause the in_. "ument was operated in a pressurized _.pacecraft, stalled between the instrument ion source and the primary.
: a gas removal or pumping system had to be included with the getter pump, was opene,_ pneumatically by the increasing at-
-_ instrument to maintain the mass spectrometer at its operating mospheric pressure, causing the conductance from the ion
pressure (<10 -s tort) and to remove the gases that had been source to the getter pump to be increased at a rate that ap-
previously sampled from the atmosphere to avoid con- proximated the increased throughput of the atmospheric sam-
tamination of new samples. To get the true picture of the corn- piing leak. thereby maintaining a nearly constant pressure in
positron of this unknown atmosphere, the sampling system the ion source of the instrument. Preflight laboratory simula-
had to be designed to minimize alteration of the chemical tion of a descent, with pressure varying from 0.5 to 100 bar
forms of the gas species sampled from the atmosphere. The in- and temperature from 300 to 750 K, showed the CO2 signal to
vary by only a factor of 5 [Hoffman et al.. 1979c]. The varia-
Copyright _ 1980by the American Geophysical Union. tion in flight was larger (lue to temporary plugging of the leaks
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(to be discussed below) as the spacecraft descended through peak amplitude information Owing to the very high mass res- I
the clouds [Hoffman et aL, 1979b]. olution of the mass analyzer, it was necessary that each of !
Preliminary results of the composition of the Venus atmo- these measurements be made with an ion acceleration poten- !
sphere have been reported [Hoffman et al., 1979a, b]. This pa- tial tolerance of the order of 0.02%. Tl]_, in turn, required pe- i
per contains an update of the preliminary results based upon a riodic fine tuning of program parameters by tracking the posJ-
more detailed analysis of the flight data and various labom- tions of spectral peaks from two calibration gases that
tory studies on simulation of flight results, produced peaks at 136(U6Xe"), 68('_Xe+"), and 15(CH3") ,
ainu.
' INSTRUMENTATIONAND CALIBRATION A ncble gas enrichment mechanism, called the isotope ratio
Detailed descriptions of the mass spectrometer instrumenta- measurement ceil (IRMC), collected an atmospheric sample
, tion can be found in Hoffman et al., [i979c, 1980]. Some ira- at approximately 62 km above the Venus surface, and through
portant a_pects of the instrument pertinent to a discussion of a combination of sorption and getter pumping, purified this
the results are its very high mass resolution capability, suf- sample of chemically active gases for later measurement of the
ficient to separate many mass doublets, such as _Ar and C_I-L isotopic ratios of the concentrated noble gases. This sample
at mass 40 that has a mass difference of I part in 580. One of was introduced into the mass spectrometer just before para-
the problems of the operation of a mass spectrometer for the chute jettison and immediately after the secondary microleak
analysis of complex spectra of gases is the overlapping of ion was valved off (this was during the time of leak blockage). A
peaks either as parent ions or as fragment ions formed in the special peak stepping routine was employed to measure the
instrument by the dissociative ionization of complex mole- noble gases in this sample. Because the peak amplitudes were
cules. This hish-resolution capability proved useful in sepa- lower than expected, it was only possible to determine the
rating many nearly overlapping peaks, such as doubly neon isotopic ratio from these data. The reason for the low
charged "Ar ions from "OH ions at the mass 19 position in peak amplitudes is unknown.
the spectrum, CnO and C,zI-16at mass 30, and the mass 40 Preflight calibration of the flight instrument was performed
doublet mentioned above. Besides the high-resolution prop- by using a high-pressure-lfigh-temperature chamber, called
erty, another feature which aided in this identification proc- the Venus atmosphere simulator (VAS), capable of reproduc-
ess was the use of three different electron energies in the ionl- ing the Venus descent profile temperature and pressure condi-
zation process. The normal electron energy was 70 eV. but 3 tions down to the surface values of 740 K and 90 attn. The in-
times during the flight through the Venus atmosphL re the io- strument inlet leak protruded into the VAS chamber to
nization energy was cyclca on successive scans of the mass sample its gases, simulating the sampling of the Venus atmo-
spectrum to 30 and 22 eV. All doubly charged ior species are sphere. Operation of the VAS involved admitting mixtures of
removed from the spectrum when low energy et_.,.trons are gases (e.g., N:, SO=, COS, At, Xe, Hg, CaI'Ie HC1) usually
used and the fractionation patterns of complex molecules are with CO2 as the dominant gas, into the high-pressure chamber
significantly altered, thus aiding in their identification, in a stepwise manner following a model Venus atmosphere
An on-board microprocessor controlling the operation of profile while recording the mass spectrometer output signals.
the mass spectrometer provided a high degree of efficiency in
obtaining data through a peak top stepping routine and data ANALYSIS METHODS
compressing algorithm that effected a reading of the mass One of the consequences of the gas pumping system of the
spectrum from l to 208 ainu obtaining a set of 237 measure- mass spectrometer was the fact that because chemically active
ments in 64 s (including a 5 s period for reading backgrounds and chemically inert gases were pumped by different mecha-
and retuning the peak stepping routine) while requiring an in- nisms, the gases flowed through different paths having differ-
formation rate c; only 40 btts per second to return the data to ent conductances within the instrument's vacuum envelope.
earth. A subscale height altitude resolution was thus attained. The active gases principally flowed through the variable con-
There was no scan or sweep of the mass spectrum as is done in ductance valve to the main chemical getter which maintained
conventional mass spectrometer operation. Instead, use of the a vacuum in the ion source. The throughput of this pneumati-
microprocessor in the peak stepping routine eliminated the caUy operated _.zlve continually increased due to the opening
time that is usually spent sweeping the valley between spectral of the valve by the increasing atmospheric pressure at a rate
peaks that occurs when an analog spectral scan system is em- that nearly matched the increased throughput of the inlet
ployed. A lookup taole of nouns stored in the microprocessor leak. Chemically inert gases were not pumped by the getter,
defined positions in the mass spectrum of a preselected set of and therefore their only path of evacuation was through the
mass peaks, which included several sequential positions very narrow ion optics silts connecting the instrument ion
around key mass numbers, such as 15, 28 40, and 136 ainu source with the mass analyzer. The pump on the analyzer
and mass defect positions for all known gas species to be mea- consisted of another chemical getter and a miniature sputter
sured. At several mass numbers, two or more peak positions ion pump that was the only sink for chemically inert gases.
; were set (e.g., at 16 (O and CH,), 32 (O= and S), and 34 (_ Because the conductance of the instrument ion optics slits was
-" and H_S)). The microprocessor scanning this table directed very low, the pumping in this direction was conductance lira.
the instrument to measure the amplitudes only of the pre. ited and remained essentially constant throughout the flight
selected mass peaks. Table 1 is a sample of the noun table and through the Venus atmosphere. The result of the two different
corresponding count record from the flight data just prior to gas flow paths and pumping mechanisms was that the partial
the leak blockage. Listed here are all of the mass numbers that pressures of the inert gases increased faster than those of the
were monitored. Forty five stuns of the noun table were corn- active In,urn, producing an artificially larger signal for the inert
pleted after entry into the Vemm atmosphere. Surfitce impact gases. Thus, for example, the ratio of the _,'gon peaks to car.
occurred during the 46th m. Just prior to entry, the in- bon dioxide continually increased with time and always was
strument was operated through four scans to give background much greater than the atmospheric mixing ratio.
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TABLE 1. Portion of Fright Da_ RecoM Showing Mass Number Tab_ Stored m Microprocessor and
; lasmtment Outer (Re,ted m Counting Ra_) called 'Data'
alnu data amu data amu data amu data
15.013 7680 39.972 1696 109.886 0 152.576 0
15.018 16896 40.029 80 111.873 1 152.890 0
15.023 22528 43.991 1769472 112.923 0 153.894 0
15.028 22016 44.991 21504 113.934 1 154.911 1
15.033 12800 45.302 108 114.904 1 155.887 0
15.995 335872 45.995 7936 115.921 1 157.876 0
16.018 40960 47.000 94 116.436 0 158.890 0
16.031 39936 47.966 10 116.925 0 159.859 0
1.008 3520 2.950 23 117.449 1 160.899 0
17.002 296 3.000 26 117.978 0 9.050 70
17.026 244 3.050 29 118.449 0 10.000 66
17.985 336 48.974 2 118.892 0 10.050 70
18.010 1088 49.968 3 119.466 0 161.893 0
18.034 66 50.969 2 119.981 0 162.424 0
18.987 34 51.980 0 120.925 0 162.959 0
18.998 18 54.004 0 121.985 0 163.438 1
19.007 5 59.966 1 122.894 0 163.919 0
19.981 480 60.968 0 123.920 1 164.342 0
19.992 384 61.977 0 124.893 0 164.464 0
20.006 112 62.994 1 126.922 2 165.441 0
20.015 30 63.962 5 127.906 0 165.934 0
20.993 I0 3.800 12 128.905 29 166.43u 0
21.991 45056 3.950 13312 129.921 5 166.929 0
21.995 47104 4.000 34816 ¢30.914 23 167.180 0
22.496 560 4.050 32256 131.922 48 167.432 0
26.002 112 64.960 3 133.905 440 167.937 0
26.014 122 65.961 23 134.471 14 168.892 0
27.010 102 66.963 280 134.960 26 170.901 0
27.023 124 67.964 6272 135.453 102 177.934 0
27.988 507904 69.971 1 135.742 3456 10.950 76
27.995 606208 71.973 1 135.824 7808 11.000 96
28.000 655360 74.927 0 135.907 9728 11.050 78
28.005 671744 77.040 2 135.990 8192 178.934 1
28.012 499712 77.916 1 126.073 5248 179.367 0
28.032 122880 78.053 16 136.448 140 179.874 0
28.997 6656 78.924 1 136.952 17 180.384 0
29.003 7040 79.915 1 137.970 5 180.823 0
29.039 992 79.958 0 138.442 2 181.931 0
29.997 1024 80.947 1 138.960 0 182.903 0
30.046 208 81.914 0 139.395 1 183.430 0
30.973 Ii 81.975 0 139.921 1 183.884 0
31.006 26 82.936 0 140.406 2 187.366 0
31.972 128 83.937 0 140.939 0 188.396 0
31.990 320 85.912 29 141.432 3 190.817 0
2.016 22016 90.910 1 141.882 2 192.883 0
32.985 18 93.920 0 142.381 0 194.824 0
33.966 15 95.943 0 142.929 1 !97.941 0
33.992 19 96.967 0 143.436 0 199.003 0
34.005 21 97.948 0 143.946 0 199.896 0
34.972 15 98.971 0 144.459 0 200.978 0
35.005 12 99.479 0 144.882 2 201.889 0
35.966 656 99.970 0 146.841 0 203.923 0
35.981 704 100.489 0 148.853 0 205.998 0
36.966 9 100.990 0 150.615 0 206.955 0
37.968 152 101.985 0 150.921 0 208.019 0
39.950 1376 102.975 0 151.280 0 15.000 20992
39.958 1504 103.478 0 151.589 0 14.000 19456
39.965 1664 103.985 0 151.951 1 12.000 344064
h
F_u_ I shows a flight pro_e of carbon d_de and _Ar come to equ_ibnum with the 8as mixture reside the m-
from _e altitude at wh_h the probe was conJlsured to be_n strument. This occurs at about 60 iun akitode. The rather sud-
making measu_men_ that = at 62 lun after the heat shield den decrease m the gas densities at approximately 50 km _ti-
had been _ected and a parachute deployed, down m the sur- tude was caused by a blockqe of both inlet leaks of the
face of the planet. When the gases first entered the mau spat- insu-umenu presumably by sulfuric add drop_u _om the
trometen CO2 was pumped by the clean walh of the vacuum middle or _wer cloud _oe of the atmosphe_. The second-
envelope and instrument electrodes faster than was Ar. try leak was prosramed to be v_ved of at approxima_ 3
Themes, the ratio of UAr to CO= decreases tmt_ the surfaces km lower _tude than when the blockase occurred. The m-
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Fig. 1. AdfitudeproEleof _Ar, a no_ettered gas,cadCO2, a gettercdgas(seetext).The decrea_in coumtin8 rateat
50 km is due to the leak blockage by H2SO4droplets.The leaks reopened near 28 kin. The argon increase at 45 km comes
from the enriched gas cell (IRMC) sample which was measured between 48 and 45 kin. Dashed portions of the curves
indicate times when low electron energy data were taken (not piotted).
flow of ambient gases was effectively stopped until the probe Rx counting rate for gas x;
descended to just below 30 kin, at which point it is presumed p instrument sensitivity ratio of CO2 to gas
that the overcoating of the primary leak had evaporated and x;
the flow of ambient gases returned. From there to the surface C,, conductance from ion source through in_
of the planet, the altitude profiles of both 36At and CO= are strument/on optics slits to analyzer ion
characteristic of those of nongettered and gettered gases, re- pump;
spectively. The difference in slopes is due to the pumping phe- Cv conductance of variable conductance
nomeua which were discussed above. Any gas having a con- valve, a function of atmospheric pres-
stant mixing ratio in the Venus atmosphere over this altitude sure;
range will have a profile with altitude that must lie between [CO,I/[CO= .i- N=] factor that converts M_ to a mixing ratio
these two curves as limits. Any substance that increases less since N2 is a nonnegligible part of the
rapidly than CO2 or more rapidly than arson must have at Venus atmosphere.
least a partial source within the instrument. Rates of change
of some volatiles (i.e., SO: and H20) resulting from reactions Because C_/Cv is quite small (or the order of 10-=) the
involving rert.nant cloud materials in the gas inlet did lie out- counting rate ratio of argon to CO2 (Figure l) is much larger
, side these bound, than the mixing ratio.
To determine the mixing ratio of an inert gas relative to In principle, the measurement of C_ and Cv are straight-
that of CG2, the conductance paths for each type of gas in the forward and have been done in the laboratory. However,
instrument must be known. The mixing ratio of the inert gas is some uncertainty in these values is introduced because of the
given by unknown pumping speeds of the getters and pumps them-
selves. Pumping speed of the getter is a function of the
R= CA [CO2] amount of gas which it has previously pumped. Its pumping
M, "_-_'P'cv + C_ [CO2 + N2] speed will decrease gradually as its capacity begins to be
where filled. An ion pump speed is determined by the type of gas it is
pumping and the rnbtture of gases which is being fed into it.
M, volume mixing ratio of gas x; For example, the speed of th= ion pump will change if it is
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pumping a mixture of CO2 and a noble gas over that which it TABLE 3, Isotopic Ratios of Some Sub_umcesFound in the Venus
has for the noble _as alone. This is because the noble gas is Atmosphere
buried in the ion pump and overcoated by chemically stable Venus Atmosphere EarthAtmosphere
sputtered material involving the active gas. As a result the Gas IsotoptcRatio Isotopic Ratio
pumping speed for argon is a function of how much CO2 is _He/'He <3 x 10-4 1.4x 10"-6
mixed with the argon. When a large amount of an active gas is Z2Ne/2ONe 0.07 :t:0.02 0.097
introduced into an ion pump, the pump may regurgitate some _e/36At 0.3 ± 0.2 0.58
of the noble gases which it has previously pumped. Hence, it 3'Ar/_Ar 0.18 ± 0.02 0.18740Ar/36Ar 1.03± 0.04 296
is unclear whether there is a sufficient pressure buildup of any ,_C/l_ _ 1.19x 10-2 1.11x 10-z
noble gas in the analyzer section to affect the effective value of ,,O/t_O 2.0 ± 0.I x 10-3 2.04 x 10-3
C,_for such gas. The consequence is that there is some uncer-
tainty in the total pumping speed in the instrument for both
noble and active gases. Hence, the error bars given for the
mixing ratios of noble gases are fairly large. On the other flow of carbon dioxide resumed at about the same temper-
hand, the isotopic ratio measurement of any gas is very ature (250°C) as in flight. During the blockage time, water va-
straightforward, because the isotopes of a given gas are pot, SO, SO=, and several reaction products of suifimc acid
pumped at essentially the same speeds, since they are very and vacuum sealant (e.g., 77 and 78 ainu) were observed in
close in mass number and chemically identical. Thus isotopic the mass spectrum in approximately the same ratios as seen in
ratios are determined quite precisely, the Venus data. From these tests it is fairly clear ,.hat the
The blockage of the inlet leaks by the overcoatlng of the blockage material in flight was sulfuric acid that came from
sulfuric acid droplets caused a loss of data from approxi- the clouds.
merely 50 to 30 km. During this time, peaks in the mass spec- From this same test, after the leaks reopened and the tem-
trum at 64, 48, and 18 amu exhibited marked increases in- perature of the chamber was raised through the range of ap-
dicating that the leak droplet material was forming sulfur proximately 30&-325°C equivalent to an altitude of 20--25
dioxide and water vapor, which are presumably dissociation km in the Venus atmosphere, a sudden increase in the mass 60
products of sulfuric acid. No parent molecules of sulfuric acid peak, which is attributable to COS, was ol'_erved. The peak
were observed, nor was any SO3 (80 ainu) observed. Labora- amplitude passed through a maximum and then decreased
tory tests have shown that SO3 will not pass through the inlet with further increase in temperature of the VAS chamber.
leaks without dissociation. To determine how sulfuric acid de- This profile of the 60 ainu peak matches very closely that of
composes under the flight conditions, a laboratory simulation the mass 60 peak in the flight data, indicating that the maxi-
test of the leak blockage was performed. The inlet leaks were mum in the mass 60 altitude profile observed at 19 km altitude
coated with a solution of 85% sulfuric acid and water until the that was reported earlier [Hoffman et ai., 1979b] is not a real
flow of ambient gases into the instrument was stopped. The feature of the Venus atmosphere, but probably results from
leaks were then iuse_ed into the Venus atmospheric simulator the reaction of sutfuric acid and CO2 in the leak. From this it
(VAS), the chamber filled with carbon dioxide, and the tern- is clear that the only atmospheric COS and SO= measure-
perature of the chamber raised following the profile incurred ments were obtained in the clouds. At lower altitudes th_ data
during Venus atmosphere descent. The leak reopened, and the allows, but does not require, substantial amounts of COS and
SO=.
TABLE 2. Volume Mixing Ratios of Gases Found in the Venus ATMOSPHERICCOMPOSITION RESULTS
Atmosphere A summary of Venus atmospheric composition results de-
Venus Atmosphere EarthAtmosphere rived from the mass spectrometer data are given in Tables 2
Mixing Ratio, Mixing Ratio, and 3. Table 2 lists volume abundances of gases relative to
Gas* ppm ppm carbondioxide. It can be noted that in many cases the uncer-
20N. _ 16 tainties of measurements relative to CO2 are quite large.
22,. It 2 is because of the pump speed problem discussed above; it is
Total Ne 10t 18 expected that on-going laboratory synthesis wiU reduce these
36A, 30_,o*m 31 uncertainttes substantially, Relative isotopic abundances of38,,, 6t 6
40_ 3It 0.93% some elements are given in Table 3. A discussion of the inca-
Total At 40-120t" 0.93% surements of each substance listed in these table follows,
u._r <0.2 0,5
N2 4 :t:2_ 78% Argon
02 <30 21% Because of the higher residual '°Ar pe_.k in the instrumentSO=55km <10
B=low 24km <300 (approximately 1100 cts/s) compared to that of _Ar (3 cts/s),
COS Above 24 Inn <3 the 36 peak was used to determine the argon mixing ratio.
Below 20 tun <500 Firstthe mixingratio of_'Arwas determined by the method
H=S 3t d_bed above. Then the ratios of the argon isotopes were
C21_ 2t
H_O <1000 calculated from the data obtained below 28 km (where the
CI <10 leak reopened) where the residuals had become small, (a few
HI <3 percent) compared to the peak amplitudes, From knowledge
• In them row, where tltitu_, is tuupe_ed, ru_t is avemle value of the abundance of one of the. isotopes and the i_opic re-
from 24kinto surfa_, tios, the total argon mtxinl ratio was obtained, The _At mix-
tDedumd from ratio to _Ar. ing rtuo is 30_,e *m ppm. Further laboratory tests of the con-
.
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d_ctances of the valves and the slits, and the pumping speeds the uncertainty in the pumping speed for noble gases (as dis-.
of getters and ion pumps in the presence of other gases, aE of cussed above), has complicated the determination of the mix- .:
which are needed to determine the argon mixing ratio, should ing ratic of'He to the extent that it is not reasonable to give a
result in a reductton m the magnitude of this uncertainty. The helium mixing ratio at this time.
isotopic ratio measurements of argon however are much more The peak at mass "_is due to the HD molecule and to Ha*
straightforward, and the results indi,'.ate that the _gAr to 36Ar ions formed in the ion source of the mass spectrometer. These
ratio is 0.18 ± 0.02 which agrees very well with the accepted substances account for the entire mass 3 peak over the whole I
' value for the earth's atmosphere of 0.187. The mixing ratios of altitude range of the measurements, leaving essentially no re-
"6Ar and 3SArare approximately equal to those in the earth's sidual that could be attributable to 3He. It should be noted
atmosphere (30 and 6 ppm, resgectively), but since the mass of that a terrestrial H/D ratio (6700) was needed to fit these data,
' the Vet.ns atmosphere is 90 tiraes that of earth, the total implying that Venus and earth hydrogen are similar. Assum- !',,
amounts of these nonradiogenic rare gases on Venus are mg that because of statistical fluctuations a maximum of five
nearly 2 orders of magnitude greeter than on earth. The "°Ar counts could be assigned to 3He, the 3He/'He ratio would
to _Ar ratio in the Venus atmosphere is 1.03 ± 0.04, in corn- have an upper limit of 3 x 104. This value allows for a factor
parison with 296 on earth, implying that the total amount of of 3 less 'He than the mass 4 corrected data would indicate.
Venus radiogenic argon is about one third of that on earth. Through further analysis of the behavior of helium in the in-
The total argon mixing ratio is calculated to be 70 ppm (as- strument, the Limit of the helium isotopic ratio may be re- i
summg the 30 ppm value tbr _6Ar). The large enhancement in duced eventually by 1 order of magmtude or more. In the
the nonradiogenic argon isotopes relative to "oAr was noted m earth's atmosphere this ratio is 1.4 x 10-°, but since the 3He i_
the preliminary analysis of the data. and further examination abundance in the Venus atmosphere is masked by the HD
of the data analysis methods has supported this finding, peak (most likely from the large amount of water vapor and
methane in the instrument), it is uncertain how the JHe mix-
Neon ing ratio on Venus is related to that of earth. Even so, a large _,
• *0The mixing ratto of - Ne in the Venus atmosphere was de- excess of 3He cannot be excluded by the results.
retrained by measuring the ratio of the :°Ne peak, after appro-
priate corrections were made for doubly charged 4oAr (-30%) Krypton
and for H2_SO(a few percent), to the _Ar peak. The resulting "[he d_.ta indicate that the abundance of krypton on Venus
2ONeto 36Ar ratio is 0.3 with an uncertainty of ±0.2. Because is very small and that only an upper bound can be obtained.
the mixing ratio of -'°Ne is determined from its ratio to 36Ar, There are low, but nonnegligible, iota,counts at each of the t i
the _.ctual value of the neon mixing ratio is a function of the isotopes of krypton, but statistical fluctuations preclude deter- !
!36Ar mixing ratio, and of course, its uncertainty includes that mining whether these counts track the argon data. When com- !.determined for argon. Even with the sizeable uncertainty as- pared to the largest expected krypton peak, at 84 ainu, each
sociated with the neon abundance, it is quite clear that its ra- mass corresponding to a krypton isotope is too large to in- ) <
tio to 36Ar is less than unity, like earth (which is 0.58), and dicate an -arth-like isotope abundance pattern. Large peak ii
markedly different from the ,olar abundance ratio of the or- amplitudes occur at 78 and 86 ainu from vacuum sealant re-
der of 30, determined from solar wind measurements [Cam. sidual and _Kr that had been introduced i'3to the instrument i
eron, 1973]. during preflight calibration, wbfle presently unknown sub- ]_
The isotopic ratio, :2Ne/2ONe, could not be determined di- stances may contribute to the other krypton masses. There-
rectly from the data because the doubly charged CO, peak at fore, the 84 ainu data is the best source for an estimate of the
mass 22 is overwhelmingly larger than any peak that could be upper bound for krypton on Venus• The total 84 ainu peak
attributable to neon. Even at the reduced electron energy of implies a UK.r to "Ar ra_io of 4 x 10"j with a l sigma uncer- 1|!'_
30 eV, the CO2++ peak accounts for the entire mass 22 peak, tainty of 2 x 10-3. With a value of 30 ppm for the 36Ar abun-
wbile 22 eV electrons produce essentially no neon ions. How- dance the UKr mixing ratio would have an upper limit of 0.2
ever, the neon isotopic ratio was measured at 30 eV in the en- ppm.
riched noble gas sample (from t e IRMC), giving th value f
0.0"7± 0.02. The error bar (1 sigma) is large owing to the low Carbon
amplitudes of the peaks obtained during this measurement. The isotopic ratio of carbon, '_C/_2C, was determined fro,'-,
The Venus ratio appears to be some 25% lower than the ac- the ratio of the peaks at mass 22.5 and 22 as well as from 45 to
cepted value for earth (0.097), but it is very close to that of the 44. The first pair results from doubly charged CO2 and t,_e
solar wind [C-e/ss et ai., 197_].
_econd set from singly charged CO:. The average ratio was
found to be 1.19 ± 0.06 × l0 -2, a value that is approximately
Helium 7% hight,- than the accepted value for terrestrial carbon, and
'- A problem occurred with the measurement of helium be- lies just outside the I sigma error bar. Howe_ er, the Venus
" cause the sounder probe was filled with a mixture of He and value is probably an upper li_t. In fact, the average value
N2 before flight to aid in detecting leaks in the hermetically from the 45/44 ratio is higher than that from the 22.5/22 ra-
sealed probe. Submicroscopic le_ks in the mass spectrometer tio. The ratios are not constant with altitude but tend to peak
vacuum envelo_ and the permeation ofhehum through gla._s at 10--12 kin. There is a distinct possibility that HCO2+ may
electrical feedthrough terminals (10 -'2 cm3/s)caused a signifi- be contributing in different proportions to the 45 and 22.5
cant accumulation of helium in the instrument during the 5 peaks, more to the former because this molecule would tend
month period ia which it. was bathed in the probe's inte,'nal to ionize dis,uxiatively rather than form a doubly charged ion
atmosl;here. The result wa_ that a rather large background of mass 45 amu. The origin of the HCO_ * is not known but
had to be subtracted from the flight data. This, coupled with may be formed in the instrument from CO: and hydrogen. !lii'
.t
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Fig. 2. Altitudeprofilesof COS,SO2,andH25,MaximumintheSO=profileat33kmis fromevaporationfromthe
H2SO4dropleton the leak.Thepeakin COSat 20kmisan artifact.Dashedpontonsof curvesindicateti_cs whenlow
electronenergydataweretaken(notplotted).
Nitrogen thatof sulfur.Contributionsto thispeakconsistof ions
The abundanceofnitrogenintheVenusatmospherewas formedby dissociativeonizationfSO2 (bothS and O2*)
determinedfromthe30/28masspeakratio,The 30masspeak and S+ fromH2S and COS. By makingappropriatecorrec-
consistsoft:C'gO,whereasthe28peakisthesum of':C"O tionsforallofthesesourcesofthemass32peakagain,allof
thepeakaruplitudecanbeaccountedfor.Therefore,theup-and S'N2.By knowingtheoxygenisotopicratio(seebelow),
thepercentageofthe28peakowingtoCO was determined,perlimitfortheO:mixingratiointhispanoftheatmosphere
The mixingratiofnitrogenwasthencalculatedtobe4± 2%. isalso30ppm.
Thusthetotalabundanceofnitrogeno V_nusisequivalent
to1.5--4.5timesoftlaatintheearth'satmosphere. SulfurDioxide
The _'Npeakcaninprincipleb usedtodeterminetheN: The variationwithaltitudeofseveralsulfurcompounds'_
mixingratio.However,themass14peakinthepresentcase showninFigure2.Fromtheclosenesswithwhichthepeaksat
consistsof,besides_'N,CH: frommethane,CO*",_ad N2"+. 48and 64 ainutrackeachother,itisfairlycertainthatthe
When correctionsweremade forallthesecontributions,the ionswhichformedthe64peakinthemassspectrumaredue
nitrogenmixingratiowas foundtGbe intherangestatedtoSO2 andthoseatmass48areduetvSO wh.tchresultfrom
abovebuthadalargeruncertaintyandthereforecontributedissociativeonizationofSO2 intheionsource.Thiswould
no new information to the N2 mixing ratio, precludethe possibilityof a significantamount of S_,ions at 64
amu because these would not produce the 48 peak. In the re-
Oxyger gion above the altitude of leak blockage, there is an averageof
The LaOto t60 isotopic rati_ from the 44 and 46 peaks was only one to two counts per mass spectrum at the mass 64 peak.
found to be 2.0 ± 0.1 x l0 -s, a value that agrees very closely (These are not shown in the figure.) Becauseof uncertainties
with that of the earth's atmosphere and lies well within the or- in the walladsorption of SOx,the actual $O2mixing ratio may
_. for of I standard deviation. The peak in the mass spectrum at be larger than this peak amplitude would indicate. This ar-
32 ainu can be attributed to O2 and to _ulfur ions, From the gues for an upper lirmtof 10ppm. After the leak was blocked,
d_iative ionization of CO=,approximately 2 x 10-' O=ions the magnitude of the 64 peak grew rapidly (see Figure 2) as
are produced relative to COn tons, By making this correction was discussed above, indicating that SO= was coming from a
to the 32 peak. all of its amplitude can be accounted for in the vaporization of the _eakblockage material. When the leak re-
rzgion of theclouds above where tae leak blocked.This leaves opened, a large SO=peak remained which did not follow tide
an upper limit to the ambient O2concentration in this resion CO=altitude profile but exhibited a ratherlarge maximum at
of the Venus atmosphereof 30 ppm. In the lower pan of the an altitude of approximately 6 km above the surface and de-
atmosphere, after the leak had reopened, a much larger peak creas_ a factor of 3 from there to the surface. Similar varia,
at mass 32was observed, and its position was shifted toward lions of SO: and SO have been noted in laboratory tests of
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leaks that have been blocked with sulfuric acid and sub- ficiently high to separate the C2I'_ peak from an almost equal
sequently reopened by heating in the VAS chamber. Because amplitude 'zC'sO peak.
of this large contaminant, only an upper limit of 300 ppm can
Water Vaporbe placed on the SOs mixing ratto for the lower atmosphere. It
is quite possible that the actual mixing ratio is much lower The peak in the mass spectrum at 18 amu owing to water
and that the mass 64 peak almost entirely is due to cloud ma- vapor in the cloud region of the atmosphere has a t-ther coa-
terials which earlier had blocked the leak. stant ratio to CO2 of approximately 500 ppm. However it is
: not clear if it is all due to ambient water vapor or partly to
Carbonyl Sulfide some instrumental source, although the residual before entry
into the atmosphere was very low. Therefore, only a con-
: Previously reported mass spectrometer results [Hoffman et
aL, 1979b] showed a very rapid 3 order of magnitude increase servative upper limit of 1000 ppm will be reported at this time.
in the peak at 60 amu from 24 to 20 km followed by a factor In the region where the leak was blocked, the mass 18 peak
of 2 decrease between 19 and 18 km and then a rather con- grew rapidly (along with the SO: peak), indicating that the
stant amplitude to the surface, as is shown in Figure 2. This droplet on the leak was emitting water, a phenomenon that
profile is not typical of an ambient atmospheric gas, particu- has been observed in laboratory studies of leaks coated with
larly the maximum at 19-20 kin. The laboratory tests of leak sulfuric acid. Below the altitude at which the leak reopened,
blockage with sulfuric acid iu the VAS chamber, as described th,, water peak again passed through a maximum, probably
above, and the closeness of the 62/60 ainu peak ratio to that caused by heating of the inlet leak and _ mere rapid release of
of the sulfur isotopes in both the flight and laboratory data, residual vapor into the mass spectrometer. Hence, it is not
indicate that the 60 ainu peak is due to COS and that COS clear how much of the water vapor measured below the clouds
probably was foL'med in the leak in some reaction involving is ambient.
the H2SO4 droplets and CO2. Therefore, it is concluded that Chlonne
the rapid rise in the COS is an artifact of the measurement
system and that the presence of COS m the Venus atmosphere For a discussion of the improbability that the large mass 36
is questionable. If the entire 60 ainu peak were considered and 38 peaks may include a significant amount of chlorine or
ambient, the mixing ratio would be less than 500 ppm. but HCl, the reader is referred to Hoffman et aL [1979b, this issue].
from the considerations given above it is quite probable that The conclusion drawn there is that the mixing ratio of ohio-
this is a very high upper limit. Above 24 km there is no 60 fine in the lower atmosphere is not more than 10 ppm.
ainu peak in the spectrum, thich implies an upper limit for Mercuo,
COS of 3 ppm, again a conservative value.
At the high mass end of the spectrum there were only a few
Hydrogen Sulfide scattered counts, and no consistent pattern was found in the
data in the range of the mercury isotopes (masses 198-204)
The peak in the mass spectrum at 34 ainu has an altitude near the surface of Venus. From laboratory calibrations on
profile (slope) (Figure 2) below 24 km similar to that of _hAr mercury it is concluded that the upper limit on this mixing ra-
except for a small enhancement near 10 kin. A correction has tio is 5 ppm.
been made to the peak amplitude for the 3"S contribution
from the sulfur dissociatively ionized from SO: and COS. The CONCLUSION
remaining 34 peak probably was due to H2S. This contention In the foregoing discussion, all results quoted are based on
is supported by the fact that the 33 peak. HS tons produce,, in data from the sounder probe neutral mass spect_ome',er.
the ion source, tracks it very well. The stmdanty in slopes be- These results are in general agreement with reported data
tween H:S and Ar arises because the getter does not pump from six other atmosphere analyTers which sampled the
H2S significantly, and therefore it has the same flow path as Venus atmosphere ix, December 1978 as part of the Pioneer
argon in the instrument. It also is possible that the 34 ainu Venus and Venera 11 and 12 missions (cf. the companion pa-
peak is H20:, wi;h the 33 peak being HO.,. Laboratory studies
_r Hoffman et al. [this issue] for a detailed comparison of
involving 'hese gases will be necessary to resolve this question, these measurements).
For now it is assumed that this peak is H_S, in which case the It is clear that the major constituents of the Venus atmo-
ratio of H25 to 36Ar would be 0.09 :t: 0.01, i£ the _Ar mixing sphere are CO, and N:, with the latter being of the order of
ratio is 30 ppm, then the HzS mixing ratio is 3 :t: 2 ppm. In the 3% by mass. Owing to the excessive amount of V;nus atmo-
region of the clouds it appears that relative to JOAr the H2S sphere in comparison with that of earth, the amount of atmo-
" mtxing ratio is a factor of 3 less than in the lower pan of the spheric N, on Venus is about 3 tttaes that in the earth's atmo-
atmosphere. It does not appear that the bulk of the 34 ainu sphere. However, since there are 2 or 3 arm of nitrogen fixed
. peak is produced in the instrument in a reaction involving by- in the earth's crust, the total mass mixing ratio of nitrogen is
,.. drogen or water vapor or any other sulfur compound because similar for the two p|acets. For Mars the nitrogen abundance
its altitude profile follows that of argon, is 1-2 orders of magnitude less [Own et al., 1977]. All other
constituents of the Venus atmosphere have volumetric mixing
Ethane ratios less than I00 ppm with theexception of water vapor,
The ncngettered gas, C:Hh, forms the only other peak in the COS, and SO, for which higher upper limits have been
mass spectrum that has an altitude profile similar to that of quoted.
_'Ar and is a candidate t'oran ambient Venus gas. The ratio of Fo- oxygen the mass spectrometer determined only an up-
ethane to _'At is 0.07 :t: 0.03, making its mixing ratio of the or- per limit of 30 ppm, but the actual abundance may be lower.
der of 2 ppm. Ethane was measureable at 30 ainu by virtue of A low value would be neces,,,ary if the amount ofreduced sul-
the fact that the mass spectrometer's mas,_ resolution was suf- fur compounds in the atmmphere were veryhigh.
,,-_
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Earlier reports indicated evidence of a large abundance of found today. In addition, the isotopic ratios of carbon, oxy- t-
COS below20km withesharpdecreasebetweenthereand 24 gem and nonradiogenicargon were found to be similarto ]_
kin,a featurewhichlaboratorytestsdescribedabovenow sug- thoseon earth.The ratioftheneon isotopeseem tobemore
gest obeanartifactofthepassageofCO2 and H2SO4 intothe likethatofthesolarwind.
heatedinletleak.Becausethereisno COS above24kin,itis The PioneerVenus and Venera experimentsflowntoour
notclearthatthere_sevidenceforany COS intheVenus at- sisterplanetto studyitsatmospheric,:heroicalcomposition I
mosphere above the _ew pans per million level, have shown that there are marked differences in the atmo- |i
It is interesting to note that the ratio of SO2 to H20 being spheres of the two planets besides the very hif,_ surface tem- l
evaporated from cloud droplets was eqaivalent to that from perature and pressure of Venus and the dominant gas on
HxSO, at a concentration of 85%. This is consistent with leak Venus being CO2. The presence on Venus or" excess non-
blockage by mode 2, and possibly mode 3, droplets that were radiogenic, possibly primordial :-re gases, the almost total
observed by the Pioneer Venus cloud particle spectrometer absence of O2, and the possible presence of reducing com- 1[Knoilen',erg and Huaten, 1979] in the middle and lower cloud pounds like C2H6 and H2S axe significant. l
reg_Ol_.
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